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W 
ho IS the most Important man 1n videogamtng 
today? it's the sort of quest•on capable or 
fuelling a four-hour debate among garners as 

they piCk apart the obv1ous answers. the clever-<lever 
cand dates and the leftf•eld long shots. 

The answer, or course. depends on your cnteria. 
Are you looking for a single viSIOnary, someone whose 

1mag.nation and creat1v1ty 1s dnvmg a revolut1on 1r how we 
th1nk about gam•ng' Step forward Sh•geru M•yamoto. 

Or. ·f 1t's all about 'power', what about the man who 
oversees al f1 rstparty development for the world's single 
b•ggest v1deogam1ng force? it's I kely that many of the 
best games on what seems set to be the lead1ng next-gen 
platform w•l be superv•sed by Sony's Ph1l Hamson 

But then, as the world's largest software maker 
beg1ns to move its focus further towards the potential of 
the v1deogame sector, isn't Peter Moore. the man w1th the 
overall responsibtltty for M crosoft's dedicated game 
d1v1s on, best posed to shape gam1ng's future' 

All three have good reason to stake cla1m to the t<tle, 
so we've taken th1s opportunity to talk to each of them 
about the1r relat•ve pos1tions, and their perceptions of the 
future If you do want to get <nto a four-hour argument 
about who 1s lead•ng the v1deogame 1ndustry, then. this 
1ssue w1il give you the ammunitiOn to make your case. 

But for those who feel there must be an eas•er way to 
settle the quest1on. we've taken the simple step of asking 
Miyamoto. Harr son and Moore, w1th the1r unnvalled <nsighr 
•nto the heart of the .ndustry, who rhey believe s the most 
1mportant person 1n v1deogam1ng. The1r answers may not 
surprise you. but some of their reasoning w1ll. 

Not that you have to agree w•th them. of course ~ 
But that's another four-hour f•ght wa<ttng to happen ~ 
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GDC expands horizons 
New platforms enjoy an early summer 
as PlayStation 3 springs forward to fall 

_j his year's Game Developer Conference, back for what is 
likely to be the last ever time in its spiritual home of San Jose, 
asked its delegates an unusually straightforward question: 

'What's Next?' With a busier-than-ever t imetable of technical lectures, 
philosophical roundtables, corporate keynotes and bar-based 
networking sessions, the answer most attendees will likely have come 
home with is 'a decent night's sleep'. The event, which also comprises 
two-day tutorial sessions, as well as the Serious Games Summit and 
GDC Mobile, adds up to one of the busiest weeks in the videogame 
mdustry calendar. 

But despite promises of big news from the big players, it didn't 
add up to be one of the most dramatic. Sony had already shifted 1ts 
limelight to Japan where, two weeks earlier, Ken Kutaragi had 
confirmed what was already obvious: that despite recent protestations 
from the company insisting it was still the intention, the promised 
spring launch for PS3 was unattainable. Blaming delays in 
Implementing DRM controls on Blu-r ay, Kutaragi revised the date to 
November, but offered in compensation the news that the launch will 

Sony is confident it can deliver six million PS3s 
worldwide by the end of its financial year 
in March 2007, which, if the machine does 

launch globally, is unlikely to satisfy demand 

be worldwide. While this will be little comfort to those in Japan who 
were still expecting the machine in the spring, or to US garners who 
had already assumed a post-Thanksgiving, pre-Christmas debut, 
it's obviously encouraging news for the European market, where 
many had fatalistically assumed the machine wouldn't debut unt il 
2007. Thanks to a production capacity of a mill ion units a month, 
Sony 1s confident it can del iver six million PS3s worldwide by the 
end of its financial year in March 2007, which, if the machine does 
launch gl0pally, is unlikely to satisfy demand. The question now 

Queues for the keynotes, held in the ne ighbouring Civic Auditorium, stretched round the 
block and left many delagates disappointed. Those a t the front passed the time with DSes 

remains if that date, and that worldwide 
commitment, will prove more durable than the 
prev1ous spring promise (see p60 for more on 
that question and others}. 

However, with the worst-kept secret in the 
videogame industry already out of the bag, Phil 
Harrison, president of Sony's worldwide studios. 
took to the stage for the opening G DC keynote in a 
slightly peculiar atmosphere - not helped by the 
decision to accompany his entrance w1th a quick 
burst of Another One Bites The Dust. GDC 
audiences are awkwardly split: mostly made up of 
developers, many of whom are already deep into 
PS3 projects, every word is also relayed by the 
media to consumers, who still don't know much 
more about the machine than the demos shown at 
E3 '05. And so, leaving the headline issues of RRP 
and controller design for E3 '06, Harrison mstead 
focused on PS3 's online env1ronment. Revealing a 
plan wh1ch blends Xbox Live's sophistication with 
Sony's existing hands-off approach. Harrison 
sketched out an arena which radical ly shifts PS3's 
centre of gravity towards online Taking full 
advantage of the 60Gb hard drive Kutaragi had 
confirmed would ship with every unit, 1t will give 
access to downloadable content and manage 
micropayments, enabling in-game shops and 

The revised PS3/PSP plans 
Between them, Kutaragi and Harrison firmed 
up a raft of details for Sony's latest consoles: 

PS3 to launch worldwide in November 
Final PS3 devkits to arrive in May/June 
PS3 to ship with upgradeable 60Gb hard drive with 
linux OS, and can function as home media server 
PS3 backwards compatible with PS1 and PS2 games 
PS3 online environment, with communication, 
ranking, content down load and payment systems, 
to be available at launch 
All Sony PS3 games to be region-free, others at 
individual publisher's discret ion 
PSP firmware upgrade to support Flash content 
PSP to support download to and booting from 
Memory Stick, allowing orig inal games to be 
supported. Download and emulation also 
enabled for the 'entire PlayStation library' 
PSP digita l camera to launch in October, for 
videochat and game applications 
PSP GPS receiver also to launch in October, for 
map applications and potential game use 
PSP devkit price drop to encourage new developers 

9 



One game casts a shadow over the rest at GDC 

lt w as a colossal haul for the makers of Ieo as their 
sequel swept the board at the Game Developers 
Choice Awards. Taking home the awards for Character 
Design, Visual Design, Game Design and Best Game of 
the Yea r, i t barely let Guitar Hero get a look in for the 
Audio Design Award, Nintendogs for the Technology 
Award and Psychonauts for Best Writing. The surprise 
loser of the night was God Of War, which despite six 
nominations left empty handed. The Independent 
Game Festival Award was similarly a one-horse show, 
w ith Introversion's Darwinia taking the 520,000 
Seumas McNally Grand Prize as well as awards for 
Technical Excellence and Innovation In Visual Arts. 
Collecting the award, Mark Morris made h imself an 
instant hero among the development community -
as well as a f ew instant enemies - by proclaiming 
that Introversion had stayed independent because 
they "didn't want a publisher to fuck up their 
game." lt got the loudest cheer of the night. 

10 

tech from an unnamed game - possibly 
The Getaway 3 - in action as a car was 
gunned to pieces. shattering windscreens, 
popping open doors and severing bumpers. 
More picturesque was the demo from 
Insomniac (main pie), which placed Ratchet & 
Clank motifs in a stunning future cityscape 

subscription management as well as giving 
thirdparty publ ishers the possibility of integrating 
their own servers and systems directly into PS3's 
infrastructure. Since downloaded content will be 
able to be booted direct from the hard drive, this 
creates the possibil ity of a w hole new form of 
PS3 development - smaller, simpler games, sold 
directly to the consumer in a way reminiscent of 
Xbox Live Arcade but without Microsoft's editorial 
controls and down load-size restrictions. Harrison 
made an open call for submissions of game 
proposals from interested developers, and there's 
no doubt that it cou ld radically change the range 
of studios - and more importantly the range of 
games - for the console. 

What the PlayStation 3 demos were most 
reminiscent of were last E3's 360 videos, 
when target footage had given way to 

real, unfinished, unpolished engine footage 

And it was all the more important that these 
on line possibi lities proved so exciting because, 
on other f ronts, the keynote did not succeed in 
convincing the audience of the value of the 
machine's power. A sub-aquatic follow-up to last 
year's rubber duck demo showed Al-controlled 
flock ing f ish and accurately modelled light 
refraction, but also demonstrated how much those 
two techniques look like existing systems for faking 
those two phenomena. A MotorStorm demo, 
which stripped out all other game elements to 
show how accurately a buggy's tyres could tear 
into soft mud, left those watching impressed w ith 
how realistically the suspension responded to the 
scars created in the ground, but less convinced 

about why it mattered that the welds on the 
buggy's frame were accurately modelled and 
downright baffled as w hy the mud itself, when 
sprayed out behind the vehicle, looked so shoddy. 
A ragdoll demo, usmg the Heavenly Sword engine, 
showed the dramatic effect of explosions on a vast 
army of men, but also showed that the two things 
that next-gen can do best - scale and detail- are 
each other's enemies, since the scale of the army 
meant it was impossible to appreciate the detail in 
each model. lnsom niac revealed its project 
previously codenamed 1-8 to be Resistance: Fall Of 
Man, a robust but so-far unremarkable FP$, leaving 
the closest the demos could come to a wow factor 
to its teaser for a new Ratchet game, featuring 
packed skyways of retro-styled f lying cars. 

All told, what the PS3 demos were most 
reminiscent of were last E3's 360 videos, w hen 
target footage had given way to real, unfinished, 
unpolished engine footage. Sony and 1ts partners 
now have an extra six months to turn these 
powerful engmes into something visually thrilling, 
but it was clear from the lukewarm response that 
those six months w ill need to be well spent . The 



The PS3 MotorStorm demo was 
presented purely to showcase the 
efte<t of a buggy on mud. but 
it was impossible not to draw 
unfavourable comparisons with 
the game·~ debut at El 2005 (left) 

reactton was best summed up when some 
audrence members shouted out to ask that the 
demos be shown on all the screens, not just the 
central unit. Harrison explained that only the 
central screen was showmg m hi-def and a 
"Don't care!" came bellow1ng back, showmg that, 
even among the development community, the holy 
grail of 1 080p St1ll1sn't un1versally welcomed. 

That concern was voiCed very clearly at 
GDC's keynote roundtable, whtch brought together 
Mark Cerny, Dave Perry (ex-Shtny), Louis Castle 
(EA), Masaya Matsuura (NanaOn-Sha) and Cyrus 
lum (Mtdway), where a wide-ranging array of 
concerns were rarsed about {he v1ab1lity of next· 
gen development lum potnted :o a fourfold 
tncrease in the cost of produc1ng assets for next· 

gen games and stressed the need for better 
communtcation between designers and artists in 
a world where it costs you "$2 mrlllon to change 
your mrnd". For Castle there was the concern, 
even from EA's perspective, on the danger of all 
games trytng to be all games, rather than 
concentrating on thetr strengths - ·over-seeping", 
in his words. Perry was charactenstically outspoken 
about the tndustry's farlure to predrct the success of 
1ts products and self-confessedly 'parano1d' about 
the 1mpltcat1ons of drgital distribution 

1t was th1s latter quest1on which proved to be 
the real theme of the conference. From a srtuation 
where there was once only one contender in the 
handheld arena, two or three under the TV and 
one on the desktop, there 1s now an exploston of 
outlets for games. And from a ttme when the 

In its continued efforts to facilitate development 
of on-message, less subversive forms of 

gaming, the Chinese government this 
month released Learn From Lei Feng, 

* 

an online game which teaches 
correct behaviour through the life 
of the famed People's Liberation 
Army leader, as part of its 
promised 12-part 'hero' series. 

The online game Is 
purported to require that the 
player act out the understated 

asceticism of Feng's life, from 
sock-mending to volunteering on 

building sites, to the ultimate 
endgame meeting w ith Chairman 

Mao- after several rounds of battles 
against secret service agents. 

EA might still be shy of fulfilling its once-
famous 'Challenge Everything' motto, but an 
announcement from worldwide studio director 
Paul Lee has proposed one considerable change 
to the publisher's approach. During the coming 
12-18 months, Lee hopes to usher in a 20 per cent 
rise in the company's internally produced IF\ 
reducing its licensed portfolio to only half its total 
output. Early examples of the procedural shift 
include the heavy promotion of Will Wright's 
Spore, together with new, more competitive 
project·management strategies affecting titles such 
as the upcoming Medal Of Honor. Airborne and 
three collaborative projects with Steven Spielberg. 
Other likely changes include more flexible 
deadlines than those imposed on EA Sports titles, 
and a general increase in studio autonomy. 

11 



"You really want to be happy at an 
award ceremony, so I realised I didn't 
want to rant, I want ed to rave. Games 
are really totally amazing ... They're 
interactive! There is feed back! No other 
art has th is. I don't care whether you 
call it games or storytelling, it 's all the 
same in my mind .. . ln t eractivity is 
important and can be more so if we 
do the right thing. Games are really 
cool, and that's my rant." 
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Chris Hecker vent~ ·ight. not spleen. at tne GDC 
'Rants· sess on after receiv1ng the Game Developer 
Cho Cf' .Award "or Commun1ty Contribution 

"[PS3] has t echnical limitat ions. lt 
seems t o be incapable of rendering 
three-way sex scenes in realtime." 
David Jaffe rnakes n s case for a seflous rev ew of 
Sony's arch1te:ture at the company's GDC keynote 

"[Today] I received final 
presentations for graduation 
development by Human Academy 
Osaka Game College. I did n't 
expect much from them, and 
I was right. Boys, work hard 
for your l ife! " 
.apan·s would-be r eX1 wave of devc ope" 
can expC'ct a 'See rne· n'l red tnk from 
Gail'e Republ c·~ Yoshiki Okamoto 

" They use t he characters 
everyone knows, and they hi re 
t hose actors to be t here, only 
to introduce minor characters. 
A nd then f or the next hour 
t hey shoot and kill each 
other . .. I had absolutely 
nothing t o do with t he 
game and I disapprove. I 
t h ink it's a m isuse of f i lm ." 
Tf\e Godfather game- a failure Francis 
Ford Coppola hiid Jack-all to do w1th 

9-10am lay in Half· Life 2 
Physical GameP 
Jay Stelly 

10:30-11:30am 0 . 
lr.spirat;· anc.eW~ ... GeneratiQn Oestgns 
Peter M~flleux 

10:30-11 :30am 
Next Generation Challenges for Need for 
Most Wanted on the Xbox 360 
Habib Zargarpour 

The lack of any standout sessions wasn't helped by the last-minute 
cancellation by Peter Molyneux of his 'Inspirations for Next Generation 
Designs' session. Rumoured to be deep in negotiations with Microsoft 
for the sale of lionhead. word of the cancellation meant that quick· 
thinking blaggers could take advantage of his absence by using his 
name to get past the bouncers at some of the more exclusive parties 

outlook for small to medium-sized developers 
looked bleak. there is now an actual scrap 
emerging for the games they can produce. 
Alongside the existing installed bases of PS2 and 
Xbox. which can support h1gh-end projects like 
God Of War and Dreamfa/1 as well as less ambitious 
projects, and the promise of RevolutiOn, 360 and 
PS3, there are the new on line services. PS3 and 
360 will now be competing for downloadable. 
direct ly distributed games, and Nintendo's 

Nintendo's president Satoru lwata revealed 
that Revolution's 'virtual console' serv ice 
will also offer certain Mega Drive and PC 

Engine games alongside Nintendo classics 

president Satoru lwata, in his high-on-charisma. 
low-on-information keynote, revealed that 
Revolution 's 'virtual console' service will also 
offer certain Mega Drive and PC Engine games 
alongside Nintendo classics. While there's been no 
conf irmation of whether or not new games will 
also be downloadable. it's clear that there would be 
no technological barrier to it happening. On the 
handheld front. the potent ial of the OS to fulfill 
in the west the job it's already completed in Japan 
of growing the gaming market was made instantly 
convincing by the gift to delegates of a copy of the 
new US version of Brain Training: few sceptics 
remained after intensely competitive, intensely 
enjoyable mental-anthmetic battles broke out all 
over the conference. Kutargi's announcement that 
the new PSP firmware will allow downloaded 
games to be directly booted on the hand held adds 
that machine to the scrum for new content, and 
Valve. whose Steam service has rapidly become he 
f lagship for a new model for PC distribution. was 
all but trawl ing the Independent Game Festival 
booths with a shopping trolley. Whereas last year 
the ent1re conference was dominated by a fear 
of what the task of producing monolithic next
gen epics would do to the industry, this year's 
was buoyed - and a litt le distracted - by the 
new possibilities 

Last year that fear had crystallised in Greg 
Costikyan's now-infamous proclamation during 
the 'Rants' session that .. Ladies and gentlemen, we 
are fucked". This year, the other trend of the 
conference was clear in Chris Crawford's singular 
failure to replicate that moment by proclaiming that 
the videogame mdustry is dead and then si tting 
down and refusing to elaborate. This lack of impact 



was a problem across the whole programme, 
wh1ch fa1 ed to de iver the standout sess1ons that 
genera:ed so mucn e~ergy at ast year's event, and 
wasn : helped by a number oi t metab ng clashes 
W :hout ttle exc•ter.Jert of someth ng ~e Spore, 

the best sess ons were s:1 I worthwh le the team 
from Shadow Of The Colossus (wh•ch also won the 
Game Developer Cho1ce Award for 2006 - see 'The 
Gong Show') capt1vated attendees w1th an 
exp a natiOn of how oriont•sing character and 
an1mat1or> des•gn had added to the game's 
emonona and narratr.e cepth, ex Oddwcrld head 
lor11e Lann ng gr l1ng God Of War's Dav1d Jaffe on 
some of n1s more outsooke:1 att1tudes. and 
producer Katsuya Egllch expla1n.ng how mak1ng a 
game ike Ammaf Crossmg deliberately awkward 
ea n also increase 1ts appea I 

Indeed, t was last year's news which dominated 
tne event, or rather lasr year's games. n the form 
of Harm:>n x s Gu;:ar Hero and almost anyth.ng on 
DS Both were omn present throughout the 'esuval. 
w1tn P ctochat "each1ng me tdown before lwata's 
keynote. as ru'Tiours of the off c1al no me for 

Revolu t1on, cla•ms of hands-on expenence with 
the contro ler and loJsy draw1ngs of Mano flew 
round the room Gu.tar Hero became a universa 
cur·ency. w1th seem ng y every developer wa1tmg to 
public y a1r tne expe'tise honed 10 prJVate Each 
even.ng part1es competed for attendees w1tn 
prom•ses of bootns and m San Jose's hotels, queues 
snaked around plush corridors - two by two, like a 
human Noah's Ark - as nvals wa1ted for their 
chance to prove their dom nance. 

And t's tl'>is atmospt-ere. as ever. wh1ch 
makes GDC so spe<:•al. lt's a v1tal reserver of 
enthusiasm. expe<11se and open-mmdedress 
wh1ch helps revita 1se an 1nd1..stry a I too ohen 
battered down by commerc1al pressures and 
mtens1ve working pract1ces it's a conference 
where techmcal t ips are shared as readily as tales 
of crunch-1nduced mama I crises, and where w•dely 
d ffenng 1nterest groups are brought together in 
the r deterrnmat on to make games better and 
to 'Tiake making ga'Ties better And. tms year 

at least. to swap some fingenng t1ps 'or 
Bark At The Moon. 

Video Games Live closed GOC with 
a packed concert of game music 

lt was clear it wasn't a normal concert from the moment you spotted 
Sonic lurking near the bar and Rikku from Final Fantasy X queuing for 
a go on Guitar Hero. Organised by veteran game music composer Tommy 
Tallarico, the Video Games Live shows bring together a live orchestra and 
choir, alongside a big screen and light show to try to do justice to the 
excellence of game music and the ardour of its fans. From Frogger 
(above) to WarCraft, from Ghouls 'N' Ghosts to Halo and featuring a 
cameo from internet-fad The Blindfold Pianist. it was a crowd-pleasing 
evening. lt seemed a shame, however, that so many of the medlies and 
arrangements focused on bombastic battle themes rather than the more 
reflective music which often makes a deeper impression after repeated 
playthroughs, and that over-familiar tunes were chosen over more 
interesting and often better-written ones. That said, catering for such 
a peculiarly devoted audience can't be simple: often their cheering 
drowned out the orchestra. and their adulation was as much for the 
game itself than out of recognition, or appreciation, than for the music. 

For the sixth year running, garMlab brought a live·a<tion game 
to GDC. challenging players to be gods and convert believers in 
Pantheon. A5 ever, most delegates were simply too busy to play 
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it's an inevitability we've all (or all soon will) have 
to face ..• After a night entertaining crowds with a 
typically brilliant and energetic performance, after 
everyone's gone home and you promise yourself just 
one more solo round. it's then that you enter the 
zone and stun even yourself with a near-flawless 
run of Bark At The Moon. 

Bringing a much-needed solution to the problem 
is Score Hero, an invaluable site for sharing your 
top Guitar Hero scores and streaks with the rocker 
community at large. With leaderboards for all 
difficulty levels the site is accessible for players of 
any ability but daunting at the same time as you 
realise, with photo evidence, that your treasured 
score doesn't hold a candle to others'. 

The Score Hero community has also extended 
itself further to establish, as best it can, the cutoff 
points for the fabled five-star performances, proving 
itself the definitive resource to 'graciously document 
our future arthritis'. 

!iit • 
Score Hero 
L I 

www.scorehero.com 

At the time of going to press. the most expensive 
single WCCF cards (typically special cards featuring 
game-turning superstars like Ronaldinho) being 
hawked on eBay were priced at £15, with whole sets 
at anything up to ten times that. Though the game's 
roster has been updated in the four years since its 
Japanese debut. old cards and cards from other 
regions can all still be read by current machines and 
deployed in any team anywhere. This has led to a 
familiar dilemma for the gameplaying football fan, 
and the ethical agonies are played out in threads at 
fan sites such as www.wccf-forum.co.uk - a Japanese 
Sol Campbell from 2003 is better than a European one 
from 2005. But is it morally justifiable to part with 
current footballing reality in pursuit of in-game glory? 
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Putting the 'I' 
back into team 
World Club Champion Football, the coin-op 
designed for the collector, hits the UK 

hat World Club Champion Football is 
such a difficult thing to describe to those 
who've yet to witness it clearly signifies 

something. Whether that something is merely its 
status as novelty, rather than that Sega Europe 
has found an idea sufficiently inspired (and an 
experience sufficiently inimitable) to lure westerners 
back into arcades, remains to be seen. But since 
there are now about 15 units installed in marquee 
arcades across the UK - each hoggmg enough 
floor space for half a dozen vanilla Street Fighter 11 
units and accompanied by a wall-mounted card
vending machine - we won't have to watt long 
to find out. 

So, to that description. In order to begin playing 
WCCF, players must purchase a team - a £5 Starter 
Pack of cards from the vending machine. For that 

There are now about 15 units installed 
in marquee arcades across the UK

each hogging enough floor space for 
half a dozen vanilla Street Fighter units 

initial investment they receive a Club Card that 
stores player data. 11 handsome, laminated and 
licensed Player Cards (ie, a team). a clear plastic 
wallet for storage. and a basic set of instructions. 

Duly equipped. players then ansert their Club 
Card and £2 credit into one of the WCCF unit's 
consoles and begin a one-off setting-up process 
picking a team name, kit colour and so forth. But 
that's where the bog-standard football game 
features come to an abrupt end. Lme-ups and 
formations are not selected from onscreen menus 
but determined by which cards the player puts on 
the 'pitch' (which sits table-like, at 90 degrees to 
the monitor) and precisely where he places them. A 
camera hidden beneath that pitch reads the Player 

Cards and almost instantly converts player IDs 
and positions into digital doppelgangers on the 
screen. Move a card during the game and that 
player's on-pitch placement and tactiCal approach 
is adjusted accordingly. 

There are old-fashioned controls, too, but
perfectly reasonably given that the emphasis of 
WCCF is very much on management- they're 
remarkably (perhaps deliberately) old-fashioned, 
especially when set against the title's beguiling 
innovations in player input. The four directional 
buttons whose primary function is inter-match 
menu navigation double as rudimentary tools for 
tactical tweaking. While a 'pressure' button in the 
centre encourages more aggressive endeavour 
towards retrieval of the ball, it is at the cost of an 
accelerated decline in stamina. 

Shoot and save buttons also enable managers 
to get involved in the action proper but only as a 
kind of prodding process at either end of the pitch. 
These buttons - all illumination, hard plastic and 
straight lines - recall nothing so much as the 
interface of the average pub fruit machine. Yet, 

Having summoned underperforming footballers to the manager's 
office, players must decide what kind of talking-to will get them 
back on form: hairdryer-and·brimstone? fatherly and supportive? 



despite this fusion of non-specialist controls and 
mass-appealing, man-on-street content, WCCF 
won't be replacing the one-armed bandit in your 
local any t ime soon. The fourplayer unit (this is the 
standard, although a twoplayer plasma screen 
version is available and there are units for up to 16 
players in Japan) makes indulgent use of six Naomi 
2 boards: one for each player's console and two for 
the grand exhibition screen that flashes TV-style 
team, match and other data while screening 
highlights from games past and present. And the 
hefty overheads don't stop at the hardware. Every 
WCCF card features a fully licensed player from 
one of 14 leading European leagues - the UK 
Premiership's representatives are Arsenal, Chelsea, 
Liverpool and Man Utd. All of those cards
bedecked back and front with a mix of useless 
trivia and ·usefu I indicators of strengths and 
weaknesses - are produced especially for the game 
by Panini. The legendary Italian sticker company's 
collaboration is an instant guarantor of 
authenticity, a brilliant incitement to collect for 
collecting's sake and an inspired shortcut to 
mainlinmg prospect1ve punters' most cherished 
childhood memories. However, as Sega 
Amusements Europe's special project manager 
Justin Burke indicates (despite sharing nothing 
more financially specific than a pained expression). 
this doesn't come cheap. 

Is this card system, with its potential appeal for 
an entire generat1on of Championship Managing 
Britons, Sega Europe's great hope for generating 
Euro-enthusiasm for the spirit ., 1f not the science 
or the scale - of Japan's networked arcades? Not 
particularly, Burke says - Ghost Squad, Initial 0, 

The standard fourplayer WCCF setup 
(top right) is a monster, but some units 
are even bigger (top left), with up to 
16 consoles in addition to the screen 

Vtrtua Striker 3 and others have already seen card 
systems prove their worth in the reg1on. Is it a key 
component in Sega's new focus on Europe, ltke 
Total War or Hellgate London? Not quite, either: 
WCCF is merely the latest iteration of a game that 
started life in Japan in 2002 and has thrived there 
ever since. And one whiCh, for all its grand 
branded content, bears the loveable quirks typical 
to Sega titles of similar provenance. Our starter 
pack included Arsenal defender Kolo Toure, whose 
specialist skill is listed as 'Speed Star's Foe· (and 
WCCF is hardly a title you can imagine the creatives 
at EA high-f1ving over either). 

Finally, a word on the graphics. That the visual 
dimension can remain unmentioned until the final 
paragraph of a discussion of a new Sega arcade 
showpiece is an tndicator of just how out of the 
ordinary WCCF is. Its actual games are barely more 
aesthetically distinguished (though better 
animated) than those of the Dreamcast mcarnation 
of Sega WordWide Soccer: functional and clear but 
utterly free of flash. Still, the upper-case player 
names that permanently accompany the avatars 
onscreen would have done for anything fancier. 
And, given that the game is aimed at a 
demographic whose members are still happy to 
spend Saturday afternoons watching Ceefax 
in-vision score updates on state-of-the-art TVs. 
probably won't affect the game's fate either way. 

Is the world ready for a hybrid of Champ Man, 
Project Rub and Pokemon, or will WCCF prove the 
most ingenious and extravagant coin-operated 
white elephant of the 21st century' Who knows. 
it's football, as they say. Anything could 
happen and anything probab y will. 

Until now, the inducement of contentment by 
repetitive strokes of the index finger has been 
something more commonly associated with the 
theories of Dr Alex Comfort than those of 'Professor' 
Arsene Wenger, but here, as elsewhere, World Club 
Champion Football makes a bold break with 
convention. In addition to stamina meters, WCCF 
players have morale ratings. left unattended, players 
who are down will underperform. The solut ion? Call 
them into your office in the (timed) inter-match 
management sections by rubbing their cards with 
your fingers, then decide whether to chaste or charm 
them by choosing from three possible approaches, 
depending on the age and sensibility of the upset 
individual. it's your call. 

A ltott.r from WIIJ Wrfg:ht: 
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Fighting back against an increasing number 
of anti-violent-gaming laws cropping up across 

the United States, the Electronic Software 
Association has established 

www.videogamevoters.org. a 
grassroots campaign to educate 

Americans on the legislation In 
their area and how they can 
combat it in the future. 

In an open letter, designer 
Will Wright laid out the need 
for such a body, adding: 'If 
videogame sales to minors are 
regulated based upon their 

conte nt, as some politicians 
propose, the end result could be 

diluted and duller storylines as 
many game publishers will not be 

able to take the same risks that lead to 
great, innovative movies, books, and music'. 

IS 



Restart making sense 
The man behind 16bit crowd favourite Sensible ~ 

Hare: "My main reaction when FIFA took our crown was that 
it was so bloody slow. That slowness comes from animation· 
driven engines. The way Pro Evolution Soccer interpolates and 
interrupts animatlons Is very sophisticated- it's better at 
doing that part is- but we' re even faster" 

Soccer brings both the game and us up to date 

ogether w1th B1tmap Brothers Mike Montgomery and John 
Phillips, Sens1ble Software eo-founder Jon Hare (left} has 
found success 1n mobile phone development with Tower 

Stud1os, bringing to handsets the likes of Cannon Fodder and Sensible 
Soccer. But th1s season he's bnng1ng the latter game to d1fferent turfs 
- those of PES-dom1nated consoles. Here, he tells us how. 

Was the decision to redevelop Sensible Soccer spurred by a 
perceived lull in the evolution of titles such as Winning Eleven/ 
Pro Evo and FIFA? 
1t's QUite c ear ;hat Pro EvolufiOn IS the best soccer game on the 
market and has been for a long t1me But you can become a viCtim of 
your own success, unable to really change your formula because 
you're alienating existing users, and PES has found itself m the 
Situation we were in ten years ago People are naturally looking for 
new stuff, and what's Interesting w1th Senstble Soccer is that 
someth1ng so old can seem so fresh 

Between TV broadcasts and 

" PES has found itself in t he situation 
we w ere in 10 years ago. What 's 

interesting w it h Sensible Soccer is that 
something so old can seem so fresh" 

firsthand experience, do 
publishers today have a 
conflicting idea of what 
reality actually means? 
People have definitely got a 
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conflictmg idea of what 
Simulation means. Marketing-led publishing decisions demand a very 
televisual look. In order to emulate that and make it look realistiC, the 
frequency of decis1on-making 1n terms of pad input has to be slowed 
down. Sensi might look like something frenetiC, but 1t's more about 
what happens when you rece1ve the ball and have tnree people 
beanng down on you and you can't JUSt press the trick button. 

Did modern controllers strike you as an opportunity or 
an obstacle? 
Let's assume the speed of the mach1ne IS hand'ed by the techmca 
guys; as a game des1gner t's the penpheral that's most .mportant. 
People have got used to holding the controller a certam way w1th FIFA 
and PES and we're bas1cally JUSt emulating that. In terms of how 

Sensible used to hand:e, 1t's more hke the Mega 
Drive version - you can control the whole game 
using only two buttons, but where other games 
have come up w1th good 1deas, we've been happy 
to copy them. 

Regarding mobile phone gaming, how do you 
find working in a sector that seems entirely 
dominated by licensing? 
Mob1le offers an opportunity to develop relat1vely 
cheaply at the bedroom-programmer standaro to 
wh1ch we're accustomed, but technically 1\'s a 
n1ghtmare. You've got 150 handsets to support, 
with two thirds of the budgets gomg JUSt on 
conversion. Combme that with hcensmg and you 
can see that it doesn't encourage creat1vity at all. 
I nope the market settles down to a point where 
the operators aren't all fighting w1th each other 
and there arer 't so many techn1cal problems 
To be honest, the Ame''can system IS better. 

There's an impression among many that 
mobile is a viable avenue into small-scale 
development and getting known. 
No one wants new 1deas- they want a 
background. I'm lymg: if you do them for absolutely 
nothing then people will take them from you but 
that's not a way to promote yourself. If you're at 
home w1th your parents w1th some t1me. a flair for 
games and not a care for making money, then it's a 
good way in. The web-based PC games market IS a 
better model. You need ess techn,ca backup and 
there are companies that can d1str,bute the stuH. 
As a developer, you want to create the ong,na lP 
cheaper and. •" t stiCks, hold on to the nghts and 
get lt on other formats. Getting that seed to 
germinate won't make you a huge amount of~ 
money but 1t'll make someone believe in you. ~ 



Sights such as this (and the 
view beyond it - below right) 
demonstrate that Nintendo is 
once more in control in Japan 
at least in the handheld market 

Lite fantastic in japan 
Expectations are blown away as N intendo's revamped OS 
hardware proves to be a must-have for gamers of all ages 

ony's mastery of communications and 
marketing may mean that its launches tend 
to eclipse those of the competition, but 

when it comes to relaunches and revisions there 
are few that can hold a candle to Nintendo. The 
fervour of March's Japanese DS Lite launch 
suggests that despite the region's love of 
converging technolog1es. 1ts handheld market has 
swung quickly back in favour of a pure (for the 
momentj gammg machine. A primanly cosmetic 
upgrade, Lite has proven that consumers are fast 
neglectmg Sony·s cool hardware ambitions for the 
more mventive sp1rit outlined at th1s year's latest 
DS Conference. At a glance, March 2 was the 
original PSP launch restaged, w1th queues formmg 
a day early thanks to anticipa ted shortages. lt was 
no secret that Nintendo would have few lites ready 

The changing face of Japan's 
gaming market, as ushered 
in by Brain Training and its 
publisher's new philosophy 

and that its prom1se of a January solution to 
manufacturing difficulties would go unfulfilled. L1ke 
PSP, there would be only one Lite per customer, 
with no preorder opportunities. Though shipments 
had been rerouted via air as opposed to sea, only 
the white-hued model of the mach1ne was 
available dunng the first week. Queues of up to 
600 people saw doors open at 9am and within 
half an hour all OS Lite stocks were gone. 

Chinese buyers, a familiar sight at the PSP 
launch, were again out in force, and, employing 
a tried-and-tested tactic- paying the homeless 
to harvest as many single units as possible
accounted for ten to 15 percent of the day's total 
sales. So-called blind resel l locations (those that see 
very few customers for newly launched machines) 
such as Sh1buya and Yurakucho also enjoyed an 
unexpectedly brisk trade, later characterising the 
phenomenon as an illustration of the 'OS factor'. 
Indeed, the Lite's targeting of those adults believed 
to have held off from adopting its chunky forebear 
has surpassed its goal. 

Popularity begets further popularity and by the 
March 11 release of Lites black and blue, the 
'touch generation' was already common parlance. 
Queues were 200-strong by 4am, many stores 
declanng themselves sold out a mere two hours 
later, while a tellingly broad age-range of planned 
adopters scoured Tokyo stores by tax1s, many of 
whose drivers resourcefully used radios to establish 
wh eh reta ilers in the city still had available stock. 

A total of 160,000 DS Lites had been sold in 
all, twice the number of PSPs shifted during the 
same launch period On top of that, 100,000 
original OS units were also sold. Nintendo promised 
450,000 OS Lites and 200,000 of its predecessor 
for availability throughout March but even this, 
stores claimed, would be insuffioent in 
meeting such storming demand. 

faced with the prospect of inadequate stod< levels, stores such as the now famous 
Tsutaya store in Shibuya - used by Sony for its PSP launch- simply gave up trying 

Halo tops the live list 
Marcn's update of the Xbox live most-played list 
nad some unexpected results. Halo 2's continued 
dominance most likely has 360 hardware shortages 
to thank. live awareness of all 360 titles means 
that even singleplayer sessions are included, so the 
list actually offers a very skewed look at players' 
online habits. Call Of Duty 2 ranked second despite 
its multiplayer, Fight Night: Round 3 came third, 
while Perfect Dark Zero and DOA4 were placed 
fourth and fifth . A surprising inclusion was the Live 
Marketplace demo of The Outfit in eighth place. 
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. INTERVIEWl , 

The morality of Monkey Ball 
When Sega signed Traveller's Tales to make Super Monkey 
Ball Adventure, it had some strange stipulations ... 
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he world of-Super Monkey Ball i~ ~u rreal 
enough - and the ta~k of tw•~t•ng it into 
a free-roam•ng platform adventure 

awkward enough w thout trying to 1mag1ne AiAi 
as a wedd•ng p anner But that's JUSt what Sega 
asked Traveller's Ta es' Oxford stud10, preVlously 
responsible for Crash Twmsamty, to do- add1ng 
m some pnilosophical mus•ng on what ads 
monkey soc•ety for good measure The game's 
leod des•gner, Paul Gardner. explo1ns. 

Did the concept of taking a pure, simple 
arcade game and expanding it into an action 
adventure worry you at all? 

" The brief we were sent by Sega in terms 
of narrative was quit e challenging because 
t hey wanted a game t hat wasn't so black
and-white in terms of vi llains and heroes" 

We were quite apprehensive about thilt part of •t. 
because Monkey Ball's a game of contrasts You've 
got juxtaposed elements: really cu te characters, 
but a very pure game mechan1c that's qu1te 
chollengmg. it's seen as a children's game but .t's 
not really at a level that's necessanly playable by 
the age group that you 1magme 1t's for The 

fanbase for the game IS made up of quite pure 
gameplayers But I th1nk we were reassured by the 
fact that Sega wasn't trymg to remove that pa"t of 
the game. that 1t was someth1ng that would run 1n 
para! el to •t and cou d st1ll be played 1n that way 

But how do you go about adding a story to a 
game that's so abstract and nonsensical in the 
first instance? 
As I understand 1t, Mr Nogosh1 [Sega's Tosh1h1r0 
Nagosh1, creator of the Monkey Ball senes] had a 
whole backstory worked out that was never told •n 
the games and that's what we're using. it's pretty 
surreal But one a~pect of th1s genre of game that I 
really enJOY ~~ the narrat1ve one The bnef we were 
set by Sega •n term~ of the narrauve was qu1te 
cha leng ng because they wanted a game that 
wasn't so black-and-wh te m terms of Vllla•ns and 
heroes. They wanted someth1ng 10 whiCh the 
conflicts were com•ng from m•sunderstandmg or 
•gnorance or fear of the unfamiliar. lt was qu1te 
chal enging translat1nq that 1nto gameplay because 
ultimately there has to be some tens1on to dnve the 
game forward 

The concept of tne wedd1ng I between the 
escaped. ~tar-crossed lovers from nval k1ngdom~. 
Pnncess DeeDee and Pnnce AbeAbe) wa~ 
someth ng that came d1rectly from the br ef lt was 

One~ it f~lt Trav~ll~r's Tales had earned hs 
trust, S~ga was happy to give tM company 
free rem in creating Super Monk~y Ball 
Adventures' rich cast of characters. it 
preferred to see what the licensee came up 
with and only very rarely requested changes 

about more than rust organis•ng 1t, though. We 
also tr,ed to set the scenano up in ~uch a way that 
there was still some suspen~ 

lt's often a problem with this style of the 
game that you don't know why you're 
running errands for every NPC, or why 
you're stomping anything that moves. 
Later on in the game there are ways tn whtch the 
whole thmg is questioned - the qotng and helping 
people just because that's what they're asking you 
to do. We question that 1mmedtate trust 1n the 
characters, whether it's warranted. As for enemtes, 
we don't have many. it was a conscious deosion, so 
that the game wasn't JUSt about resolv1ng a 
problem by crush•ng something The Naysayer 
creatures that we did Introduce were a way of 
settong up some d1rect conflict, some man festat•on 
of the th•ng you' re trymg to overcome. but they' re 
not the cause of the problem, they're a symptom of 
tt They' re a physiCal representatton of the sorrow 
of the monkeys. 

Traveller's Tales has a lot of experience 
developing games for children, which is quite 
a neglected area nowadays - how do you 
design a game that a young child can enjoy? 
A game that targets young chtldren should be qu1te 
forgiVtng in terms of giv1ng them ttme to explore. 
From playtests that we've done, we've found that 
younger players are happy JUSt to spend some t1me 
tn the environment interact•ng w1th characters to 
see what they do. Maybe they don't even get past 
the l lfst stage of the game' Also, hav•ng clear and 
Stmple input is someth1ng that'S really tmportant. 
We also try to ensure that there's some kind of 
engaging log1c to the game so that there's always a 
rationale for why the player i~ do•ng something. or 
why someth1ng 1s there. lt's really easy to lose the 
core th ng that makes a property what tt s Having 
learned that w th Crash. the ftrst th1ng wed d with 
Monkey Ball was ook at the prevtous games and to 
see what we could draw from them. We never had 
to refer outs1de of the games 1n terms of storyltne 
or humour in the gameplay; these are all ~ 
thmgs that came log1cally from the characters. ~ 



Prof~ssor Fribble's Fun Factory (above) by 
Switched On Entertainment and Primary 
Steps by The Frozen North (top) are two 
confidently designed edutainmenttitles 
that garnered plaudits at previous Dare 
To Be Digital events. The contest likes to 
a<eommodate those genres that amateur 
developers will find the most accessible 
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Continue 

Microsoft leads, everyone 
follows. How about that? 

It'll be a better world 
when everyone has one 

Brits know how to collect 
an award. And swear 

Every year you say it won't 
happen. You are wrong 

Oblivion? No, you want 
to play Grass Cutter 

So much gaming stuff. 
So much of it truly dismal 

.r~ 
·-~ 
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Dare To Be Digital ~ --lOC~XX 

deadline looms 
Scotland's prest igious development contest 
welcomes its widest range of competitors .... 

ith rts applicatiOn deadline com1ng hot on the heels of GDC, 
thrs year's Dare To Be Digital compet1t1on offers one answer to 
the ever-popular yet troublesome question: 'How do I make a 

name 1n videogame development?' Initially open to students at 
Scotland's univers't'es and colleges of art. the event 1s thrs year 
accepting additiOnal entrres from Northern Ireland. Ch1na, Hong Kong 
and Canada's Algoma Un1versity College Staged at Dundee's Abertay 
University for a penod of ten weeks, rt encourages teams of f1ve to 
spend that time develop1ng a prototype v1deogame, aided throughout 
by assorted industry specialists and supporters such as EA 

S1nce 1ts maugura110n 1n 2000, the event has typically favoured 

THE BLADE ITSELF 
Marketed as the next big thing in contemporary 
fantasy, The Blade Itself offers many honed edges 

Tolklen-esque fantasy has always been a difficult subject to tackle for the 
seriously minded writer. Comparisons w it h the great man himself can't be 
taken lightly; clearly there's no way you can provide t he same depth of 
backstory. Equally, there's also the need to distance yourself from the 
cont inual glut of cheap hack-and-dash efforts churned out by the likes of 
Oavid Gemmell. But slow ly picking his way through those archetypal 
dead marshes comes Joe Abercrombie. His debut, The Blade Itself, is being 
heavily marketed as a breakout book in much the same way as Gollancz 
managed with sci-f i author Richard Morgan. And like Morgan's Altered 
Carbon series, The Blade Itself is a page-turner powered by a combination 
of gritty, fast-paced action and juicy doses of cynicism. Perhaps more 
remarkable, however, is the way in which Abercrombie seu the scene. As 
the opening book in a series there are lot of introductions to be made as 
main characters - ageing warrior Ninefingers; grumpy w izard Bayaz; 
t w isted inquisitor Glokta; dandy soldier Jezal dan Luthar, plus a couple 
more- are deftly brought Into play. Old rivalries are hinted at, while 
new connections between unlikely colleagues are made. Underlying it all 
is the usual idea of a civilisation in decline suddenly trying to deal with 
the rise of various murderous enemies at it.s borders. Still, t he variation 
of protagonisU - there are no heroes here yet - suggesu the opportunity 
for surprise as future books add extra layers and interactions. 

~ .. · •• r,. - ·-
1nventive lP over those of traditional genres. proving espeCially open 
to Flash and edutainment titles Notable entrants include last year's 
Consptracy- Corporate Warfare by Glasgow-based Evil Mach1nes. 
by-the-art,st-and-for-the-art,st graft t1 title City Scrawlaz from 2004. 
and thtrdpe~n RPG Demon Lore from 2003 The pnzes for th1s year 
have yet to be annOl .. nced. though the event pndes itself on the 
1nterest it draws from w1thin the industry The closmg date for Scott1sh 
and Northern Irish applications is April17, though Canadians have 
until Apri l 30. Interviews will take place at the beginning of May, w1th 
the event 1tself starting on June 12 and Judged on August 17 
Further deta1ls are ava1lable at www.daretobedigita .com 

PLAY BETWEEN WORLDS 
Academic explorations into the rea l-world implications 
of time spent with EverQuest come up short on answers 

If a w arning is required for any academics attempting to make sense of 
the online w orlds that millions of people now inhabit, this book is it. 
A longterm denizen of EverQuest, Tl Taylor's day job is as an assistant 
professor researching online lifestyles. The crunch between her two roles, 
however, is found in t he book's subtitle, Exploring Online Game Culture. 
And like a pirate w ith a stolen treasure map, plenty of exploration is 
certainly evident. There's even some on line gaming culture, too. The 
problem is the lack of answ ers to the phalanx of question marks that 
march across t hese pages. Of course, to some degree, part of the 
academic's task is to define the problem by referring to all preceding 
information on the subject and, for studenU keen to track down a 
comprehensive reading list. the reference and notation sections w ill 
throw up a rich vein of research material. But in terms of gaining focus 
on why t he blurry line betw een online gaming life and real life is so 
interesting, you won' t find much defin it ion. Partly, this is due to the fact 
that, ten years on, she still manages to remain continually amazed that 
vi rtual life can have an impact on real life, and vice versa. In many w ays 
it's the flipside to the Daily Mail's 'Ban This Sick Filth' rubber stamp and 
all the more reprehensible for its cultural inversion. Frankly, ending with 
the conclusion ' f verQuest is something more t han what we typically 
think when w e call it "just a game"' really doesn' t cut it in 2006. 
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God Of War 11 
FORMAT: PS2 PUBLISHER: SCEA 

Standing its ground on PS2 to ensure that it meets an anticipated 
visual bar, Santa Monica's sequel has been denied one minute, 
paraded the next. But will Jaffe find time to lend a guiding hand? 

Point Blank 
FORMAT: OS PUBliSHER: NAMCO 

OuckShoot? OeadlySniper? OigitaiSuperstarl The potential titles 
for yet another guaranteed OS hit which, for the moment, goes 
simply by its original name. The entire arcade series will feature 

Midway Xbox Live Arcade Titles 
FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: MIDWAY 

Not the bespoke development we were waiting for, but a new 
batch of coln·op ports. Defender, Paperboy, Root Beer Tapper, 
Cyberba/1 and Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 gel the on line treatment 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Rainbow Six: Vegas 
FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

Another round of optimistic target footage from Ubi at E3 2006, 
anyone 7 Using the no-nonsense approath of GR:AW as a spiritual 
template, Montreal is gambling (again) with the series' integrity 

Sengoku Musou BB 
FORMAT: PC. PS3 (TBO PUBLISHER: KOEI 

The latklustre 360 update of Dynasty Warriors 5 suggested that 
attention lay elsewhere - perhaps it was in this slash· heavy 
MMORPG. Details are skeuhy, but at least it's looking the part 

Battlefield 2142 
FORMAT PC PUBLISHER: EA 

EA may finally have both of its hands on DICE. but it appears the 
Swedish developer hasn't quite got its head around the idea of 
futurism. As great as BFZcan look, it's in for a Quake at Christmas 

Brothers In Arms 3 
FORMAT: 360, PS3 (TBC) PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

The new lead character and backwardly referential story mightn't 
stir shellshocked genre veterans. but the Gearbox-designed UB 
visuals and rumoured new camera system at least warrant note 

St arcraft: Ghost 
fORMAT: TBA PUBLISHER: BliZZARD 

Confirmed this month as being under indefinite review, Blizzard's 
beleaguered actioner appears here by virtue of Edge not having 
an Outgoing page. A shift in focus to current·gen is being blamed 

Over G Fighters 
FORMAT: 360 PUBliSHER· UBISOfT 

You'll have to forgive our scepticism when attempting to match 
what we've seen so far to the claims of unparalleled authenticity 
and Intense combat. Taito's title could do with some visual thrust 

For his PhD thesis, Jenova Chen, creator of last year's 
daydream simulator Cloud (Internet Game of the Month In 
•157) set out to tackle the gaming Implications of psychologist 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's concept of 'flow', the all· 
encompassing, time-warping, fully focused state of mind 

indire<:tly thanked Chen in his GDC keynote for creating an 
unofficial prototype -the resulting demo ekhibits all the same 
quieting and absorbing aspects of its inspirations. 

IU intuitive one-click play involves guiding a sinewy 
microbe through layered watery depths, splitting and eating 
similar cellular life to modify your own shape (which has 
already spawned a community of spindly chained show-offs), 
and, it must be said, eHKtively ~ to captivate in a way 
that would do Cslkszentmihalyi proud. 

we might now more simply nefer to as 'the zone.' 
Taking functional. visual and audio cues from ekist ing 

commercial works like El«tropl.mcton, Cubivore and the 
Initial stages of Spore - the latter so much so that Will Wright 



F'inbc l l end popularity polls 
Game producer Brick Bardo chews over The Who and Japan's gaming favourites 

T 
oday, I went to see 
a musical - The 
Who's Tom my. As 

you may know, it's about a 
handicapped boy who can't 
see, speak or hear, but he 
discovers pinball and, 
through it, finds a new kind 
of inspiration inside him. 
I'm not a big fan of The Who 
but I have to admit that 
Pinball Wizard is a really 
cool song, and afterwards 

I felt so excited by the musical that I also watched t he movie 
on DVD. Thinking about Tommy, I realised that if this musical 
was created today, he would not find himself in a pinball 
game but in a videogame. 

A 'ew days ago I watched a -v show featunng an Amer can 
suoergarr1er H s name IS Br.ce Mellen - he's bl1nd but an amazmg 
'1ghn:1g game payer, and 'le recently faced 25 Jap.:mese garners, 
playmg Mortal Kombat Deceptton. Th1s game hasn't been released m 
Japan, so the Japanese players obv1ously dtdn't know tts combos and 
so on, but Bnce's performance was nevertheless tncred ble, record ng 
25 victones, w1th 22 defeats. He achieves thts kind of performance by 
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being capable of understandtng what ts happentng 
on the screen from only the game's audio. But that 
does not make him Tommy. 

Handltng a PS2 controller or an arcade JOystiCk, 
it's hard to see how such a hero could overcome 
challenges the way Tommy does. In ptnball you 
are at one w1th the game, control tng the fl1ppers 

about tt7 Well, while many people outstde of Japan 
would be surprised by the games that appear, most 
of the ranktngs ook quite normal to us But there 
a•e sttll a few things that are surpnstng even frorn a 

Japanese po1nt of view, whtch we'll get to 
In thts tOP 100, unsurpnstngly, there are very 

'ew foreigr games. even 1f they perforl1'1ed we I 

Japanese really Love RPGs, but I can't help asking questions about the fact 
that 50 per cent of the top 100 consists of this genre, and that half are by 
Square·Enix. Meanwhile, you find almost no titles from Nintendo or Sony 

in vanous way to pull off some very speoa I 
techmques Whether you're a chansmatic 
supergamer or not, vtdeogames are only about 
the act tons that take place on the screen. lt 
would be dtff1cu t to rr1ake a mus,ca or a mov1e 
focused on that even thoug"l t wor<s w1th 
pmball. Maybe thts w 11 change n :he future 

OK, now I want to complete y cha'1ge :op cs. 
and look at a feature that was recertly run in 
Fam,tsu's 900th tssue lt 'eaturea the top 100 best 
games of all time, as voted by tts readers So, what 

overseas Let's see, Wizardry ts 66th, GTA. Vice City 
76th, StmCity 93rd and Tetris 96th. And not a 
stngle f rstperson shooter on the tst Maybe 
outs de of Japan peop e would thtnk thts very 
strange but here, users wouldn't be at all surpnsea. 
I've prevously tal><ed about hovv Japanese garners 
don t care much, f at al , about overseas games, 
whatever tr~eir 'ame outstde Japan Wtth 300.000 
copes sold 1n Japan, GTA lil s almost a mtrac e. 
normally, 10,000 to 20,000 cop1es would be an 
•ncredible success for a fore1gn game 1n Japan, and 



50,000 copies would be cons1dered a mega hit. So, 
you can see there's no chance that an FPS would 
find a place in a top 100 list made by garners. In 
Japan, people who actually play and love foreign 
games are seen as maniacs, garners With very 
specialist tastes. That 's me, then! 

Now let's see of there's anythmg strange from a 
Japanese perspective. In the top ten, we find seven 
titles from Square-Enix; the number increases when 
you look at the first 50 titles, with 20 per cent 
published by Square-Enix, and 25 per cent in the 
total of the top 100. Well, everybody knows that 
Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest are the two most 
popular senes in Japan, but I st1ll feel uneasy about 
it, that because of the popularity of the brands 
they have to be so prevalent at the top of this 
chart. Japanese really love RPGs, but I can't help 
asking questions about the fact that 50 per cent of 
the hst consists of this genre (straight RPGs, action 
RPGs, simulation RPGs, et c) and that ha If of these 
titles are -nade by Square-Emx. Meanwhile, you 
find almost no titles from Nintendo or Sony
Nintendo has only 12 1n the list, mainly focused on 
Zelda and Mario, while Sony has JUSt one. 

The top 100 in full 
1. Final Fantasy X (2001) 
2. Final Fantasy VII (1997) 
3. Dragon Quest Il l (1988) 
4. Dragon Quest VIII (2004) 
5. Machi (1998) 
6. Final Fantasy IV (1991) 
7. Tactics Ogre (1995) 
8. Final Fantasy Ill (1990) 
9. Dragon Quest VII (2000) 
10. Legend Of Zelda: Ocarina Of Time (1998) 
11 . Dragon Quest V (1992) 
12. Far East Of Eden 2 (1992) 
13. Sakura Taisen (1996) 
14. Dragon Quest IV (1990) 
15. Final Fantasy V (1992) 
16. Xenogears (1998) 
17. Dragon Quest 11 (1987) 
18. Sakura Taisen Ill (2002) 
19. Kingdom Hearts (2002) 
20. Street Fighter 11 (1992) 
21. Super Mario Bros (1985) 
22. Final Fantasy VIII (1999) 
23. Toki Meki M emorial (1995) 
24. Final Fantasy IX (2000) 
25. Final Fantasy VI (1994) 
26. Metal Gear Solid 3 (2004) 
27. Va lkyrie Profile (1999) 
28. Chrono Trigger (1995) 
29. Kingdom Hearts 11 (2005) 
30. Dragon Quest (1986) 
31. Legend Of Zelda: A link To The Past (1991 
32. Final Fantasy X-2 (2003) 
33. Resident Ev il (1996) 
34. Dragon Quest VI (1995) 
35. F-Zero (1990) 
36. Sakura Taisen 11 (1998) 
37. Mother 2 (1994) 
38. Mother (1989) 
39. Virtua Fighter (1994) 
40. Dragon Quest V (PS2 remake) (2004) 

Aside from the domination of RPGs we can also 
see lots of adventure (action adventures, girl sims, 
etc) and action games but very few sports or racing 
titles - even popular and famous names like 
Winning Eleven, Powerful Proyakyu, Fire Pro 
Wrestling and Ridge Racer are missing from the list. 
H1ts like Dance Dance Revo/utton and Parappa are 
also absent. You could ask yourself if the list 1s 
actually the result of votes from real garners. 

Could it be down to the way the top 100 was 
compiled? Is there an influence from the magazine 
or even the game makers themselves? I can't say 
precisely, but I sense something else shaping the 
results we've seen. If, in one way or another, the 
results are being influenced by the magazine it 
would be a real concern. In a way, though, I would 
actually prefer it if outside influences had affected 
this top 100 - it would be of even more concern if 
this really represents users' opinions. After all, if 
this rankmg is genuine, it would mean that we do 
not need to make any new types of game, that 
there's be no need for innovation and originality. 
And that would mean the end for the 
Japanese v1deogame industry. 

41. Legend Of Zelda: The Wind Waker (2002) 
42. M etal Gear Solid 2 (2001) 

_ 43. Animal Crossing (DS) 2005 
44. Tales Of The Abyss (2005) 
45. Ogre Battle (1993) 
46. Legend Of Zelda (1986) 
47. Virtua Fighter 2 (1995) 
48. Mysterious Dungeon 2 (1995) 
49. Sonic The Hedgehog (1991) 
50. Metal Gear Solid (1998) 
51. Pokemon Red/ Green (1996) 
52. Y's 1 & 2 (1989) 
53. Romancing Saga (1992) 
54. Toki Meki Memorial (PC Engine) (1994) 
55. Super Robot Taisen Alpha (2000) 
56. Resident Evil 2 (1998) 
57. Tales of Eternia (2000) 
58. Digital Devil Story Megami Tensei 11 (1990) 
59. Shin Megami Tensei (1992) 
60. Final Fantasy 11 (1988) 
61. Super Mario World (1990) 
62. To Heart 11 (2004) 
63. Final Fantasy (1987) 
64. Puyo Puyo (1992) 
65. Family Stadium Pro Baseball (1986) 
66. Wizardry (1987) 
67. Hokkaido Murder Mystery (1987) 
68. Fire Emblem (1994) 
69. Super Mario Kart (1992) 
70. Dynasty Warriors 4 (2003) 
71. Monster Hunter (2004) 
72. Best Play Pro Baseball (1988) 
73. Grandia (1997) 
74. Resident Evil 4 (GC) 2005 
75. Gran Turismo 4 (2004) 
76. GTA: Vice City (2004) 
77. Super Monaco GP (1990) 
78. Torneko Mysterious Dungeon (1993) 
79. Tales Of Destiny (1997) 
80. Street Fighter 2 Turbo (1993) 
81. Dynasty Warriors Ill (2001) 
82. Final Fight (1990) 
83. Monster Hunter Portable (2005) 
84. Final Fantasy Tactics (1997) 
85. Monster Hunter G (2005) 
86. Mysterious Dungeon 2 (2000) 
87. Kung Fu (1985) 
88. Toki Meki Memorial (Saturn) (1996) 
89. Ta les Of Destiny 11 (2002) 
90. Kamaitachi No Yoru (1994) 
91 . Sakura Taisen IV (2002) 
92. Tales Of Rebirth (2004) 
93. Sim City (1991) 
94. Saga 2 (1990) 
95. Pro Baseball Family Stadium 87 
96. Tetris (Game Boy) (1989) 
97. Secret Of Mana (1993) 
98. Gradius (1986) 
99. Super Mario Bros 3 (1988) 
100. Resident Evil4 (PS2) 2005 

I 
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Edge's most wanted 

Every Extend Extra 

What's the worst thing about N3 
being delayed? The knock-on effect 
suffered by E3, Mizuguchi's mobile 
update of our favourite suiadal 
shooter (or should we say blaster?) 
PSP BAhDAI 

Alone In The Dark: 
Near Death Investigation 

If Atari succeeds in offloading Eden 
Studios, will it live to regret losing 
the architect of two potentially 
glorious comebacks? These seroes 
don't rescue themselves, you know. 
360, ATARI 

Sensible Soccer live Arcade 

Its creator claims to be interested in 
all potential platforms, yet to the 
best of our knowledge this version 
isn't even planned. Time to boot up 
Advanced M ass Petition Simulator. 
xSOX liVE ARCADE, CODEMASTERS 

The future of e lectronic entertainment 

Easy riders 
Don't curb your enthusiasm 

e've all got the scars. 
W They're in different places, 

but come from the same 
source: sticking points. Those 
moments in games where the 
difficulty curve develops an 
aggravating spike and sends you 
reeling, somet imes so much as to 
prevent you from ever returning to 
the game in question, whether it's 
one of a multitude of player-hating 
bosses. a disastrously balanced 
setpiece or some poor checkpoints. 

If you've developed a phobia of 
such things, a game's 'easy' mode 
isn't a guaranteed sa fe place to be, 
either. Sure, certain portions of the 
game become cakewalks, but in 
many cases the threat of an end-of
level migraine never quite vanishes. 

Easy mode shouldn't just be a 
low-fat normal mode. When you 
choose it, you're making a 
statement: 'Maximum boom and 
minimal gloom, please'. Why won't 
games take this extreme difficulty 
lowering to its actual extreme? 

The 'Easy, Normal, Hard' trinity 
is archaic. it's from an era when 
challenge and entertainment were 
harder to separate. Instead, offer 
this: 'What do you want from this 
game? Enjoyment, a challenge, or 
a mixture of both?' For those who 
choose the path of least resistance. 

let them have cheats, let them 
have infinite everything, let 
them be a true god instead of a 
partial one. For others, let them 
have their insane trials or more 
typical gaming fare. 

Plenty of modern-day games 
could support this approach. 
Permanently accessible difficulty 
sliders are fair solutions for games 
like Knights Of The Old Republic 
and Oblivion. Ghost Recon: 
Advanced Warfighter- a 
powerhouse of battlefield noise 
and big-screen shimmer- doesn't 
even offer an easy mode, a 
straightforvvard romp, and thus 
alienates an audience with a taste 
for such things but no appetite for 
constant reloading at its sticking 
points. Black is immensely 
enjoyable with infinite grenades, a 
feature unlocked by completing 
the game on hard. Why is such a 
joy only available to nimble
fingered and hardheaded players? 

We're in a development culture 
where the purse-string holders 
seem to be wailing and gnashing 
at every step - and willing to 
compromise the product- in 
order to widen a game's appeal. 
Would such an approach work? 
Or, more importantly, could ~ 
it hurt to try? ....., 
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Super Monkey Ball 
Adventure 
GC. PSl. PSP 

Children Of Mana 
os 

Scarface: The World Is Yours 
PC, PS2. PSP. XBOX 

Viva Piiiata 
360 

Dungeons & Dragons Online 
PC 

locoRoco 
PSP 

New Super Mario Bros 
os 
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FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: SQUARE·ENIX 

DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), NOVEMBER (US), TBA (UK) 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E132, E138, E159 

lvalice's cities are grandiose, believably lived-in and dotted with chatty NPCs (indicated by an emoticon). 
Detail is packed on so thick that some shops prove to be more intricate than other games' entire towns 
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Final Fantasy XII 
The curtain call's been a long time coming, but 
there's st ill no show like a Final Fantasy show 

Repeatedly killing enemy types from the same clan will 
generate a chain bonus, increasing the value of the items 
that are dropped when slain - and encouraging farming in 
true MMO style, while also making it less of a chore to do 

li 
here are many things to say about 
FFX/1, but for those who would 
prefer to experience its wonder all

but-unspoiled, 1t can be hmited to just one: 
yes. Whether your fa1th was placed in the 
development team's cult credentials, the Final 
Fantasy name. or a post-merger Square at 
last awakening from its sleepwalk through 
remakes and side-projects. 1t was worth the 
wait. The first dozen hours d1splay an 
impossibly graceful balancing act, using the 
pnvileged position of a full -blown FF title to 
overhaul both the franchise and the JRPG 
genre. For all the antiCipation (and 
trepidation) generated by the game's breaks 
from tradition. playing FFX/1 reveals it's 

the hardware having nothing left to spare, 
this is an old-fash1oned, illustrated beauty, 
owing everything to art design and texture 
work. Suffused with Mediterranean influence 
from glassy sky to underground bazaars. and 
thrumming with all the life its busy level-of
detail engine can handle, it succeeds in 
providing a massively mult iplayer game's 
scale built just for one. 

That peculiar MMO sensation of being the centre of the 
game's universe, yet utterly dwarfed by it, is most obvious 
when stepping outside a city's gates into the wilderness 

remarkably faithful - choosing to rework, not 
abandon, pulling disparate elements from 
the series' progression into an experience as 
new as it is familiar. 

lt may have arrived late in the PS2's 
ongoing Indian summer of visual splendours 
- or early to the glitterball pixel sheen of the 
360 age - but 1t seems FFXII's art team 
worked every hour of the game's delays, 
such is its vibrancy and lavishness Whether 
an intentional statement or simply a result of 

That peculiar MMO sensation of being 
the centre of the game's universe. yet utterly 
dwarfed by it, is most obvious when stepping 
outside a city's gates tnto the wilderness - to 
find your party standing within that 
wilderness for as far as you can twist the 
camera. Though these areas visibly stretch to 
the hor zon and often take hours to explore 
fully, they' re sectioned tnto zones by loading 
breaks, allowing Dragon Quest V/lfs endlessly 
unfurling vistas to steal a httle of their 



thunder But the balance 1s redressed by 
FFXII's local w1ld 1fe prowling, f1ghMg 
among themselves and react1ng w1th 
bemusement or aggression when dosturbed 
by the player. The1r presence, and the 
complete seam essness of combat. makes 
travelmg the gal"leworld a senes of open-a1r 
dungeon advent res rather tnar a cupful of 
coce from wh eh :o ran e encounters 

By default. combat pays out n a 
comfortably fa m liar actove turn-based 
fasmon, w1tn •ealtome movement a'1d 
countdown-bound act ens, but freez•ng 
when the command menu IS orought up For 
the more MMO-•ncllned, battle speed can be 
1ncreased and the pause removed. your 
support characters slightly break1ng the 
MMO lllc~s•on by prov1ng so perfect y focused 
under AI con: re That control s subjeCt to 
Gambots, a scr pt1ng system allowmg you to 
ass1gn each character a se•oes of cond lion/ 
acuon prompts At the r somplest, Gamb1ts 
can automate tas<s suer as d spensmg 
pre-battle buffs or post-battle beal ng - but 
at the1r mos1 ntncate. 1t's poss1b e :o set up 
nterplay•ng battle strateg1es 'or the entire 

party and observe the results. Should that 
prove too hands-off, it's JUSt as v1able to 
d1sable Gambits and issue commands 
manually, or to flick between directed 
control and backup Gamb1ts on the fly. 

Th•s freedom of choice withm carefully 
def1ned systems appears to charactense 
much of the game. as FFX/1 beg ns releas•ng 
the constraints most JRPGs save unn the 
endgame - : they re ease them at all - as 
soon as 1t's pass ble to survve Without them 
a·s not freeform, but 1t •s open-ended. 
allowong complete choice over whic"' sk1lls 
and weapons each character will develop, 
or to diverge from the storyline's bu lding 
grav1ty to hunt rare monsters, fulhll 
sidequests and strike out m to uncharted 
areas A questoon remains over how the 
game's overall balance can cope woth players 
leapfroggong the ma1n questl•ne·s d fficulty 
after the hours they've spent explor ng s de 
avenues - but 1earn1ng and beanng the 
system IS no new ontroduwon to FF. 

For the game that reportedly broke 1ts 
do rector, 1t's also the game most likely to 
break the barriers to accessibi'ity that held 

back Yasum1 Matsuno's previOUS t1tles The 
complexity hasn't been dumbed down as 
much as thought out, and presented w1th a 
masterclass in interiace destgn and game 
flow. But if you d1dn't come along for the 
numbers, then there's still ample ev1dence of 
everythong you expect from a Final Fantasy. 
an operatic, sweepong telling of a hero's 
journey, studdeo woth encounter5 from tne 
pass•ng to the world-shak1ng And everytn1ng 
you don'< expect: chocobos and moogles 
alongsode botter war and bloody betrayal, a 
storyline that t ps its hat to Shakespeare and 
Star Wars: A New Hope w1th equal 
reverence, a game aware that 1ts senes' 
occasionally deserved scapegoatlng 1s the 
key to 1ts reinvent1on 

What's so obv1ously f1ve years of 
exhaustmg effort unfolcs effortlessly
mal<~ng that long wa1t an unfortunate. 
but ultimately rre evant footnote Although 
now that's c ear, the further wa t for the 
game's ocahsat•on can on y feel 
completely unfa1r 

An evolution of FFXs Sphere 
Grid -a visual representation 
for branching charaeltr 
advancl'lllent - FFXIfs license 
Board contaons the requirements 
for all the game's slr.ills. spells 
and equipment n.. entire party 
earns li<ense Points for defeating 
e~ios, whi<h can be used to 
custom1u e~h charxter on 
their personal copy of the board 
Earning a license revtals the 
adjacent licenses for purchase, 
with sections of the board 
broadly corrtSponding to 
traditional FF dasses - though 
there's no explicit benefit or 
penalty for being a specialost or 
generalis!. The board also holds 
a scattering of tht ga,.·s 
Summon Busts and Mist supe~ 
attadcs. whoch unhke other 
licenses can only be assigned 
to one character 

While in still screens the interface seems heavy·handed, it's far less obtrusive in play - thanks to both its 
slickness (actions are never more than three buttons away) and its placement letter boxing the visuals 
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FORMAT PC 
PU3c!SHE~ THQ 

DEVELOPER: REVOLUTION/SUMO DIGITAL 

The early puzzles and assauh·coulse sections we see are extremely 
conventional. down to a ledge-shuffling section that's a direct quote 
from the first Broken Sword, but they are not without sophistication. 
Make no mistake, this is definitely a game for adventure traditionalists 
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ORIG N UK 
RELEASE AUTUMN 

Broken Sword: The Angel of Death 
After the trilogy ended and the studio died, a new Broken Sword 
should seem out of place - but it never looked more comfortable 

''T here really was never an mtention to 
do Broken Sword 4," says series 
creator Charles Cecil -m h1s mind, 

it had always been a trilogy "We 'inished 
[the plot of] Broken Sword 3 on an 1ncredible 
high ... where do you go from there? We 
really did 1t almost to close the door. " His 
fans. though. refused to be shut out. Broken 
Swords followers ·expected, a most 
demanded" a sequel and THQ was happy to 
jo1n their chorus. since the1r loyalty has made 
the franchise a consistent. 1f unspectacular, 
seller. (How its product1on began after the 
closure of parent studio Revolut1on - with 
Cec1l as creat,ve director. manag1ng wor'<-for
h~re at Sumo m Sheffield -was covered in 
detail m our Interview with him last issue.) 

So where do you go from there? To the 
other end of the spectrum, it seems. and a 
dramatic sh1ft 1n the fortunes and romantic 
life of the globetrottlng patent 1awyer 
George Stobbart What Cecll1s prepared to 
reveal of Angel Of Death's plot and early 
sequences suggests a game with a slightly 
earthier tone, although of course never 
straymg far from the broad charactensauon 
and high adventure that are Broken Swords 
hallmark. Follow1ng his fantastic triumph at 
the end of The Sleeping Dragon. George's 
return to reality has been painful: 
nterrogated and d1sbeheved by the CIA, 
mistrusted and blacklisted by the aw wor d, 
he fmds h1mself workmg for a shabby ba1l 
bond company m an msalubnous corner of 

George's return to reality has been painful: interrogated 
and disbelieved by the CIA, blacklisted by the law world, 
he finds himself working for a shabby bai l bond company 

The usual Revolution fla ir for 
location is abundantly evident in the 
simultaneously sinister and comedic 
salami factory - a mafia front that 
George must infiltrate to retrieve 
Ama·Maria's manuscript. We look 
forward to the depiction of Istanbul 

New York. When a beautiful blonde 
Ukrainian by the name of Anna-Mana who 
goes on to take N1co's place as George's 
adventunng compamon love interest -
appears in h1S off1ce ask1ng for he p. he 
barely has time to demur before the pall 
are assaulted and pursued by a crew of 
cartoon ish maf1a goons operating out of a 
local salam1 factory 

f that all sounds a bit too contemporary, 
rest assured that the mob 1s after Anna-Manc 
for a centunes-old man user pt - heavy on 
authentiC med1eval Latm and Templar 
symbolism - that has been in her fam1ly for 
generations, and that will lead the couple 
on a treasure hunt to Istanbul and beyond. 
Th1s manuscnpt a ne others l1ke 1t w1ll be 
absolutely central to the game (much more 



so than .n The S/eepmg Dragon), and 
saturateo m learned historiCal references and 
visua puzz es. The player can expect to 
return to and pore over them many t1mes. 
cross-referenCing them w1th the anuquarian 
database of George's nval Andre Lobmeau 
leamng heavily on Cec11's own enthusiaStiC 
amateur med,evahsm, and backed up by 
sumptuOJs, scrupulously authent'c artwork 
on the manuscnpts themselves, th1s renewed 
focus on h1storical mystery can only be a 
smart move n these Da V1nC1 Code-obsessed 
times, as well as su1t1ng the senes' return to 
the PC as its primary rome. 

There aren't any convers1ons 1n the works 
yet, although Cecil f~rmly expects an eventual 
release on next-gen consoles. The 
concentration on PC has enabled a sh1ft 
after "very vigorous internal debate" - back 
to the mouse-centric control of class1cal 
adventuring, but Cecil tries to avoid referring 
to it as pomt-and-cllck, describmg 1t as a 
hybrid scheme that has d1rect control 
options: the ability to actually cliCk-and-drag 
George around the enwonment IS an 
appealing comprom1se it also obv1ously 
means a visual upgrade wh1ch, n the current 
build, seeMs to benef,t the atmosphenc. 
cred1ble enwonments more than 1t does the 
expressiVe appeal of the charaders. 

In terms of des1gn, CeC1I1S st1ck1ng to The 
Sleepmg Dragon's refmed traditiOnalism, Wlth 
most puzzles ansmg from the applicatiOn of 
four 'verbs' to mventory objects He politely 
dism1sses the 'faux-adventure' model of 
recent genre darling Fahrenhett "I th1nk 
Fahrenheit was very interesting and very 
wonderful in many ways But the moment 
you take an mventory away, I think you're 
taking an enormous amount of the armoury 
that designers have to actually make the 

game fee l1ke it's a challenge rather than JUSt 
simply pomMg in the ng'1t d rection and 
keeping go,ng." Box puzz'es return, too, 
despite the d smay that greeted the examples 
m The Sleeping Dragon. Ceci stoically 
defends the If va ue and ins sts that h1s 
m1stake was only to use them in 
'nappropnate contexts, as pure, momentum
killing block,ng mechan1sms. But he does 
hope to create a greater sense of urgency m 
the game overa' l this time, with object,ves 
that roll over every ten m,nutes. 

There 1sn't the slightest indicat,on, in 
anything we see of The Angel Of Death, that 
the demise of Revolution as a studiO and a 
staff should give fans any cause for concern. 
Key members of past Broken Sword teams 

Camera placement is considered vital for both gameplay 
and storytelling in Broken Sword, and it's worked out 
before the artists' texture and lighting passes, to avoid 
wasted work. it's not just done according to film 
rules, with Cecil noting the greater importance of 
environmental colour contrast for effect in games 

are present as freelancers and Sumo 
employees, and Sumo Itself seems to be 
rehsh,ng the chance to bu,ld a sturdy next
generation eng,ne and toolset around th1s 
game wh,ch, m turn. 1S 'berating creative 
m1nds hke Cec1l's and the artiSts' from 
techmca matters. The enthusiasm and depth 
With wh1ch Cec!l discusses 1ssues such as the 
wnt1ng Style and colour contrasts he wants 
to employ 1S testament to that. lt's true that 
return,ng Broken Sword to ts PC roots and 
a1ming 1t squarely at 1ts establ1shed fan base 
may not set the world alight and single
handedly 'save' the adventure genre. But 
1t does look set to preserve, and even 
strengthen, the individual character of ~ 
th1s one fine. much-loved example of it. ~ 

Despite initial scepticism from the Sumo 
team, Cedl is pushing through his concept of 
'an emotional journey through colour'. The 
use of post·production colour filters as well 
as lighting effects to convey different moods 
in the same location will achieve th1s goal 

There's serious debate 
among the Broken Sword 
team at the moment over 
whether to retain the series' 
traditional past-tense 
narration or move it to the 
present tense. Cec:il was 
prompted to think twice 
after being impressed by 
the immedi;lcy and 
dynamism of the present· 
tense narration In Robert 
Rodriguez's Sin City. "You 
can convey a lot more ... We 
could act as exposition. go 
into [George's) head to 
comment on things that he 
discovers as he discovers 
them, go into his head to 
hear him talking to himself 
about how he feel$.· He 
also feels it would give Rolf 
Saxon, the actor returning 
to voice George for ~ 
fourth time (after touring 
in the Jerry Springer opera), 
more to wor\ with. The 
issue is far from decided, 
but it's plain to see which 
way Cec:il is leaning. 
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FORMAT: 360 
PUBl'SHER ROCKS TAR GAMES 

DEVElOPER ROCKS TAR SAN DIEGO 
OR GIN US 

RELEASE: MAY 26 

At present the roster of players, 
evenly split between women 
and men, numbers just 12 -
whether IIIO(e will appear in 
the confirmed unlod<able (O< 
unconfirmed downloadable) 
content is unclear. They seem well 
balanced and strongly individual 
in style, validating Rockstar's 
quality-over-quantity approach. 
~ is rated on spin, speed, 
power and accuracy, and 
specialis~ in one panicular shot 
The charaaers also use eastern 
and western grips as appropriate. 
What's realty refreshing. though, Is 
how much personality they haw. 
wnile still being credible and 
unglamourised -a real r.;ty in a 
spa<ts game, and fun to play. 

Table Tennis 
Videogames' arch kings of cool set aside the blood and t ears 
for some honest sweat in t his st raight-faced sports sim 

T 
he word that keeps coming up when 
you talk to Rockstar about Table 
Tenn1s is 'focused'. Focused n 1ts 

playing style, tne ntentoon being to create a 
sports t1tle with the rapod exchanges and 
wh1te-knuckle mtens1ty of a fighting game. 
Focused 1n 1ts fa,thful, no-fnlls representatoon 
of a sport much loved and played 1n the 
label 's off1ces. Focused 1n 1ts use of the latest 
gaming technology to recreate very little 
more than two people, a table and a ball 

From a company that usually puts 
amb uon before prec1s on, att.tude before 
accuracy and content before form. 1t is a 
shocktng turnaround. it's easy to believe that 
Table Tenn1s 1s JUst a next-gen test case, a 

tentat1ve toe dipped in new technological 
watel'5 But If 1ts mak1ng wasn't also driven 
by raw enthus,asm and a gefluine huflger to 
excel1n a new f,eld, then it wouldn't be as 
bnlliant as 1t already is. 

it's a long time since we've seen a 
game loutsode of the DS and Live Arcade 
catalogues, at any rate) that showed such 
stnpped-back s1mploc1ty and mmed ately 
add1ct1ve qualities. Table Tennts' controls 
follow the standard tennis model perfected 
by Top Spm. The senve meter IS almost 
denuca1, but there's a g'eater concefltrat1on 
on sp1n control, w1th the four buttons (or 
nght sttek. if preferred) providmg topspin, 
backspm, and spin to both left and nght In 
an 1nspored bot of Interface des1gn, the ball's 
spon s mdicated by a traol eo oured to mater 
the appropriate button. an essent1al gUtde to 
effectively countenng your opponents' shots. 
Hold1ng down a button charges a shot with 
more spon rather than more power and is a 
s•gn1f1cant risk. reqwing a great dea o' 
sens1t1vity in gu1d1ng the shot's d rect10n with 
the stick Good play f1lls a 'focus' bar that, 
when applied woth the nght bumper, 
un eas'1es outnght wonnel'5 emphasised by 
dramatiC s ow-mo cutaways. On the bas s of 
our Versus mode test. Table Tenms 1s easy to 

Since table tennis is widely played but has a relatively low 
profile as a >pectator sport_ Rockstar didn't feel ot was wonh 
licensing venues or playeo, so these are fia itious. Equipment 
and clothing, however, are all branded and highly authentic 

Venue< range from Salzburg 
to Shinjuku and encompass 
everything from garages 
to grand sports halls. The 
differences between tables 
and balls are pronounced, 
generally beong slower 
in private pra<tice areas 

The crowd isn't visible during play, but Its presence is 
felt through an atmospheric soundtrack. They' ll chant 
and stamp for local heroes. wnile lone fans blun out 
strangulated encouragement in moments of silence 

ptek up. mstantly rewardtng and. thanks to 
the nature of the sport. generates an even 
more exh1larat1ng pace than Vlftua Tenms 
Matches between novices and experts aloke 
are tense and thoroughly watchable with the 
chansmattc, screen-filling players and 
dynarn1c camera providong a lot more visual 
excitement than tenms games As 
enterta nong as 1t 1s 1n company. RocKstar is 
aware that a good on line experience is vttal, 
so 1t's prom1s1ng to take great care over 
1ssues such as matchmaking, hos1 1'1tgrat1on, 
tournament opt1ons (including Spectator 
mode) and the lobby system The biggest 
potential stumbling blocks are the opponent 
AI for the as-yet-unseen singleplayer Career 
mode, and the poss btloty that ot may •ack 
ong-term depth 

At a conflfmed price tag of £30. though, 
perhaps Table Tenms can afford to fall short 
in those areas Next-generation garners' 
appetote for small-sea e games that oon't 
cost ~he earth or prom se the moon nas 
a ready been proven on Love Arcade. In that 
context, it's easy to see this unaffected, 
of'beat, pure and s1mple sports game 
becomong an nstant cornerstone of ~ 
Xbox 360's soctalgaming repertoore. ~ 



The love kingdoms in the game are all 
attractive and welcoming, and steer clear 
of the usual hackneyed themes. The best is 
the flying city of Moonhaven, a clockwork 
Victorian fantasy that's straight out of Wells 

-----·~ 
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fORMAT GC, PS2, PSP 
PUBLISHER SEGA 

DEVELOPER: TRAVELLU 'S TALES 
ORIG 'I UK 

RElEASE JUNE 2l 

The six minigames comprise 
three Sega favourites: Race, 
Fight and Target plus three 
originals of Traveller's Tales' 
own devising. Fight Is much 
the same; Race seems faster 
and less challenging. more 
knockabout Target Is oddly 
at its best the farthest it 
strays from the original 
template, with updraft· 
assisted endurance courses 
over huge distances. The 
new games are all bold tries 
that look likely to miss the 
mark by a narrow margin. 
Bounce involves colouring 
squares on a board before 
your opponents; Tag is a 
frantic chase around a tiny. 
spherical world; while the 
best. Castle, involves 
shooting monkeys out 
of cannons in order to 
topple your opponent's 
towers of bricks. 

Super Monkey Ball Adventure 
Monkey Ball opens its arms to the kids it always wanted 
but never had- although it still might make them cry 

T 
he world st1ll tIts If there's one thong 
that m1ght reassure the protective 
fan base that c re es Super Monkey 

Ball. t's that. Even though Traveller's Tales has 
been tasked w1th rework1ng that pure arcade 
abstraction into a full-blown family adventure 
- replete with themed toytowns and odd· 
JOb·diSpensong NPCs- e evat ng the encased 
monkeys from aomlessly cute 1cons to folk 
heroes on a mossion on the process. it hasn't 
diSCarded the inverted physiCal logic that 
defones the game The stock moves the world. 
wh1ch moves the ball. wh1ch moves the 
hapless monkey onsode ot You may now be 
toltong the entore horozon rather than a 
platform floatong on space, but the concept 
stays, and feels, the same. 

So Super Monkey Ball Adventure is stoll 
largely about momentum. control f1nesse, 
and soatial nav1gat10n a platformer on the 
true sense. There's a story of sorts, involv1ng 

the elopement o' the pnnce and pnncess of 
two feudong monkey k Pgdoms to AiAi's 
home, Jungle Island. Howe~er, the true quest 
is to unote the f1ve fractured, m1strustful 
monkey kongdoms by spread1ng JOy, which 
you ach1eve, natura ly, by do1ng chores for 
people These tasks. and even bas1c 
exploratoon, mean nav1gat ng narrow 
walkways, negotiatong hazards and h1ttong 
tome I omitS. There 1s no jump button, 
though bouncy pads get frequent use. 
there ISn't anythmg that you'd really call 
combat, and antagonosts (the wonderfully 
nameo Naysayers - evil, fat clowns that 
manofest unhapp1ness by leech ng the 
colour from their surroundongs) tend to 
be few and far between. 

Aware perhaps that the Monkey Sal/ 
universe's tenuous coherence s on danger of 
unravelling complete ly, Traveller's Ta es os 
makong an effort to weave 1ts d spar ate 

The levels of classical Monkey Ball are often sound, 
well·designed t hallenges, but they currently lack the 
devious inspiration, playful presentation and aesthetic 
quality possessed by those from the orogonal game 

The PSP version features an extra character. This is a 
mysterious monkey from the future who reve~ls the 
Monkey Ball back story plus 15 more levels. and an 
exclusive card game. Its looks match that of its home 
siblings' but the framer ate is currently well below par 

threads together. ClassiC Monkey Ball eve1 
design features in both an old-school 
challenge mode and as an area-unlocking 
mechamsm Within the adventure The SIX 
m1nigames are integrated with the story 
mode, too, w1th Mo'lkey Target-style floght 
sect1ons. cannons, and the Monkey Foght 
box1ng glove appeanng as one of the 
monkeys' ten 'chant' powers. These are 
act1vated by a spel l pattern and seem evenly 
split bel\veen lo·f1tting cloche and smart. 
simple extension 

it's hearten1ng that Traveller's Tales IS 
determined to stay close to Monkey Ball's 
spirit and style, even as it contorts the 
franchise into a drastically different shape. 
But although 1t has cleared most of the 
conceptual hurdles, serious techn1cal and 
des1gn issues rema1r it's fa or enough for the 
controls' exact1ng preCision to be relaxed a 
little. but a perfect framerate and consistent, 
convincing phys1cs are vital for thiS game to 
work, and neother are on place yet 

Balancong the diffiCulty so ot both honour! 
its hardcore trad1toon and satisf1es the 
youngsters ot so obv1ously appeals to os a 
near-impossible task. and could well end up 
alienating both audiences. Charming and 
clever in places. pla1n and indigestible on 
others. Super Monkey Ball Adventure won't 
be sacrilege, but 11 m1ght not be half as ~ 
polished and v1bran t as it needs to be ~ 



To leave each level of each dungeon you'll need to find this 
talisman and carry it to the exit. Sometimes hidden in chest<, 
it also drops from enemies, necessitating a thorough cull 

Children Of Mana 
Not so much a child of SNES classic Secret Of Mana 
as a prettier, more sociable cousin. But is it also duller? 

F 
or a game most often name-checked 
for 1ts menu system. Secret Of Mana 
always had a wea•th of other 

pleasures to offer, from 1ts lush enwonments 
to 1ts absorbing combat and 1ts engagmg 
story. And, at first sight, Chtldren Of Mana 
looks set to top it, w1th sumptuous locatiOns 
and rambund ous, punchy act1on. But there's 
a caveat. tn1s isn't an adventure - ... ere·s no 
story. no towns to explore. no e ementa 
powers to unlock. A pure dungeon crawl, 
Children Of Mana limitS ItS honzons to the 
multiplayer coop mode wh1ch so many SNES 
owners remember w1th such affect on: 
reqUJnng mu ;i-ca'l hnk-up, up to four 
players can ~ig~>t s1mu taneously. deepen1ng 
the tact cs and expand1ng the spectacle of 
the smgleplayer game. 

The basic play pattern barely changes 
throughout the game set off from a hub 
vd age, whe•e you can shop, volunteer for 
quests and choose one of the e1ght 
elementa spints from Secret Of Mana to 
accompany you on your quest. Flamm1e 
makes a return to transport you to the world 
map, but she'll only take you d~rect to 
dungeons. The" ;'s a case of had~1ng and 
slash1ng througn a •ew levels to get to a 
boss Later opt1onal quests will take you back 
to completed dungeons, but w1ll change the 
enemy types you'll face These are smartly 
des1gneo to extract the max1mum cha lenge 
from the seemi'lgly oas1c combat: w1th a 
sword. a fla11 and a bow at your o1sposa. 
enem1es can be knocked 1nto eac'1 otner 
and m to objects - and are likely to rebound 
into each other and into you, creating a 
bumper-car brawl of contra led chaos. 

In mult payer, these battles are even 
more 'renet c. ot.; the con•ro s are so prec1se 
and the ba ance between b ocK ng, d•rect 

and ranged attacks so c'ear that you always 
have a fighting chance. 'tern use and 
weapon select on are managed v1a those 
famed nng menus, and never hold up 
battle at all. Monsters killed contnbute to 
experience wh1ch levels up your character 
and gives access to the more advanced 
equipment you find hidden around each 
level. lt adds a sense of progress1on 
throughout the game. but does lttle to mask 
1ts 1nherent repetitiveness. And, wh1le 1t's 
unfair to cri tiCise Children Of Mana for not 
being a pure sequel to Secret Of Mana, it will 
perhaps prove reasonable to cnt CISe •t for 
not 'mdmg enough vanety in ts pared-~ 
down, 1f beautifully tooled, dynamiCs ~ 

Children Of Mana restrains its use of the OS's functions 
to LAN play. The lower screen is used only for menus and 
maps, leaving the top screen free for some of the richest 
and most atmospheric 20 art yet seen on the handheld 

The ring menu makes a return. letting you quickly swap 
between weapons. as wetl as items set to your quick-use 
button -vital for tackling d1Herent enemy combinations 

FORMAT OS 
PUBLISHER: SQUAR E·ENI X 
DEVELOPER: IN ·HOUSE 
ORIGIN JAPAN 
RHIASE OUT NOW (JAPAN), T8A (UK) 

Offering further variations 
to Children Of Mana's 
combat style is your gem 
box, which can be set with 
precious stones you find in 
dungeons or buy from the 
jewellers. Each has a bonus 
effect - improving your 
slats, weapon strength or 
item effects, for example 
and can also affect the 
power of your elemental 
spirit. New gems can also 
be created by synthesising 
them from combinations 
of old ones, and choosing 
the best combination of 
these to fit into your box 
which gets larger as you 
move through the game -
is Children Of Mana's 
biggest strategic interest. 

3S 



FORMAT: PC, PS2, PSP, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: VIVENDI UNIVERSAL 

DEVHDPER: RADICAL ENTERTAINMENT 
ORIGIN: CANADA 

RELEASE: AUTUMN 

Scarface: The World Is Yours 
Vivendi resurrects t he original king of Miami 
vice, but will he do his own memory justice? 

Radical's chief aim is to seed its world with 'entertainment value', which according to Weber means 
dialogue: 35,000 lines running at least eight lines deep for 220 characters. including all pedestrians 
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Comparions with Electronic 
Arts' The Godfather (see 
page 92) are inevitable, 
with both titles taking the 
same GTA·inspired route to 
adapting gangster movie 
classics starring Pacino. 
Weber is complimentary 
about the rival release, but 
thinks Scarf ace was always 
a better fit: "I thought they 
did some nice things, 
especially with their melee 
combat system, and they 
really nailed the characters. 
At the same time, while I 
am a Godfather fan, 
thematically it"s a bit tired. 
The cars are old and a little 
bit uninteresting - same 
thing with the weapons. 
Visually, our game pops 
off the screen a lot more 
than theirs does. Scarlace 
is a lot more sexy, in your 
face, over the top. • 

s publishers turn to licensing the 
A classic gangster movies that inspired 

Rockstar's Grand Theft Auto in their 
continuing attempts to reverse-engineer its 
success, they and their developers face a 
problem. These films tend to be about the 
cost of violence, not the celebration of it, 
and their lead characters - like Tony 
Montana, AI Pacino's unforgettable Cuban 
cartoon from 1983's Scarf ace- 'Jave a 
tendency to wind up dead, face-down m a 
pool of their own hubris. Videogames have 
never been a perfect vehicle for a cautionary 
tale of rise and fall, so in this case. Radical's 
answer has simply been to rewrite the story 
as a rise, fa ll, and rise again. 

The game begins where the film ends, 
with Montana 's mansion overrun by the army 

There's currently no sign of the PSP version of Scarface, but 
the word is that it will return to the plot of the original film 

Scarf ace has Pacino's likeness and endorsement, though his 
voice is imitated. A bizarre cast list is rounded out by Cheech 
Mar in, James Woods, Michael York, Ricky Gervais and lemmy 

of vengeful Bol ivian drug lord Sosa, only this 
time he blasts his way out under player 
control and survives. The game IS, then. to 
rebuild his empire in a fairly straightforvvard 
GTA clone: winning four Miami territories by 
dealing cocaine, laundering cash and taking 
storefronts and warehouses; building 
reputation by spending money on exotic 
vehicles (both boats and cars) and furniture 
in an alluringly tasteless 'pimp my mansion' 
mode; and completing a gunplay-heavy story, 
including trips to the Bahamas and Bol ivia. 

That gunplay seems more supple and 
sophisticated than most in the genre, with a 
choice of free twin-stick aim or a lock-on 
which can be finessed to hit certain body 
parts. Either way, good marksmanship (or 
timely fou l-mouthed taunting) charges 
Montana's Balls meter, wh1ch unleashes a 
powerful firstperson 'blind rage' mode that 
refills health. On the streets, vehicles can be 
car-jacked as usual. but you can also have 
your own wheels delivered along with a 
driver, who'll offer support and is, like many 
of the henchmen you buy, playable. So far, 
so good, but on the basis of the preview 
code the mission design shows none of the 
variety, imagination or open-endedness that 

Radical has worked hard on visuals, making this the most 
vibrant and accomplished-looking game of its kind on PS2 

have always set GTA games apart. Everyday 
progress could quickly become a chore. 
especially the golf-style intimidation meter 
that determines the success of drug deals. 

Initial concerns about Scarface's 
roughshod treatment of its source melt away, 
not so much because it doesn't take liberties 
(it plainly does), but because the film's fans 
love 1t not for its blunt parable but for its 
style, splatterhouse violence and strutting, 
scenery-chew1ng lead - all of which the 
game delivers with humour and affection. 
"What we set out to create is the best Tony 
Montana game," affirms senior producer 
Cam Weber. "He's a h1p-hop icon and 
cultural icon .. There's this market of 25-39-
year-old males that JUSt idolise this guy. We 
wanted to give people more of Scarf ace, 
another storyli ne they can en joy." On that 
score. 1t looks likely that Radical will succeed, 
and find a huge audience in the process. But 
it's whether it understands the entertamment 
value of the 'open-world crime genre' as well 
as that of its licence that, on current ~ 
form, looks in serious doubt. ~ 



Viva Pinata 
Its to-do list finally cleared, Rare reveals 
a secret weapon with a soft centre 

A 
pparen:ly the branch o of Chr s 
Stamper and the San;o team, th1s 
game of enVIronmenta management 

and creature collection looks like an attempt 
to blend some of the most rampantly 
successful and yet hardest-to-1m1tate 
concepts 1n videogam,ng Po"emon and The 
S1ms, w1t1 a little Ammal Crossmg for good 
measure M crosoft is certa1nly not shy of the 
Pokemo,.. comparison, as the deal w1th 
Saturday-morning kids lV network 4k,ds for 
a V1va P flata CG arurrated ser es, and the 
expected marcr nto Merchano s ng, mp es 
But tempt ng as 1t IS to 1nt1mate that Rarest 11 

can't qu1te bring itself to let go of N1mendo's 
apron strmgs, this looks l1ke the most ongmal 
design to come from the stud10 n years 

The co11cett 1s that p1flatas. the candy
stuffed oap er-mache creatures beaten open 
by eh ldren at pa<ties, live 1n thew Id on 
Puiata Island. The lV show will take place on 
one half of the 1sland, and feature named 
piflatas whose neurotiC, self-aware 
wtsecrack ng a1ms them stra1ght at both the 

parents and chtldren of the P1xar generat on. 
Tne game. however, takes place on the other 
half, and doesn't feature these characters 
{although crossover references are expected). 
Instead, the player will sculpt the unru1y 
andscape mto a garden - w•t~'> the help o" 
some strange, maskeo humano1d m1ab tants 
- a1m1ng to create a balanced ecosystem that 
will ult1mately attract and susta1n over 60 
species of pu'\ata, plus a number of 
presumably rare individual vanants 

W Id piflata w1ll appear around the 1sland 
1n monochrome, only revealmg thei!' eye
poppmg true colours when tempted nto 
becommg garden residents -a neat touch 
that should Inspire cunos1ty Without sapping 
the deslfe to collect. Some Will be attracted 
by certain kmds of plant, others by other 
p natas. for the game to work, th1s 
apparentlf very s1mple system w11! need to 
have cons1derable depth and be wel -seeded 
w1th secrets. Certainly the island 's day/mght 
cycle will come 1nto play. As well as hav1ng 
what Rare calls 'complex relationsh ps' w1th 

The list of 62 s~its of piilata doesn' t sum all that 
much when lined up against the massed ranks of the 
Pokemon- nor for a kind of game that really needs to 
be play able indefinitely. However, it's promised they 
will grow and change according to certain factors 

it's not known how much input 4kids has had in chara<ter 
design, but in any event. tt's some of the freshest and 
most appealing work to come from Rare's art studtos 
in an age, while still strongly recalling its house style 

each other, p1natas will be menaced and 
turned against each ott'>er by red-and-black 
vanants cal ed 'sours' (a'ter the sour-tasting 
candy found II'Side them wnen they del. 
who wlll have to be 'ended off by f1nd1ng 
tneir own antagon•st spec1es. 

Although at th1s stage some of the 
presentation seems unpleasantly ingratiatmg 
and all too aggress1vely a1med at a very 
young marke~. V1va P1ftata·s progress 
tnrougt- col!ed10n, commun1ty and personal 
customisatlen perfectly synthes1ses the 360's 
philosophy and the massmarket ze,tge1st, as 
well as being a perfect lit for Live. With the 
an.mated series h1tt1ng the air in September, 
and gtVen ts 'am ly onentation and strategiC 
1mporta'1ce, the game abso utely must maKe 
1ts Chnstmas release dote. 5o here's hop ng 
Rare can apply its usual polish and more than 
its usual inspiratiOn without resorting to 
Perfect Dark Zero levels of bnnkmansh1p, 
because th s cou d be the game to fmal y 
bnng the Xbox brand, and live. to t"e ~ 
players that olways eluded 1t ~ 

One worry for what Microsoh says could 
well be its first true massmartcet property 
on either Xbox is how well the pillata 
concept, rooted in Mexican tradition but also 
popular in North America and Italy, will 
travel to the rest of Europe and the world 

~""" "' PUBLISHER MICROSOFT 
0(V£lOPE~ RARE 
ORIG ~ UK 
RHEAS(: DECEMBER 

Viva Pinata has obvious and 
tremendous potential as a 
community-based game 
over live, and you can be 
sure Microsoft won't miss a 
chance to demonstrate its 
full range of services to an 
uncritical young mart et. 
Trading animals between 
ph1yers will probably be the 
fCKus, but Achievements 
are said to be of central 
importance as well, and 
downloadable content 
(both free and premium) is 
promised, which could have 
a tremendous impact if 
synchronised with the TV 
show. There will also be a 
cooperative play style, and 
Rare hopes that a spectator 
mode will be both an 
enticing gardening 
showcase and an area 
of careful study for 
pii\ata-luring tips. 
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FORMAl: PC 
PUBLISHER ATARI 

DEVELOPER: TURBINE 
ORIGI~ US 

~ElEASl OUT NOW 
PREVOUSLY ''I· EIS I 

A knowingly self-referential 
addition to each quest 1S a 
scattering of dungeon 
master dialogue, providing 
area flavour text and 
melodramatic readings of 
NPC outbursts. Future 
content is to tnclude guest 
OM turns by original 0&0 
creators Gary Gygax and 
Dave Arneson - a wry 
celebration of geekiness 
that, as well as the ability 
to choose the colour and 
teKture of your hit dice, 
warms the heart (sadly, 
there's no option to pelt 
the OM with them). 

The game has been given an entire lost 
continent of Ebtrron to house quests in
although !here's no real sense of lravel, 
scale or distance outside of Stormreach 
proper. it's a welcome break from the 
city's sewers, vaults and ruins, !hough 
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O&O's current campaign world, Eberron, is an overly contrived mix of cultural 
cues with abstract magic and steampunk. Even wreathed in hardware-choking 
lighting effects most of Stormreach is an unlikely city devoid of any real spark 

Dungeons Er Dragons Online: Stormreach 
0&0 has forgotten the Forgotten Realms, but its 
new world plays almost exactly like you'd expect 

P 
en-and-paoer D&D may be impliotly 
responstble for the MMO explos on 
but there's no love os~ between the 

medtums -demonstrated by an ad campatgn 
last year attempttng to woo onl ne garners 
back to thetr Junk-food-and-graph-paper 
roots. So tt's no surprise that Stormreach tsn't 
an MMO, the tttular oty tnstead providing a 
communal hub for pnvate, party-based 
adventures. What tS surpnstng tS ts obsessive 
dedtcat•on to D&D's 1nt1mate scale, provtdtng 
none of the advancemen: gnnd typtca of 
on line RPGs, nor does 1t offer compettt ve 
or even solo play 

For a commun ty-focused game 1t seems 
to share Guild Wars· fatltng of overthrowtng 
all the MMO tropes except the one that tt 
most needs to. the communication system. 
Stormreach's interface ts untversally clumsy 
and unattractive but the process of gathenng 
a party through soctal-channel wanted ads 
and teKt-ltne petttiontng is parttcularly 
altenattng Constdermg the game's focal use 
of taverns as rest po nts between q_.ests, •t ·s 
not hard to •magtne alternat ve methoos that 
could have both eased the process and 
enlivened these establishments- ratner than 
the current Sttuatton of a crowd of avatars 
awKwardly emottng m silence. 

Once the party has been solicited, 
members are left to make their own way 
from dtfferent corners of the city and to 
determtne tf they're actually eltgtble for the 
quest, then Stormreach at last fmds its feet 
Those feet are set on the well-uodoen paths 
of tunnel crawls, frant•c sktrmtshes. trap 
evastons and barre smasnmg. but undeniably 
capture the essence of D&D modules 
Draw ng more from Dark Alliance than 
Baldur's Gate, corrbat mvolves 'llanua 
attacks, blocks clnd dodges. and play flows 
wtth a welcome urgency that makes even the 

engtnter quests fee less I ke a comrnttment 
As a s•de effect. there's ltnle respne for 
keyboard commun catton so those unwtlltng 
or unable to use the provtded voce support 
wi11 be •eft hacking in compantonable silence. 

it's st1ll diffteult to tell if Stormreach tS 
enJoyable tn spite of itself - carried on the 
acetdental alchemy of cooperative multtplayer 
rather than destgn - or if Turbtne truly 
understands how to deliver a minorly 
multtplayer RPG The game's structure and 
month y fee are tntended to support regular 
new mtcro-adventures, yet htgh-end 'ratd' 
content (an MMO staole requiring scores of 
players) suggests o d habits dte hard. Perhaps 
more ,mportant tS the 1ssue of bnngtng l1fe 
and society to the barren my ttself. and not 
JUSt fleeting fellowshtps tn tts catacombs 

The draw of D&D, after all, was as 
much talking about your adventures 
as playing them out 

Treasure chests generate a random selection of items for 
~•eh player. This is usually followed by a swapping spree. 
with everyone distributing equipment to the dasses 
that can use them Whil~ the shops sn tn the communal 
section of the game, players do not affect the economy 

Regardless of the action-based presentation, the combat 
is faithful to dice rolls and statistics. Ulpsed or new 
0&0 players may be alarmed by the 3 5 ruleset's reams 
of feats. skills and proficiencie$. and ot IS unfortunate 
that the game makes little effort to tase them into it 



FOR'.1AT: PSP 
PUBLISHER: SCEI 

OEVELOPEq: IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN· JAPAN 

RELEASE: SUMMER 

There's safety in numbers: the 
locoRoco is actually a congealed 
form of many, smaller locos that gain 
their ponderous weight by eating local 
flora. Tapping a button brings forth a 
peal of thunder that separates them 

Concerns about the game's 
clashing 2D/3D looks are 
transformed by the lite. The 
150·watt lustre shining from 
each screen makes sense of 
the not·quite·pastel, not· 
quite·primary colours, and 
adds clarity and energy 
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LocoRoco 
Sony Japan's attempt at hands-off platforming 
teaches an interesting lesson in fluid dynamics 

T 
he challenge for PSP developers 
has been one of scale. a struggle 
to shoehorn console-quality 

gameplay into the more limited capabilities 
of the portable hardware. so it's interesting 
to see Sony 1tself taking prec1sely the 
opposite tack, and making good on the 
industry's tried, tes1ed and long-overdue 
love affair with simplicity. 

FORMAT: DS 
PUBLISHE~: NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE 

ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE MAY (JAPAN), SUMMER (UK) 

That simplici ty is ev1dent in every aspect 
of LocoRoco. Apart from the obv1ous control 
scheme, which ut1lises little more than the 
shoulder buttons to til t the world beneath 
LocoRoco's liquid posterior. it also extends 
into the make-up of the world itself. SCE I has 
reduced the environments mto the1r vector
impressionist superflat essentia ls - we1ght, 
velocity, shape and pure shocks of crayon
box co our - then gtven 1t life by introducing 
irresistible reducttonist emoticon charm. 

What's surprismg is how much Sony 
seems ready to do with so little. Just two 
dots and a downward curved line give the 
LocoRoco all the pathos and vulnerability it 
needs to bnng about the underly1ng tension, 
especially coupled with the knowledge that 
with such ind1rect control, every ten-degree 
tilt needs to be carefully considered. 

But that's not to imply tedium: after 
set tling into the game's restric tions, a 
rigorous and satisfying sense of rhythm and 
pacing takes hold, both your own and in the 
labyrinthine levels' bursts of hands-off 
rollercoaster sequences that whip the hapless 
Locos to otherw1se unreachable destinations. 

As much as the game rewards fearless exploration, an 
end-level droplet tally and desire to protect stress 
caution in navigating its environment. Take a hit and a 
droplet rolls away, but it can be safely re-assimilated 

Though Sony has prom1sed that the 
best of LocoRoco has yet to be revealed -
the preview stops short of introducmg the 
dreadlocked Rasta lv'uji and the prospect 
of more active enemy avoidance - it's 
heartening to fmd a surpnsing amount of 
replay even in what little is there. The levels 
shown are tightly packed with numerous 
hidden objects and, with weight-determined 
switches and concealed passages, secret 
areas blocked off to all but the most 
protective and daring players. 

In many ways, then, one of Sony's most 
forward thinkmg and progressive tdeas IS also 
1ts most backward looking, a ngioly simplistic 
concept drawn out 1n quivering jel lied form, 
and with all its innocent charisma, 
seems poised to win over all ages. 

New Super Mario Bros 
The biggest hit of the GDC showfloor wasn't a next-gen epic, 
a physics-heavy shooter or an indie darling - just an old friend 

gadget into a machine for playing 
that game and that game alone; put that DS 
into your hands and 1t turns you into a 
machine for playing Mano. The DS may be 
about making gaming accessible to 
newcomers. but its new killer a pp 1s about 
demonstrating how extensively 15 years of 
Mariogames have hardwired your head. 
New Super Mario Bros trades on almost 
every Mario instinct you've absorbed over the 
years, from wall jumps to ceiling breaches, 
and butt stomps to red coin collecting. 
Controls are precise, the sense of momentum 
is as intOXICating as ever, and ear y levels are 
nots of imagmation and interaction. All you 
want is for it not to stop. 

And it's that feeling that makes a short 
playtest of the game somewhat worthless. 
Every trigger that the game relies on is 
indelibly associated in your mind with some 
of the finest gaming of the last two decades, 
and the pleasure of having those synapses 
fired forms much of your early 1mpress1on of 
the game. The main notable dtfference is the 

difficulty, which is much more kindly 
calibrated, coddling Mario novices with 
mushrooms and mid-level checkpoints as 
they learn the complex regulations of hts 
universe. The richness of these worlds and 
the subtleties of their challenges used to be 
enough to make a game, but for this f lagship 
title they are supplemented: an overworld 
map gives access to previously completed 
levels, as well as presenting opportunities to 
earn extra 1tems; a wireless multtplayer mode 
lets you scramble for stars agatnst a so-far
unconfirmed number of opponents; and 
there is the suite of mmtgames taken from 
Super Mario 64 OS retooled for multtplayer. 

And then there are novelties: the 
mega-mushroom whose screen-smashing 
appeal is undtmmed since its original 
unveiling, a new koopa-shell suit which lets 
Mario slide through enemies, trampolines 
that float you into a spin jump. lt is, qUtte 
simply, too much to take m dunng a short, 
showfloor session. But there's no question 
that it's easily enough to ratse some very real 
hopes that this will be a game which ~ 
lives up to the bold promise of its title. ~ 









THE NEW CHALLENGERS 
If tweaking individual animation frames is deemed cause for 
unrest amongst VF fans, then the addition and removal of entire 
characters deserves at least an explanation. Few are questioning 
the appearance of luchador El Blaze and his unique range of 
throws, but how does AM2 justify bringing In Eileen, a martial 
artist that some might argue is redundant with the continued 
presence of Lion 7 "Eileen is actually very different from Lion, • 
explains Kataglri. "I admit that the AOU version didn't make 
that apparent, but users are in for a surprise if they're basing 
expectations on that. During one location test of VFS, Eileen 
came second In a popularity test. Personally, I was surprised." 
One more question on the topic of characters : why was Vanessa 
Lewis' costume changed for the western version of VF47 " In 
America, they told us she was 'too sexy'," Kataglri explains. 
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British pop music of t he '70s and '80s has had a more obviously profound 
effect on Japanese development than it ever did at home. As unlikely as 
it seems, Queen is directly responsible for both Ogre Battle and Guilty 
Gear, while Kojima riffs on Joy Division's r iffs, and in Killer 7 Goichi 
pays lip service to - of course - The Smiths. But beyond namechecking, 
grasshopper takes its audio and soundtrack design seriously - evidenced 
by its January '25 Hour Party People' limited· invite·only celebration for 
fans. Videogame culture in the raw. you can experience the gig's opening 
number at www.grasshopper.co.jp/25hpp_top/2Shpp_top.htm 
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What happens when a doodler and dreamer becomes 
the senior managing director and general manager of 
Nintendo's entire game development programme? 

irst quest1ons in interviews 

are always crucial, setting 

the tone for everyth1ng that 

follows. But sitting down with Shigeru 
Miyamoto during his recent European 

press tour, that first question is as 
inevitable as it is appropriate: 'What 

are you playing?' The Nmtendo DS L1te 

in his hand is there partly for show, 

partly out of habit, but it's clear that 

he's more comfortable with it than 

without it. The answer, it's revealed, is 

Nintendogs- he's flicking it into Bark 
mode so his pup can meet those of 

any JOUrnalists similarly equipped. That 

done, he puts it oown, but only to pick 

up a development card of New Super 
Mana Bras, his personal, hands-on 

pride in the character, the game and 

the machine clear to see. As he plays, 

Mario starts his eternal run from left to 
right and takes h1s first, his millionth. 

jump. Seeing the game m action 

makes sense of that pride. Miyamoto is 

a man who can hold h1s entire career 

in h1s hands, who can watch the world 

doing the same, and laugh in delight 

with them. Since his debut as 

Jumpman 25 years- nearly half of 

Miyamoto's life - ago, Mario has led 

a march which has never strayed from 
its s1mple goal: accessible, playful, 

entertaining games. In the DS that 

idea has crystallised into a piece of 

hardware and with Mana Bras· arrival 

comes the strong sense of a circle 

being closed 
Although the DS - and the 

forthcoming Revolution - are famous 

for being radical rulebreakers, has 

Miyamoto's plan always been the same 

as it was a quarter of a century ago

to make games that everyone likes and 

to make everyone like games? The big 

question with the DS has always been 
where the players attracted by non-

game software like Brain Training and 

Electroplankton are supposed to go 
next. Does Miyamoto expect them to 

graduate to 'real' games or to see 

Nintendo's focus split between its 

traditional products and new kinds of 

entertamment software? 

" I thm k that by the end of the 

last year, DS was selling very well 

to all kinds of people - ladies m the1r 
20s, people in their 50s - and for 

many of them the DS was the very 

first games console they had ever 

purchased in their lives. And actually, 

many people in the mdustry and in 

Nintendo thought that maybe these 

newcomers to the gaming world 
would be only Interested m the games 

like Brain Training, that maybe they 

would not be purchasing any more 

games afterwards. However, the fact 

of the matter is that they are now 

buying a lot of the so-called 
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traditional games, includ1ng Super 
Mario 64, so that was quite a big 
surprise for us. 

"The surpnsing thing IS that 
Animal Crossing has turned out to be 
the most popular and fastest-selling 
game on the DS- and that's the third 
ed1tion of an existing game. The first 
and second versions enjoyed about 
600,000 sa les each but when 1t comes 
to the DS version of the game it's 
ill ready topped the two mill1on sales 
mark 0' course we really cannot 
afford to sit on th1s reliance of the non
garners and casual game players, 
wnich 's one of the reasons we're 

in the response to the DS in Japan as 
opposed to the west? W1ll it ever prove 
as popular here as 1t has there? 
"What's happen1ng right now is that 
Nintendo has been unable to introduce 
the new types of software in the west 
that we've been able to mtroduce in 
Japan. When 1t comes to Europe and 
the US, all we have done 1n the Touch 
Generations series is Nintendogs. I 
w1sh we could have done the 
localisation processes much earlier so 
we could have brought this software 
out last year, but we couldn't. 
However, I think th1s year is going to 
be the year that we're gomg to see the 

"If someone comes into your house and 
there isn't a Revolution sitting next to the 

TV, we want them to argue, and say, 
'Oh! Why don't you have Revolution?"' 

making New Super Mario Bros." This 
think ng - that products hke Brain 
Training and Nintendogs can operate 
not as rivals to traditional videogames 
but as honeytraps to lure non-garners 
1nto feeling comfortable w1th the 
medium - isn't one that Nmtendo has 
been emphasismg 

If it works, it's clear that it massively 
expands the current market for the 
company's games - back towards the 
scale of their appeal 1n the early '80s. 
But IS it a sustainable idea? How do 
you balance the needs of someone 
who '1as only ever played Brain 
Training w1th those of someone who 
has spent a quarter of a centurf at the 
controls of IVIario? "Actually, that was 
the biggest challenging po1nt for our 
development," IVIiyamoto agrees. "We 
are going bacl< to the original Mano 
Bros ~a 2D scrolling, platform type of 
game- but also incorporating the 3D 
gaming aspects from t1me to time. So 
regard less of your experience 
whether you are an old gamer or a 
new gamer- you w1ll fmd something 
you recognise in the game. We're now 
in a very Interesting phase of 
development because we're having a 
lot of d1fferent testers look at the 
game, includmg veterans and f1rst-t1me 
garners. Very interesting! " 

He doesn't elaborate, but he looks 
happy - it's clearly the rewarding kind 
of interesting, not the worrying kind. 
But f inding a way to bridge the gap 
between garners and non-~amers is 
only one of the challenges facing 
Nintendo. What about the difference 
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real evolution of the Nintendo DS, 
because .. . well .. before I answer that. 
I have to ask you a quest1on. What did 
you eat two nights ago?" 

There is a pause. Thinking harder 
only makes the mind go blanker. 
Suddenly, light dawns - a burger! 
Too late. IVI iyamoto IS already 
laughing. " Ha ! You're quick. But this 
is what we do. This is what we did in 
Japan. We just asked: 'Do you like 
dogs?' We didn't say: 'Ah, there is a 
new game called Nmtendogs for the 
DS available at this date and at this 
price', we JUSt asked people if they 
liked dogs. And they said: 'Oh yes, 
I like to play w1th dogs'. 

"They don't care what format it's 
on or how 1t works, they JUSt like dogs. 
Then we asked what they ate two 
nights ago and everybody found that 
they had to thmk very hard about it, 
and that helped show how Bram 
Trammg was software that was one 
way or another relevant to their daily 
lives. it's not a game mach1ne, 1t's not a 
personal computer, 1t's just Nintendogs 
or Brain Training and suddenly they 
felt 'Oh, that's something for me' 
And we haven't created that 
atmosphere in Europe and the US yet 
but as long as we're askmg things like 
'Do you like dogs?' and 'What d1d you 
eat two nights ago?' then we get a 
reaction frorr people that's almost 
identical wherever we are. 

"I don't think there are any 
national or cultural differences which 
change how people react to s1mple 
questions like that." 

This vision -a real commitment 
of the idea of jeux sans front1eres - is a 
key part of Nintendo's confidence m its 
policy of disruptive design, of trying to 
rega1n its competitive edge by breaking 
entirely new ground. But is th1s 
approach somethmg which was just a 
solut1on to Nintendo's partiCular 
problems, or should the whole mdustry 
consider following in its wake? 
"Regardless of whatever industry 
you're domg business m, it isn't healthy 
for everyone to be heading in the same 
direction," states Miyamoto f1rmly 
"Each of us needs to look into the 
possibility of some other directions all 
the time so that we can expand the 
core mdustry. So, because of that I 
think what N1ntendo is doing 1s right 
for the industry but 1f other companies 
believe that their future course is also 
right, then that's healthy too." 

it's a politician's answer and it's 
quickly clear that it doesn't fully reflect 
Miyamoto's understanding of the 
problem: "As a game designer I've 
been quite concerned about the way 
the whole 1ndustry has been head ng 
in the same direction. lt feels as 
though in order to make one great 
game they're always adding to the 

game developers are wonder ng 
are domg the nght thing. They ale 
thinking, 'What I really want to be 
working on 1s th1s proJect, th1s idea I 
have, but I don't see any way to do 
So I have to work on someone e se's 
idea and develop that'. I rea ly don't 
think that's a healthy atmosphere 

ma'lufacturers might follow a little too 
closely' The explanation given for not 
showing the Revolution controller at 
last year's Electronic Entertamment 
Expo was that the technology would 
be too easily copied. Is that still a 
worry? IVIiyamoto is quiCk to laugh, 
but less quick to d1smiss the idea: "I 
think that's a matter of pride for each 
corooration! But I am certam that the 
Revolution will become something 
rea ly, really unique and interesting and 
that means there will be people who 
will want to copycat." 

Not that copying the technology 
would necessanly do a competitor 
much good: N1ntendo has consistently 
proven itself the only company able to 
make the fullest use of 1ts own 
ma:hmes, often to the benefit of its 
own reputation and the detriment of 
its hardware's sales. Will the same be 
true for RevolutiOn? "We always want 
to be the number one best creators for 
whatever Nintendo hardware platform 
we are talking about. We have to do 
that - of course! But what we're trying 
to do is to make the hardware that will 
drag out the very best possible quality 
from all the software. What we try to 

can the market be nght 1f someone hasi 
a . ~~~~~~~~~~.m~M-----~ 
the industry, but the pressures that are 
there mean people are only interesting 
m makmg something really huge and 
big and g 1ga ntiC? 

"What Nintendo IS trymg to do 1S 
introduce a completely new platform 
which means we can give small teams 
w1th unique 1deas the opportunity to 
make a great games. And those kind 
of great games have the potential to 
become the most successful software 
in the world So I think 1t's definitely 
the right d1rection for Nintendo to be 
taking into the future." 

Bemg a trailblazer is hardly a new 
experience for Nintendo, but isn't 
there a concern that the other 

be is the role model - we want other 
developers to learn from us." 

That 'us' is a reminder. Once seen 
as a solo visionary, IVI1yamoto now 
oversees all of Nintendo's internal 
development, as well as a good deal of 
their second- and thi rdpa rty products. 
Does he miss the close involvement he 
was once able to have with a specifiC 
project? "The fact of the matter is that 
I am now 1n a pos1tion to choose how 
to allocate my time. President lwata 
has been very, very cooperative and 
supportive of me so that, for example, 
I don't need to go out and go on these 
PR tours (he gestures around the room 



Alongside /layman's Michel An eel 
and Alone In The Dark's Frederick 
Raynal, Miyamoto was recently 
inaugurated as a Chevalier of the 
Ordre des Artes et des Lettres. 
France's highest honour for artists, 
performers. musicians and scholars 

with a fnendly smile which belies how 
much meetmg and greetmg he's done 
in the last week) so often nowadays 
because I can decide how to spend my 
time. Now I can work more closely on 
some select projects myself." 

There·s something a little 
prestden\lalln h1s tone· once famous 
for cycling to work and sticking with 
his sa laryman's wage. there was a time 
when h1s global dut ies - both m terms 
of game development and press 
relations- seemed to hang heavy on 
him. Now he appears buoyant, 
rejuvenated by his confidence in the 
direction the company is taking. Not 
least, perhaps, because that direction is 
taking him back to a wider, more 
diverse audience and the compact, 
innovat1ve game destgn approach that 
made h1s name in the first place. 

it's a part of the change which has 
swept smoothly through Nintendo 
since former president Hiroshi 
Yamauchi's retirement in 2002 . Does 
Miyamoto think that the public 
understanding of the company has 
adjusted in light of those changes. or is 
there still a gap between how 
Ntntendo is perceived and how it really 
is? "As far as Japan is concerned, 
thanks to the overwhelming success of 
the DS, I think a lot of people now 
understand what kind of company 
Nintendo is and what it is we are 
trying to do. In the rest of the world 
we are yet to see that but I think that 
this year is going to be very important 
- if we can send the right message to 
the customer then we will see people 
start to understand Nmtendo. 

"For example, when 1t comes to 
Revolution, we don't call it a next
generation console. We call it a new
generation console. We want each 
household to always have a Revolution 
console connected to the1r TV. If 
someone comes into your house 
and there sn 't a Revolution sitting 
comfortably next to the TV, we want 
them to argue, and say: 'Oh! Why 
don't you have Revolution?' That's 
what we want to create. We want a 
brand new relationship between 
people and their TVs through the 
Revolution. And when we achieve that 
then people w1ll understand what 
Nintendo is now and what Nintendo 
always has been." 

This assured and salesmanlike 
tone isn't something you instantly 
associate with Miyamoto, but he IS far 
from diffident in his ambitions for the 

Revolution. JUSt as he is far from shy of 
trying to ensure that every photo we 
take mcludes hts OS Lite. So, having 
ra1sed the subject of the other next
generation consoles, does he have any 
salesmanlike comr1ents about how 
SOny and Mtcrosoft are addresstng the 
future? Is there anything in thetr 
approach that he adm1res? There i£ 
an obvious, drawn-out pause. "Well,., 
he says, finally. " In the case of Sony, I 
thmk the1r endeavours to create new 
chips and then to make enough of 
them to reduce the manufacturing cost 
- I th1nk that's something that's nice 
for this industry, as well as for other 
industnes. As for Mtcrosoft. I think 
they have a good attitude to providing 
the developer kits and development 
environment that make it easy :o make 
games. I think that attitude needs to 
be appreciated." 

From one diplomatiC mmefield to 
another .. . Mtyamoto IS consistently 
heralded as the most influential figure 
in gamtng's short history, but who does 
he see as the most important person in 
the industry? This takes even more 
thought There's a quiet, but clearly 
amusing, discussion in Japanese during 
which Mario 1s suggested and rejected. 

" How about Mr Yamauchi?" he 
chooses in the end. " I think he's the 
one person who really understood 
what is meant by the term 
'enterta inment' and who understood it 
best in this industry. He was willing to 
spend the necessary amount of the 
budget to create great entertainment. 
This means that as well as giving me 
great opportunities he's also given me 
a lot of money. Although," he grins, 
"of course I had to spend the money 
on making games." Of course. 

With that moment of sharp 
humour, our time s up. However. 
before we leave, he beckons us over 
to a black case. Flippmg it open reveals 
the insignia which represents his recent 
installation as a C hevaher of France's 
Ordre des Arts et des Let tres. The 
medal is beautiful- the emerald 
enamel and si lver scrolls gleaming 
against the dark velvet - and 
appropriate. lt was given to him to 
show a natton's recognition of a life's 
service to games and to the1r players. 
lt shou Id be a f1tt1ng testimony to the 
man and his matchless career, but 1t's 
hard to shake the feeling that the 
other handful - the one made of 
plain plastic and bright pixels -
does him, and h1s creations, 
more JUStice. 
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Thinking 
With nearly all of his competitors' cards 
finally Laid out on the table, Microsoft's 
Peter Moore explains the way forward 
for the first of the next generation 

eter Moore, Microsoft's 
corporate v1ce president, 
interact1ve entertainment 

busmess, entertairment and devices 
division, seems relaxed. Nintendo and 
Sony have just delivered keynote 
addresses at GDC, and neither appear 
to have g1ven the former Sega Of 
Amenca chief any cause to question 
his ambttious console strategy, so it's 
w1th much optimism that he's able to 
look forward to the future of Xbox 
360. First, though, we have to clanfy a 
few issues concerning the story so far. 

Now that the dust has settled, 
what were the lessons learned 
from the first simultaneous 
worldwide console launch? 
Well, 'lessons' always sounds like 
somehow you screwed up along the 
way, but we committed to do a giobal 
launch because we think that's the 
nght thmg to do, in parttcular for the 
European market where it seems that 
historically it's always been six to eight 
months behind - whether 1t's Japan or 
the LiS that's launched first. We just 
believe that Europe is too important a 
market to delay the launch ana allow 
other regions to enjoy a console for six, 
eight months ahead. And particularly 
in the case of the connected world 
now, and the ab1 lity for gamers to be 
able to get up and running, get their 
Xbox Live accounts, get their 
Achievements built - it just seemed 
like the right th>ng to do. 

And it was very difficult, of course, 
because not only are you localising 

your hardware and making sure that 
you coordinate - in this case - 1 6 
countries in Europe, and of course 
Japan and the US and Canada, but 
also all the software to make sure that 
your launch titles are all ready to go, 
certif1ed, that they meet all the ratings 
boards - again, particularly in Europe, 
where they are numerous, as you kno'll 

But hav1ng sa1d all of that, we'd de 
it all over again. We think it's the right 
way to go - clearly our competitor 
agrees w1th us at th•s point, based on 
their announcements of the last week 
or so. This is a global economy, and 
agam particularly when you're dealing 
in the world of connected state and 
building global communities, to in 
some way alienate much of that 
commun>ty that certamly we built w1tr 
Xbox didn't seem like the right thing t 
do. Was it difficult. was it challengmg, 
were people working 24 hours a day 
for probably the last six to eight 
months as we came up to November 
and December? Absolutely. 

But now, as we sit here today, 
with Australia and New Zealand just 
havmg launched, 30 countries are 
enJoymg Xbox 360, and Xbox Live is 
up all around the world on the new 
platform I thm k it was exactly the 
nght thing to do. 

Do you think the shortages 
situation may have harmed the 
brand in a significant way? 
No. I think people are disappointed 
but supply is contmuing to flow in. 
I just actually looked at some of the 



outside 
the box 
European sell-through numoers thiS 
rnorn&ng and you can see :he uptake 1r 
supply meet1ng demand it's d -f1cult to 
oo, and we d1d have some component 
shortages that caused d :"1ru ties, but 
as I'm fond of sayrng, 1t's a marathon, 
not a spnnt And whde every console 
launcn 1 seems has some .ssues at the 
oegmning, n's rea ly how fast you get 
LP ana runmng as you get to the next 
hol1day- how many games you get, 
the quality of the games. n part1cular 
the secord generation o• software -
dnd wnlie it was d1sappo,nting that we 
couldn't fulfil complete demand, we 
d1d everythmg we could uld1sing 
airfreig'lt. Now that seafre1ght IS 

starting to flow through, and you get 
much larger quantities on boats than 
you car> on a1rplanes. I think hopE>fully 
we'll put tnat beh1nd us and we'll start 
meeting demand for tne product 

Do you maintain that the 
technical issues experienced by 
early adopters fall within the 
expected volume? 
'es. lnterestmg 1, "''e rr onrtor 

(consumer) call rates. and that's an 
.ssue where theres been an mcrcd1bly 
dramatic drop·off, even though the 
rnstalled base contmues to grow I 
mea'l, you have a comple~ consumer 
product thab conne<ted to the 
nterret where milltons of people can 
talk and play w1th each other, so you'•e 
gomg to get some techn,callssues 
every now and aga1n, but whep we 
looked at the overall call rate aga1nst 
the defect1ve rate, and also when we 

analyse the boxes that come m that 
needed reoair or replacement. it's m 
the very low smgle dig1ts, wh1ch 
consumer ele<tronics finds ver'f 
aw:ptable, port1cularly for a product 
of th1s complex1ty. 

Do you think internet stories 
blew things out of proportion? 
We call1t :"'e 12 Angry Me" of the 
•nternet [laughs). Some~h,ng was 
1Jappen1ng last week wnh aUK s•te 
wt'lere somebody was compJa;n ng 
about something and 1t became an 
nternalional 1ssue. And when we 
looked -because, as I say, we can 
monrtor the calls rn realtime and watch 
bar graphs grow from what the call 
dnvers are, as we call them- we just 
couldn't see anyth1'1Q. lt's like o couple 
of people have a proolem, tney post it 
online, everybody else poles on, and it 
becomes an rnterna\lonal inc1dent. lt 
really IS the Internet- m1lilons of 
people own Xbox 360s but if four or 
f•ve people have a problem 1t seems 
loke ·he sky IS falling 

Does that sort of internet activity 
become annoying after a while? 
We -nean llo~e ot. ove go1ng on to 
the boards and the forums. Pa~1cular1y 
be ng a Bnt- I love the vociferousness 
of the Bnt sh Sites. and the no-holds· 
barred mental•ty. it JUSt takes me back 
to my old high-schoo~ days. I I ke 
getting inside the heads of these folk . 
I don't know whether I'm look ng at 
the words of an e1ght-year-oid or a 
28-year·old, but 1l does give you 



realt1me feedback, that's for sure. ~he 
chal enge. at t imes, is when 1t affects 
the livelihoods of people, because all 
of a sudden, literally you've got people 
here who gave blood, sweat and tears 
for years to develop a product and get 
1t out, and then when somebody has a 
problem and JUSt trashes you and 1t 
gets PK<ed up around the world, t 

can be demoral,s.ng. guess that's the 
ssue that I always worry about, for 
people who have really, really given 
their life to get th1s thing to market. 

Everything you promised for Xbox 
360 has been delivered, except for 
success in Japan. Is there anything 
you could've done differently? 
Yeah. I mean obviously I'm respons ble 
for Japan, I'm there a lot, I was there a 
couple of weeks ago. Japan is a longer 
t1me honzon for us. I w1sh we'd had 
more games on day one We were 

one slated for the f,rst version of Xbox, 
True Fantasy Live, and 1t was an 
MMORPG, and that was probably a 
mistake, 1t was too amb1tious - making 
MMOs IS very complex. Y'know, 
h.nds1ght IS always 20:20, but you'd go 
back and do something meamngful in 
the RPG genre but not try and eat the 
elephant and don as an MMO. And 
that'S exactly what we're doing th1s 
t1me around JUSt saw the atest build 
of Blue Dragon and the man is a 
gen1us Comb,ned w1th the talent that 
he's got, Tonyama-san m particular, 
who does the art .. 

Like I say, 1t's a slow start for us 
nght now but we're in the market, 
we're fighting, Ninety-Nme Nights 
comes out next month, and then 
perhaps most Importantly Blue Dragon 
at the end of the year ano then Lost 
Odyssey 'n 2007. lt's too early to wnte 
any ep,taphs. 

"We're definitely going to get a competitively 
priced external HD-DVD drive into the 
marketplace around the world this year" 

disappointed, through nobody's fault, 
that Dead Or Altve 4 wasn't there day 
one - I think that would've made a 
very large di fference I have JUSt seen 
Ninery-Nme Nights, which •s JUst 
fmahsed - I was 1n San Franc sco the 
n1ght before last, and M1zuguch flew 
n to a showcase for ed1tors. lt looks 
spectacular, 1t sh1ps next month in 
Japan, and I'm hopeful that 1t gives 
us an uplift And perhaps most 
importantly I've spent a lot of time 
w1th Sakaguchi·San, and both Blue 
Dragon and Lost Odyssey wi I be the 
real test lt's early days I'm 
disappo.nted that t's been a slow start. 
but we've built a f1ve-year programme 
there w1th what I bel1eve are the most 
relevant products that we coulo 
poss,bly bu1ld, wh1ch IS roleplaying 
games by Sakaguch1 for Japanese 
garners built 1n Tokyo by Japanese 
developers We're still yet to del iver 
those - Blue Dragon will ship th1s year, 
Lost Odyssey next year - and it 's when 
those two titles are shipped that you 
can look at Japan and say it's been a 
success or 1\'s been a failure. 

lt's always been something of a 
cliche that RPGs are popular in 
Japan, but a recent poll shows just 
how popular they remain. The 
preference for RPGs is astonishing. 
lt really is. And. y'know, we had only 
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Apparently many small-to-medium· 
sized Japanese developers don't 
yet have PS3 dev kits. How much 
of an opportunity exists there? 
lt's Similar to a story I heard a coupe of 
weeks ago I th1nk the challenge s that 
when you're on the condensed 
tlmehne that Sony clearly is, you for 
better or worse have to priont1se your 
devk1ts. because you're not getting the 
flow you would like. and the smaller 
guys are JUSt not getting them. Clearly 
the Capcoms and the Konamis of this 
world, and the Act1vis1ons and EAs in 
the west, I'm sure they're gettmg the1r 
devk1ts, but when there's clearly a 
challenge 1n gett1ng supply t's tne 
smaller publishers and deve opers 
that struggle. And we're doing a lot of 
work over there w1th them, and they 
enJOY develop1ng for 360 - hopefully 
that's of benef t to us. We'll see. 

What are the plans for the release 
of a larger hard drive, the 360 
camera, and the external HD-DVD 
drive? And how different is the 
strategy for releasing a more 
modular console? 
No f1rm plans yet 'or the camera, but 
1t'S coming We're just makmg sure 
:hat we have the supporr tnat we need 
Nher 1n-game or w1th communicat,on 
applicat,ons. it's got to make sense. 
Just sh1pp1ng a camera doesn' t do 

anybody any good - we've alreaoy 
done that n Japan, and, wh1le 
videochat for the Japanese market IS 
pretty cool, you've still got to work out 
what the business model is, and I thmk 
that clearly we have to make sure that 
there are real game applications that 
make Innovative use of the camera 
The usual stuff you can do. maybe 
d1g1tally mapp1ng your face 1n the 
game, has already been done, and 
we'd certa1nly be able to checl( the box 
on that, but go•ng forward we've got 
to make sure that we're really look1ng 
at Innovative things to do. So until 
we're ready to do that we're not gomg 
to make any announcements about 
the camera. 

The HD-DVD drive, the external 
dnve. •s stdl on target for th1s year. The 
announcement made at CES stands 
f1rm: we look at what we believe w•ll 
be the behaVlour of consumers who 
want HD mov1e playback and if they 
want that we're definitely go,ng to get 
a compet1t1vely pnced external drive 
mto the marketplace around the 
world, and do 1t this year. HD-DVD 
standalone movie players are shippmg 
here 1n the US in the next couple of 
weeks, at $499. and some of the 
stud1os are now releas1ng hi-def 
mov1es Blu-r ay seems to be a lot 
further beh1nd and potent•ally \Wlce as 
expens1ve. The format wars continue. 
From our pomt of VJew, when we look 
at pnce be1ng more sensitiVe, 
partiCularly 1n the European market, 
burden,ng the [base Xbox 360] box 
w1th an HD dnve didn't seem a smart 
1dea for us. particularly in markets 
where hi-def TVs are still in the 
m1nonty of homes rather than the 
maJOnty So the drive will be great. 
certa1nly 1n my house - 1t will be of a 
SIZe so you can plug rt in 1f you want to 
watch a'l HD mov e. and 1f you don't, 
from what I'm see•ng, you can 
probably put 1t •n the drawer and use 1t 
later on. $500 for another box to Sit 
next to my TV) I'll probably wa1t for 
the dnve and plug it 1nto my 360. 

A larger hard drive? No plans yet
we're wa111ng to see how th1ngs 
develop down the line. 

lt makes a lot of sense, though, 
with the popularity of X box live 
Arcade on Xbox 360 and demo 
down loads, and so on. 
Yes, I mean when you 1ook at Xbox 
L1ve Arcade, even though w•th some 
compression technologies we' re 
managing to get that stuff into real 



bite-sized entertainment, down the 
road, absolutely, you 've got to be able 
to. it's very simple, and that's clearly 
why it 's a detachable hard drive. As 
more and more of the content we're 
producing in hi-def - such as the Epic 
Records arrangement, with Natasha 
Bedingfield, which turned out to be a 
lot more popular than even we 
expected- you're downloadmg hi-def 
video to the hard drive, and yes, 
ultimately we've got to look at [the 
larger hard drive]. but tt's early days. 

What did you think about the 
GDC keynotes from Sony and 
Nintendo, and why didn't 
Microsoft del iver one this year? 
We certainly could 've J gave a keynote 
that sounded awfully famlltar to what 
Phil said, certainly in the onhne world, 
except the biggest difference is that 
we're actually now delivering on it. 
The keynote for Sony seemed weird 
because it was a rehash pnmari ly of 
what Kutaragi had said in Tokyo the 
week before I don't know whether 
Kutaragi's meeting was hastily 
arranged, and whether Phil had his 
legs cut from underneath him -
whether the plan was that he would 
announce all of this and then that 
suddenly changed. But I've not seen 
the demos, I didn't actually go to the 
keynote, so I'm watting to see the 
demos themselves - the playable 
demos, anyway. lt seems like that was 
real ly the only thmg that Kutaragi 
dtdn't show, so until I see them it's 
dtfficult for me to comment. But I 
didn't hear a lot of news that I hadn't 
already heard when I was in Tokyo the 
week before. Certainly there was a 
little bit more detail on Sony's on I ine 
service plans but nothtng that shocked 
me that I hadn't either assumed or had 
heard from Kutaragi. 

And then with lwata-san again I'd 
already left GDC, but tt seemed that 
everybody is now Jumpmg on the 
back-catalogue, digital-download 
model and they're going to have Sega 
and HudsonSoft comm~tted to making 
back-catalogue available. All very 
interesting, and I guess tt validates 
some of the work we've already got in 
the marketplace, agam with Arcade 
and Xbox L ve Marketplace itself, 
allowmg down loads. it's going to be 
interesting to see, in the case of the 
Revolutton, how that's going to be 
facilitated - a hard drive, how big it is, 
etc. So I think people keep their 
powder dry until E3. I didn't see an 

awful lot of stuff. I think the challenge 
now for Sony is that they're shipptng 
this year and garners should be able to 
walk up to thetr booth and get their 
hands on relat1vely polished games and 
play them on the showfloor 1n Los 
Angeles m five to six weeks from now. 
We shall see. 

I 

What is your response to Sony's 
global rollout plan? Do you have 
any words of advice? 
[Laughs! Well, it's not easy, we've 
probably proven that. it's an incredibly 
aggressive thing to do. Clearly we've 
changed the paradigm - we launched 
globally in November and that's exactly 
what our competitor m tends to do. I 
fmd it partiCularly interesting - I was at 
the ELSPA conference in London last 
June and my good friend [SCEE boss! 
Dav1d Reeves sa1d that Europe will 
always come last because it doesn't 
want to deal with buggy hardware and 
it wants to make sure that the games 
are all polished - and vo1la, here we 
are. day and date So we shall see. The 
proof of the pudding is in the tasting 
on this one. Their ramp prOJeCtions are 
incredibly aggressive - tt'S very difficult 
to project out th ts far ahead what your 
y1elds of sthcon will be, and how many 
dnves for an unproven format you can 
deliver. And a m1llion a month is quite 
a challenging target, but they're a 
great company and a formidable 
competitor and I'm sure they're gomg 
to give it their best try. it's not easy. 

How are you ramping up your 
digital-distribution activi ty, and 
how long will it be before 
Microsoft begins selling full-price 
games via download? 
Well, retail is st1ll very important in the 
equation, and full-pnce games via 
down load, if I look at a full-price 
game's filesize nght now, that's 6Gb, 
so I think 1t's very important we keep 
the m1x of how we distribute our 
con tent. Our reta il partners around the 
world play a very Important role in the 
distribution channel, in gettmg 
hardware out in making software 
available in great selections, hav1ng 
shopfloor clerks that ea n speak about 
the games and guide consumers to 
what games they should buy - it's a 
very important role that 1sn 't going 
away. We think we've found the right 
balance with things hke Arcade as well 
as the Marketplace making demos and 
trailers available for download. I would 
be very surpnsed if full games are 
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availao e for down oad n even the 
medium-term 'uture We like the •dea 
of what you m ght ea I an •mpulse 
purchase of an arcade game- I'm sure 
you've played games like Geometry 
Wars, Zuma and Mutant Storm We 
thmk that's the nght ba ance •n the 
bus1'1ess model ~ our reta1 ers are very. 
very ·mportant, 1t's not our .ntent•on at 
all to encroach on the1r bus1ness At 
the same t1me I th1nk they recogn1se 
tne fact that d1gital d1stnbution is 
coming in the future but 1t's gomg to 
be gated by the consumer's ability to 
have that fat p1pe come to the~r home 
and :he availability of huge hard dnves. 
Even the hard drive that Sony has lined 
up for PS3 is ult1mately msuff1C1ent to 
do what they've announced. 
Incidentally, I was con fused by Sony 
talk1ng about Blu-r ay -large med1a 
storage on d•sc - be1ng the future, and 
then immediately fl ppmg t to d•g tal 
distribution which actually doesn't 
need a d1sc - bemg the future, so I've 
got to read Phd's presentatiOn aga1n 
JUSt to understand how that fus 
together. Ult•mately th1nk we're all 
toy1ng w1th [d1g1ta d1stnbut1on). As a 
company we' re four years onto the 
mcept1on of Xbox L1ve and what •t 
means to consumers - over 50 per 
cent of our consumers around the 
world are now connected to L1ve 
We've now seen 1 Om down loads of 
d1g1tal content recorded over Uve. and 
it contmues to grow We've bu1lt out 
the techniCal backbone of thiS thmg 
over the past few years. and aga•n. 
that is not easy to do. So it will all be 
about balance and it will all be about 
makmg sure that all of us in the 
ecosystem can share in the business 
and not lock out one versus the other 

So, what happens for Xbox 360 
between now and the PS3 launch 
in November? 
Snip, sh p, ShiP, sh•p. sh1p. I mean, the 
flow •s 1mproving enormously Here 1n 
the US 1t's my be 1ef that next 
wee<end, w1th the flow that I'm 
seemg. you shou d be able to walk •n a 
sto•e and piCk up a 360 off the shelf 
Aga n, go ng back to my commentary 
on boats, you can get a lot of consoles 
n 40ft con tamers, and clearly there's a 

w ndow of opportunity for us to 
cont1nue to meet demand 

We've got some great games 
arnving now. Ghost Recon: 
Advanced Warf1ghter. Elder Scrolls 1s 
u nbehevable. And then of course Lara 
Croft's going to ship on 360 next 
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Upcoming Xbox 360 Microsoft firstparty projects 
include Silicon Knights' Too Human (this image), 
Real Time Worlds' Crackdown (right) and BioWare's 
Mass Effect (below right). Moo re suggests that the 
360 gaming landscape will soon diversify, however 

month Dead R•smg com•ng along 
from Capcom has got a lot of people 
exc1ted Theres a ron of great software 
commg up From a f1rstparty pomt of 
voew, Gears Of War, whKn you'll be 
able to pay at E3, I thmk has the 
poten\lal to be the ga"'le o' tne year 
So our focus •s compete'/ or> 
con110u1ng to meet demand 
connnu1ng to dehver great software, 
cont1nu1ng to dehver a great onl ne 
expenence, build1ng catalogues of 
arcade games- whiCh seem to have 
been for many people the k ler a pp for 
the 360; I'm not sure ,; that's good 
news or bad news [chuck es]. but 
people love 1t, and 1t's attract1ng a 
broad demographiC. And then 
focusing on growing the installed base. 
V1va Pifiara, from the boys up n 
Twycross, caught a lot of people by 
surprise -a lot of people are exCited 
that 1t's reminiscent of the g•ory days 
of Rare- and t's someth1ng we need 
to do as a company to broaden the 
reach of the Xbox from beyond what 
you m1ght call the hardcore gamer As 
an mdustry we need to bring 10 peop e 
who ordinar •Y maybe wou dn't 
cons•der a console purchase, and an 
1nnovatave game like Viva P1fiata 
certa•nly has the chance to do that 

lt's interesting, though, that your 
line-up includes Gears Of War, Too 
Human, Halo 3, Crackdown and 
Mass Effect, which are aimed as 
the establ ished hardcore gamer. 
If you looked at just those games 
you would say that Xbox 360 is 
aimed very much at that group. 

Are you happy w ith that profile? 
Wel, of course all you' re refemng to 
vvoth that ltst are f•rstparty games
let's not forget the balance that 
thardparty developers .. 

But surely the firstparty games 
are responsible, to a large degree, 
for defining the platform. 
Wel., absolutely. And 1n the early gomg 
1t IS that guy who's w1ll ng to spend 
£300-400 1n build•ng h•s system and 
that guy IS typ1cally 25/26127 years of 
age. and whi'e VIVa Piflata may 1nterest 
h•m. he's more Interested 1n div•ng nto 
deep RPGs or playmg farstperson 
shooters or act1on adventure games 
That's just the nature of the mix as you 
segment your consumers going along. 
We're potent1ally tak1ng a huge nsk in 
sh1pping V1va Pu'lata w1thin a year of 
the launch of the platform. Here's a 
game that's qu•te frankly as attractive 
to an e•ght-year-old as it IS a 28-year
old -some would argue that •t's too 
early. But, as you say we def1ne the 
platform, and we have a lot more 
announcements to make at E3 about 
what I'll call broader content go•ng 
forward At the same t1me, remember, 
games I ke PGR3 and Kameo are also 
ava1lable. Kameo •s st•ll selling well, 
and as a broader consumer comes •nto 
the marketplace. Kameo's st•ll go1ng to 
be on the shelf - t's a t•meless game. 
and typ cally 11 m1ght even be there at 
a better pncepoint. So 1t's not JUSt 
about what's com1ng up but how you 
build a portfolio from day one. We're 
also doing a lot of work With 
thirdpart1es to make sure that we 



contmue to build out the portfolio 
w1th broader content, and you're 
go1ng to see some announcements 
along those hnes at E3 

You recently said that there'll be 
fewer firstparty games of a better 
quality on 360 than there were on 
Xbox, which makes it sound like 
you're concerned about the scale 
of development nowadays. Just 
how big is that concern? 
Wel , certa1nly as we contanue to 
promise the consumer h1-de' 
expenences and tremendous sound 
des1gn, and Hollywood actors as voice 
talent, and 30-40 hours of gameplay, 
and supporting the bandwidth of 
continuous on line play, the expense of 
the ndustry needs to be watched very 
carefully. XNA, whach was part of our 
'ocus at GDC, wall be our attempt to 
try and mit1gate some of those costs. 
But one of the th•ngs that 
counterbalances all of this is Xbox Live 
Arcade. We're encouragang garners to 
go look at games that cost only four or 
f1ve dollars, and also encourag•ng 
developers to ook at th1s as a way, 'or 
some of them, to monet1se the1r back 
catalogue. And what I hope will 
happen 1s that very small developers 
have a publish•ng opportunity here 
where let's say a team of f1ve or six 
guys working w1th a few hundred 
thousano dollars has the ability to get 
a game published on Xbox 360. So, 

yes, I have concerns for the guys who 
have to s1gn all the purchase orders 
and wnte the creques for game 
development, and that's why plaong 
b•gger bets on fewer games as better 
than throw,ng mud aga•nst tne wall 
and hop1ng a lot of it stacks- it's more 
of a focused approach to getting more 
hits and less misses. it's not different to 
Hollywood- it's a hits and m1sses 
bus1ness. You've got to f1nd f nancial 
formulas to try and guarantee more 
hats than m1sses. and that's what 
we're doang. 

Talking of Hollywood and indie 
development, what's the 
Brokeback Mountain on 360, or 
doesn't such a thing exist? 
Well, 1f you're refernng to Brokeback 
Mountain as an nd•e. lOw-budget 
mov1e rather than a gay cowboy 
mov1e, I th1nk it'll exist on Arcade .. 

Half of me says I should try to do 
something that is tantamount to 
the 1nd1e film mdustry and do a 
Sundance I mean, what 1S the 
v1deogame version of Sundance or the 
Cannes film festrval? Because we've 
now got the d'str,bui!On method 
veh1cle for these things .. . For better or 
worse, Hollywood as still dom1nated by 
the Dreamworks, the Universal Stud1os, 
the Paramounts. and it's a shame that 
the M1ramaxes have k1nd of been 
swallowed up and gone away But 
there clearly seems to be that 

opportunity for a Brokeback Mounta n 
to break through If the storyline as as 
different and Innovative and fdmed as 
beaut fully as that movie as And af the 
game IS d1fferent. innovatiVe and 
crafted as well as a nurrber of games 
are that I'm startmg to see that are in 
concept stages. 1t's gomg to come 
from somewhere. and we'd certa1nly 
encourage that, and finance that as 
we're currently doing by prov1d1ng a 
platform and a distribution vehiCle 1n 
Xbox l ve Arcade. 

Getting back to competing 
consoles, it seems that some 
people want to hold off from 

How is J Allard's progress going 
with Microsoft's forthcoming 
handheld console? 
(Laughs) J 1s actually still very busy 
He runs the platform team for Xbox. 
We contmue to bu1ld out the system. 
to build out Xbox L1ve m particular 
he's got hundreds of guys work•ng on 
live right now. We don't just lock 1 
down the code for the software on 
Live and then JUSt walk away. There's 
so mucn work to be done. part cularly 
as we move to much larger Installed 
bases. And part,cu arly w1tn Sony's 
announcement, let's face 1t, we need 
to stay on our toes. So that's what 
J's up to. 

"The best way to deal with Sony's tactics is 
simply to continue to fulfill demand for Xbox 
360 until they get into the marketplace" 

buying a 360 and wait to see what 
PS3 offers, in much the same way 
that a lot of people held off from 
buying Dreamcasts because of the 
promises Sony made for PS2. Is 
that frustrating? 
A little b1t The Dreamcast quest1on for 
me IS obv•ously umque because I was 
the guy who launched it here m the US 
and had to live through that period of 
time. And now, being at MICrosoft for 
the Xbox 360 launch, when you lay 
out the completely d•fferent Situation 
between where we are today and 
where Sega was wath the Dreamcast, 
com1ng off a pretty disastrous penod 
of time w1th the Saturn having been 
pulled from the market. .. 

Just to clarify, we're not likening 
Microsoft to Sega - this is more a 
question of Sony's ... 
. tact,cs of try•ng to freeze the 
market 1n advance it was very clear to 
us three years ago that that would 
happen. And, go1ng back to my earlier 
comment. the best way to deal with 
that IS to continue to fulfil I demand 
until they get 1nto the marketplace 
We'll have to see how b1g our insta led 
global base lead wil be. how good our 
second-generation software w111 be, 
how many games we wall have, how 
even more evolved Xbox Live w1ll be, 
before they ship their f1rst console. 
They're also putting other 
codependenc1es such as Blu-ray 
around •t 'f Blu-ray doesn't w1n the 
format wars, I'd say that was a little 
01t of a challenge for P ayStation 3 
To say the least. 

lt seems strange that he's 
completely out of the public eye 
now, though, in contrast to before, 
when he was very much in it. 
We've reorgan,sed what we do. I can 
see his car from my offiCe - he's 
certainly in my eye (laughs]. But, as 1s 
typiCal w1th somebody that crunched 
the way he did, he took a b1t of time 
off. He's a very av1d snowboarder, he 
took a little bit of time off to do some 
snowboarding, because that's the time 
of year it 1s here m the Pacik 
Northwest. But he's stall very busy -
as I say, he's got hundreds of peop e 
working on the platform .. 

This is the new Microsoft 
handheld platform, right? 
Ha ha! 

That's officially 'no comment'? 
C early• 

OK, final question: who is the 
most important man in gaming? 
Boy ... it's a very good quest1on. 
I th1nk . . I don't know. One would 
argue that, w1th the pressure now on 
Sony as a corporatiOn, and the rei ance 
upon the PlayStat,on del1vering what 
1t needs to do for the fmancial health 
of the Sony corporat,on, and on tne 
amount of codependenoes that 
PlayS taliOn 3 has. not only as a 
gaming platform, but also for Cell 
technology and Blu-ray . 'lmponant' 
is probably not qu,te the nght 
word but certainly the person 
that everybody's focused on s 
Kutarag. In my humble opm1on. 
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Now playing 

WorW Of WorCroft 

There's no escape from Azeroth. 
Even those stuck in the level-40 
doldrums eventually graduate 
to the treats awaiting those who 
persevere towards the endgame. 
K.VIVENOI 

Burnout Revenge 

The cars get battered while the 
engine gets better. A buffed return 
to the 'information superhighway' 
means Achievements for both the 
live game and your gamer profile. 
360, EA 

Project Zero 3: 
The Tormented 

' ,, 

9 ' 
.. 

' 

' 

The Project Zero team reapplies its 
grisly craft with assured ease. Even 
the most shock-resistant playecs 
will find their hearts jump-started 
by its obvious but effective scares. 
PS2, TECMO 

Awards unceremonious 
When is an Achievement not an achievement? 

mong the Achievements for 
Ghost Recon: Advanced 
Warlighter on 360 is an 

award for being 'Committed', 
given in return for playing its 
multi player mode for eight hours 
straight. While it may very well be 
the literal definition of its moniker 
(and an explicit contravention of 
the health advice in the manuals of 
most games), its use as a gauge of 
a player's dedication is useless. 

A quick tour of GR:AWforums 
soon after the game's release 
reveals a number of threads 
containing similar advice: you can 
earn this accolade by leaving 
yourself in a locked, auto-starting 
online lobby, going to bed, and 
waking up w1th the award on your 
profile, with no rea l cost apart 
from a sl ight spike in your 
electricity bill . Similar workarounds 
are available for an equally 
arduous Achievement that requires 
the player to host 1,000 multiplayer 
matches. What's the point? 

By J Allard's own admission, 
there were going to be teething 
problems as the Achievements 
system levelled itself out while 
developers crafted balanced 
selections of awards for their 
games. But the Achievement line
ups for most games are settling 

into an utterly drab rhythm: finish 
the offline game on all difficulties, 
mop up the sidequests and put in 
several hours on line, with the 
occasional near-impossibility 
thrown in for good measure. 

Its only true success so far, it 
seems, is to coerce a certain core of 
garners - the dot within the dot 
within the dot - to snap up every 
piece of 360 software available, 
both full-price and via Live Arcade, 
in order to guzzle up the 
Gamerpoints stored within. So, 
while 360 sports games seem intent 
on offering fat portions of points 
for very little play, is it now perhaps 
in the interest of certain publishers 
to keep it this way, so that those 
serial Achievers provide a small, but 
guaranteed, turnover of purchases? 

The potential breadth of appeal 
of the Achievements system isn't, 
at present, being exploited well, 
with few games- such as Ridge 
Racer 6 and Dead Or Alive 4 -
stepping away from the tired 
templates in any significant 
fashion. The system needs more 
thought and coordination if it's 
going to appeal to more than just 
day-one obsessives and 
cockfighting completists. Or, 
maybe, was it never planned ...., 
as being anything more? ~ 

B4 The Elder Scrolls: Oblivion 
360, PC 

86 Tomb Raider: legend 
360. PC. PS2. PSP XBOX 

88 Ghost Recon: 

89 

90 

91 
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96 

97 
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Advanced Warfighter 
360, PC, PS2, XBOX 

Metroid Prime: Hunters 
os 

Odama 
GC 

Daxter 
PSP 

The Godfather 
360. K. PS2, PSP. XBOX 

Grandia Ill 
PS2 

Top Spin 2 
360 

Brain Training 
os 

Syphon Filter: Dark Mirror 
PSP 

Baito Hell 2000 
PSP 

Tetris OS 
os 
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Oblivoon's onhabitants follow a daoly 
routine. an advance that succeeds in 
adding life beyond the typical carpet· 
pacing inhabits of a typical RPG. The 
routines In question are rarely of note 
but it's hard not to feel affected by a 
person's presence- especially while they 
sleep- as you burgle their home 

The Imperial City's battle arena is, essentially, 
the game's fifth guild, a gladiatorial league 
where the player can panicipate in order to 
domb through the ranks, or bet on the 
outcome of other battles. If it's the'laner. 
you' ll get a rongside seat within the imposing 
amphitheatre 
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h1nkmg very b1g and very small -
that's Ob/Man. A game world 
expansive enough to make San 

Andreas seem like a cui-de-sac, but furmshed 
nght down to the s1mplest household 1tem 
Morrowmd was one of the few games to 
proffer open-ended odeas as more than JUSt 
bullet-po1nt hyperbole, and 1ts skeleton os sun 
clearly v1s1ble m ObftVIOn, but it's a frame that 
carries plenty more flesh. Morrowmdthought 
very b1g and very small as well, but offered 
little 1n between - Obltv10n goes some of the 
way to filhng 1n that massive gulf between 
fme detai 1 and vast s1ze with some trad 1tional 
video game frippery: sohd1ty, vanety and 
improved s gnposung. But t only goes so far. 

Altnough 11 was Oblivton's outdoor 
enwonments that flexed themselves so 
powerfully 1n pre-release screenshots, they've 
turned out to be the weakest visual aspect. 
The overworld is home to some gratmg 
framerates and mudd1ly-textured landscapes 
that only blossom onto full lushness as the 
player walks near There's still plenty of 
snapshot beauty to be had, though. 
moments when even the barest of scenes 
conspire wrth a warm sunset or ch1lly n1ght 
sky to produce some enchantmg v1ews. 
When taken 1n tandem w 1th the plush variety 
of flora, 1t can often be achrngly beautiful. 
but fal ls foul of visual stuttering that causes a 
whole other ache. lt's not hard to see that 
Bethesda has chosen the lesser of two evrls · 
hav1ng a fmrte draw d•stance 'or the 
landscape would've subtracted from the 
sense of place more than some chugg1ng 

Horses are available for purchase, but one is given to the 
player early on in the gDme's main quest. Not a patch on the 
silken steeds from Shadow Of The Colossus and Gun, they 
serve their purpose well, allowing the player to trot across 
open ground quickly enough to avoid being snagged into 

and forestry pop-up ever could. Its stars, 
however. are 1ndoors. 1n ObliVIon's 
town houses and dungeons- shnnes, tombs, 
caves. the Oblivion plane itself (see 'Hellhole') 
and even an abstract dreamworld or two -
where its sharp l1ghtmg and rrch textures 
nestle extremely well together. And it's all 
best absorbed 1n frrstperson, as opposed to 

the player. St1l. rt's a world that's not robust 
enough to prevent the occasiona AI flip-out 
and ragdoll breakdance. the former of which 
can sometrmes lead to a broken mission and 
a traipse back to the nearest quicksave. 
Loading times are generally acceptable 
considering the size and detail of some 
sect1ons. but plenty of areas can lead to a 

~ Bethesda has given its world a convincing 
"-. ~ and often hypnotic physicalit~ with effective 

enemy designs enriched by some great audio 

the alternative and si ghtly clumsy 
th1rdperson persoec:ive offered. 

Bethesda has g ven 1ts world a conv1nc1ng 
and often hypnotrc phys•cality, WJth effectrve 
enemy designs enriched by some great audro 
touches, and a phys cs engme that seems 
capable of far more than anything asked of 

foot-tapping wart There's little pause for 
access when skrpprng through soundbotes of 
ObltVIan's wholly spoken scrrpt, although the 
repetition on the vorces used becomes 
apparent al too qurckly. 

Mission design IS a true Improvement 
over that of Morrowind, offerrng diversity 
within the game's horrendous quantity of 
quests, leading to plenty of standout 
moments but thrs doesn't prevent a number 
of tasks from feeling lrke humdrum legwork 
for the sake of farmrng experience. But 
there's ample story here - indeed. some of 
Obftvion's best and most affectrng plotlrnes 
are the ones you're not spoonfed. Root 
around and pay attention, and there are 
often hrdden strands to be exploited, to g1ve 
the player room to wiggle their wrllpower, 
both in approach and executron. There's no 
karma here. JUSt a clockwork unrverse dnven 
completely by the player's .nput. You're rarely 
pun1shed for rnaction, too, which is why 



Obltvron manages to of'er such a magmtude 
of th•ngs to do at any gtven moment 

Still, this IS very much a descendent of 
Morrow;nd, and so a love of character 
crafting, and amassmg premium sta ts and 
equipment, •s essential, but Obliv1on takes 
patns to make 1t a smoother expenence. The 
well-presented quest log replaces 
Morrow nd's dtre diary; and next-step 
locauons for each m1ss1on are ava•lable at all 
t1mes. The clean menu system and 0 -pad 
shortcuts help keep things neat, wh1le the 
player's cursor offers plain and clear 
mformatlon about their stealth status or 
the l'egaltty of any act•on LoclcpiCktng 
and speechcraft slc•lis are applied through 
mm1games that mmally seem confus•ng, but 
prove worthwhile, except for the latter's 
tendency to make the player Sit through 
some re.entless, repeating d•alogue Incur the 
wrath of an al lywtth some acc•dental and 
poorly aimed attacks, and you can now yteld 
1n order to ask them to stop. Hand-to-hand 
combat IS wetghty and offensive, but can still 
fee grace ess. and the inV1s•ble walls along 
some of the world's edges are dtsappomt•ng. 

W1th some of these deta•ls tn m•nd, tt's 
no surpnse that playing a thtef-class 
character proves more tangible and 
reward•ng than most others, allowing the 
game world and 1ts wind-up mhab•tants to 
be fully exp 01ted. Generally, though, while 
players can choose a set of sktlls to maJor n, 
the temptattOr'l to see ar'ld ex,ertence aspects 
that are outstde your spe<:1al•ty never go 
away, and, crucially, are never taken away 

If there was ever • game to test 360's robustneu. it's 
Oblivion. During some 40 hours of play, we experienced just 
one crash; it's one too many, of course, but a regular and 
unobtrusive autosave helps limit the damage 

by the game •tself. Once th•s h1ts home, tt's 
hard to step away from - desptte the glttches 
and the •ncoherer'lt law system steal•ng, 
trespasstng and certa n murders can be 
commttted w•thout a trace, wh.le most other 
cnmes are 1nstantly registered). 

it's debateable whether Obliv1on IS a 
great adventure, but it's certainly one of the 
broadest around and one that's a wtlling 
canvas for a vanety of approaches from 1ts 
players it's best suited to those wtth an eye 
for tne smallest of deta•ls, or else the 
dungeons. townhouses and f,elds seem 
ident•cal to those just passmg through 
Played wi th care and tolerance- two ma1or 
caveats- tt's unbeatably absorbing, and once 
you enter into 1ts mode of thought and grasp 
ts log•C, •t's beaut1ful. If you don't, t seems 
bloated and slily Ulttmately, •t's several 
conf1dent steps closer to the self-conta•ned 
RPG utopia that Bethesda outlined wtth 
Morrowmd, but still hasn't reached 1t. [8] 

Hellhole 

Oblivion's most striking 
environment is the titular plane 
itself, a hellish swirl of bloody 
skies, crumpled masonry and 
aggressive plant life. lt's a world 
that claws at the player with a 
handful of hazards and a 
scattering of enemies, as they 
march to the tower in the centre 
of each Oblivion plane. This 
contains the Fury Spike - a fiery 
pillar that shoots up through 
the centre of the structure. The 
journey to the top of the Spike 
in order to seal the plane, along 
a spiral of malevolent corridors 
that belong in Silent Hilfs 
underworld, is a memorable 
and atmospheric one during 
the virgin voyage. lt's a shame, 
then, that these areas feel so 
similar, meaning that the 
accomplished atmosphere of 
horror feels so short-lived. 

Membership of four guilds are available to 
any player, none of whose quests interfere 
directly: Mages. Fighters. Thieves and the 
Dartc Brotherhood. Join1ng the first two is a 
triviality, but the lalltr pair requires the 
player to commit certain crimes before being 
invited to join 
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Legend on Xbox is such a complete visual 
experience- pulling together the best of 
the hardware's technical tricks -that 
we're suddenly inclined to fear for its 
360 port. Though it looked the part at 
our last encounter, you have to wonder if 
its hi-del sheen can consistently benefit 
the game's delicate textural treatment 
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omb Raider became a suffix of Lara 
Croft long before its Hollywood 
debut cemented the change with a 

revised tit le, and that evolution of the brand 
has always outpaced the design of its games. 
But, in hindsight, perhaps we should be 
thankful that Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The 
Angel Of Darkness crashed the series so 
entirely. Crystal Dynamics, a developer long 
versed in the art of juggling action, 
melodrama and spectacle in thirdperson 
form, has placed a bold tick beside Eidos' 
recently established primary objective: 
restore and modernise its fallen icon. 

Whether or not you appreciate the 
makeover depends on what attracted you 
in the first place. Were it the sensation of 
true exploration - pushing deeper into the 
unknown without a thought of escape 
then expect mild disappointment or at least 
a surprise. Rather than long, atmospheric 
trai ls, Legend's levels are multifaceted by 
design, functioning as story snippets, time 
trials and treasure hunts - geared as much 
for your tenth visit as your first. The escapism 
they offer comes in bolts rather than slow 
burns, genuinely memorable setpieces 
occurring in quick succession within 
environments which, if attempted at speed, 
last minutes rather than hours. it's a small 
game - the main story easily conquerable in 
less than six hours once you've deciphered its 
puzzles - but it isn't measly. 

For one thing, the art direction is 
uniformly outstanding. Its environments 

Combat occurs more often than 
series purists might appreciate, 
but simple controls and weakling 
enemies maintain a snappy pace 

aren't exclusively subterranean - that's no 
surprise- but they do convey a recurrent 
theme of dereliction that sets a strong tone. 
A cheap amusement fun house beaten by 
rain and cloaked in rust, an X-Files-inspired 
facility filled with dilapidated yet functional 
Soviet experiments, and a forgotten crash site 
overlooking a frozen temple al l reverberate 
with atmosphere, delivering more drama 
than can be found in many games twice 
Legend's size. The leading narrative may be 

hokum, but its most interesting stories are 
those etched into broken walls, strewn in 
ruined form across floors and carried in the 
putrefied part icles that clog the air. it's a 
fleeting but focused environment for what 
proves to be a highly entertaining comeback. 

Before Legend's arriva l, there was a rea l 
question of why garners should sti ll care 
about Lara Croft. The answer, it becomes 
clear, is as it's always been: it isn't about 

what Lara is like to look at, but about what 
she's like to be. Appreciation of this character 
is conveyed through the controller, not the 
eyes, and felt in the hands rather than 
trousers. Yes, her physical form is still as 
skewed as ever, and only a staunch 
Anglophobe would cool to the sound of 
Keeley Hawes' voiceover. but the key appeal 
is one of interface and locomotion. it's 
tempting to say that the game mechamcally 
owes its soul to The Sands Of Time, but its 

systems are more a product of both past 
example and considered m novation. 

With sufficien t practice you can leap, roll, 
shimmy and sl ide through its chambers w ith 
practically no fear of imposed error, and 
that's a defining achievement. If Lara 
oversteps an edge, she grabs; if your 
analogue direction is off - which, in games 
with dynamic cameras such as this, just 
happens from time to t ime -she dangles 



Motorbike chases serve as occasional introductions and cod as 
to the more tradi tional explorations. Inoffensive enough and 
actually enjoyable for the most part, they nonetheless feel 
unwelcome during time trials that could have been abridged 

while you quickly make a correct1ve move. 
Button tapping also speeds up the majority 
of act1ons, solving a catalogue of established 
issues related to the monotony of cautious 
movement. When tackling time trials (which 
incidentally are time-limtted, counting down 
rather than up), th1s overall reliability of 
control pays dividends. 

A sca.ttering of puzzles seeks to 
complement the gymnastic challenge, but 
their underlying tech deserves greater 
recognition than the1r design. Much of what 
you see and everything you touch in Legend 
is managed by an expertly engineered physics 
engine. Like most of the game's components, 
the new rappel move is fully fledged rather 
than a novelty. and as a consequence can 
produce behevable interactions with a variety 
of objects. Unfortunately, combat isn't so 
finely tuned. but it's certainly efficient. Lock, 
shoot, run and dodge are seldom combined 
as easily as they can be here, and button 
prompts over destructible objects integrate 
them into the scheme of battle with simi lar 
success. However. unwieldy bt~llet-time vaults 
are often more trouble than they're worth, as 
are grenade tosses. Boss battles lack spice, 

with underdeveloped attack patterns, and 
while QTE cinematics add variety, they would 
have benefited from using random ra ther 
than fixed button sequences. 

To suggest that Legend was a jack of all 
trades and master of none would be unfa1r
much of Crystal's work here is masterful, not 
least the Lara model itself, which links artful 
animations w ith such elegance as to make 1t 
one of the best ever created, and whatever 
streaming technology has facilitated the 
near-exclusive use of high-resolution textures 
is similarly deserving of praise. But you can 
see why such a cla1m would be made: 
Legend covers many bases, and has 

Once you've recognised that many of them now employ 
real-world physics, the puzzles that Crystal has neatly 
placed throughout Legenrfs chambers fall into a gently 
thought-provoking pattern. Inventive enough to satisfy 
yet buil t on convention, they seldom hamper progress 

With the grid system now buried 
in a tomb of its own (called The 
Angel Of Darkness), block shifting 
is a more natural, nimble process 

knowmgly sacrificed a considerable part of 
the purity which, for many; made Tomb 
Ratder memorable to begin with. 

One cinematic has lara protesting that 
the 'bloooy tourists' - the opposition forces 
have arrived to spoil her view, but compared 
to her former self she's no less a sightseer. 
Nonetheless, she's privy to some wondrous 
sights, and in motion isn't far from being 
one herself. Some may argue over what the 
series should have become, but what's 
important is that it has made that tough 
decision for itself, and established a rock 
solid foundation for inevitable, now 
justified successors. [8] 

Metropoli tan skyboxes: an easy way to win 
our hearts if implemented well, and pulled off 
with supreme confidence during Lara's Tokyo 
stop-off. it's a shame the mission is so brief 

Mansion: Impossible 

it's tough to decide whether Croft 
Manor, available for exploration from 
the start of Legend and beautifully 
rendered, is describable as bonus 
content. lt has no objective beyond 
acquiring hard-to-reach and otherwis· 
hidden artefacts, and in no way sits 
within the game's story. But its 
purposes are threefold : to train you ir 
the nuances of the game's movement 
system, re-establish the bedrock of 
Lara's character, and offer an 
enjoyable compan ion to a very brief 
game. The gymnasium is the 
undoubted highlight, decked with a 
bewildering setup of crossbars and 
climbing apparatus, and home to 
several derived puzzles. There's more 
than a passing air of Resident Evil 
grandeur about the place, and, like 
the other levels, it offers plenty of 
unlockable extras such as pistol 
upgrades and costumes. 
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'Special' ops 

For those who've ever wondered 
how M1chael Keaton would fare 
leadmg rhe Dream Team into a 
m1htary hotzone. GR:AW is a 
revelation. When Mexican 
insurgents charge from their 
transports with white heat, 
screammg blue murder and 
frdmed by unmistakable red 
d1amonds, the Ghost soldiers 
become lost. Though they' re keen 
to demonstrate that taking cover 
behmd d corner IS well Within 
thetr w1sdom, they'll often choose 
to perplex the enemy by doing so 
behmd, ~ay, a nice plant or, as 
you'll soon d1scover, a wall of thin 
atr. But their concentration is 
undeniably intense. Focused on 
an enemy position, they'll let 
nothing stand in the way of an 
explosive kill, vehicles and 
commanding officer included. 
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ontrary to prior impressions, tt's 
spec1al ops stalwart Red Storm 
that plays general in GR:AW. Its 

mult1player component is far better su1ted 
to the game's destgn potential than a 
singep1ayer campa,gn that's more the 
frontltne rook1e. dazzled and dazed by blast 
upon blast upon blast Ub1soft's Ttwak stud to, 
apparently ho1sted by ItS own prem1se. has 
assemb ed an unw1tung reflect on of modern 
telev1sed war; overpowered like a v1deogame. 
fought by a starry-eyed mfantry that 
vtdeogames have reared. Though the 'Ghost' 
mon1ker presumably reflects some ktnd of 
ethereal stealth, here 1t suggests bram death. 

But the loss of one expected dynamic has 
given nse to another, and what solo GR:AW 
ach1eves m the John Rambo stakes IS JUSt 
enough to stay our d1sappo1ntment at 1ts 
Tom Clancy snub. The stnctly plotted act1on 
1sn·t someth1ng to be suMVed so much as 
pursued. guzzled before .t s gone I ><e water 
from a eal< ng canteen Together wnn a 
mostly efftctent take on 1nvemory 
management. the standard loadout of 
grenades, pistol and nfle IS an ideal g1h 
to the reckless. The near-future weapons 
pack enthralling and genre-tweakmg 
firepower, even if they've partially inspired 
the ga'ne's misadventure. 

-Its skylinu are modelled to the distant horizon. but many of 
GR:AWs singleplayer levels take placo across disappointingly 
slender mission areas. Even when navigable real estate is 
available, the game often restricts access until a later stage 

Thunderous presentation has consumed 
both 1ts time and resources to the point of 
conttnuing mstability. Our playthroughs 
suffered a w1de spectrum of glitches from 
nuisal"'ce foreground pop-up to more 
conventiOnal cl pptng and an,mation 1ssues. 
all overshadowed by one extraordtnary 
moment when almos1 every v stole asset 
began fadmg 1n and out of ex1stence The 
capac1ty for intended spectacle does rema n, 
but 1n pockets rather than consistent waves 
Explos1ons Jar the senses, thermal v1ston 
Apache stnkes indulge them further, and the 
game's Mexico City, melting beneath the 
blaztng sun and choking on debris, is a 
htgh-defm1t1on dream. 

The MRC·LW prototype weapon represents the pinnacle of the game's military modernism, its mounted camera removing 
the need to expose yourself when firing from cover. Like the singleplayer game overall, it's exciting but overpowered 

For a time. the face of GR:AWs 
multi player modes was a pale 
reflection of what Tiwak was 
painstakingly attempting to 
produce elsewhere. Things have 
changed, however, and despite 
a drop In HDR effects, much of 
Red Storm's game looks great 

Thermal vision is well impltmtnted, more as an aesthetic 
device than a military one. Occasionally unreliable, it can 
nonetheless make visual sense of • cluttered battlefield 

But the attempt to blow people away 
has surrendered much of GR:AWs ab1ltty to 
draw them in. Its A. (see "SpeCial' ops') can 
be Imbecilic. 1ts stand-offs turn1ng quickly 
into walKovers and its urban JUngle more 
like a trail, walled tnto a minimal playing 
area by the sheer pressure of its looks. it's 
a rollercoaster but in every sense of the 
word. ieavtng the real game of soldiers for 
ttS better half 

Whether spent carmva shooMg 
bratndead botS or duelltng with :he w1ts of 
L1ve opponents. t1me w th Warf1ghrer's 
mult.player modes IS se dom dull and ohen 
electnfying. That feared weakness of 
separate development is actually ts strength. 
freeing its ambitions from the s1ngleplayer 
des1gn. As much home to exhausttngly 
strategic games of cat-and-mouse 
marksmanship as to thrilling stege scenarios 
and po,nt-to-potnt run and gun. 1t's also a 
oless1ng to a console on wh eh PDZ set a 
rotten VlSUa bar. The wea th of gametypes 
and sheer acreage of d1verse terr a1n qUtckly 
makes tne nttla ly ou:landiSh ·e ght hours 
stra1ght' Ach,eveMen: a leg t1mate hazard o• 
play. The commg months may leave only 
embers of GRAWs explos1ons. but its 
online glow will endure [8) 



or a system that prides 1tself on its 
intuitive controls and simple, tactile 
innovation, it's strangely unsettling 

that the opposite is true of Hunters. Circle
strafmg n ay be second nature with mouse 
and keyboard or dual-analogue control - but 
with a D-Pad and plastic pen? Th1s is going 
to take some getting used to. 

it's a case of practiCe makes perfect, then. 
Experimenting with the generous control 
options, and fidgeting between a variety of 
knee/desk/armchair configurations to strike 
the necessary balance between comfort and 
support, l,l [ldoubtedly takes lime. but 
perseverance reaps rewards. Namely in your 
enjoyment of a well-rounded, though 
limited, familiar Metroid experience. 

You m1ghtn't be stripped of your original 
move-set. as is customary for the series, but 
the process of exploring ever-expanding 
environments through judic1ous use of 
newly acquired weaponry remains intact. 
Fragmented differently than in previous 
instalments, the gameworld takes the form 
of diverse, self-contained planets and space 
stations accessed from a menu on Samus' 
ship - an interface whiCh acts as the game's 
deep-space hub. 

Though mitially a litt le unwieldy, Hunters 
soon makes its mark. Env~ronments, wh1le 
often claustrophobic, boast excellent levels of 
detail and- given the obvious hardware 

constraints - are surprisingly adept in 
delivenng contrasting atmospheres. 
Predictably, lava-drenched ru ins. icy 
backwaters and industrial, metallic outposts 
are the order of the day - but they never 
look less than authentic and, with the help of 
some truly exemplary audio work, are 
perfectly capable of evokmg the inimitable 
brooding solitude so essential to the series 
Moreover, the singleplayer adventure is yet 
another sprawling, puzzle-heavy artefact 
hunt which, truth be told, is far bigger than 
we had any right to expect. 

Naturally, there have had to be some 
concess1ons and compromises. There isn't an 
abundance of flora, for example- and the 
foes are restricted to a handful of fist-sized 
drones and skittish pests. Level design is 
nowhere near as ambitious, either, focusing 
on corridors, modest caverns and halls 
rather than breathtaking vistas. it's easy to 
see why: when Hunters gets too big for its 
boots (a firelight atop a gigantic, skyboxed 
pyramid structure, for example) the action 
inevitably slows to a crawl. lt remains 
playable even at this speed, but it's hard not 
to grit your teeth. Such examples are isolated 
and, thankfully, rare - and the breadth of this 
generous package goes some way towards 
offermg recompense. 

Like Mario Kart before it. the singleplayer 
proves to be a competent companion to a 

Bucking the trend of inventive bosses which has become the series' signature 
are the O<tolith guardians - stationary and predictable foes which prote<l 
the game's artefacts. lt's disappointing to see the developer rely on recycling 
the same stand-off (the difficul ty increasing in increments) time and time again 

lt's in multiplayer that stylus control really comes into its 
own. While aim·assist does play its part, the touchscreen 
affords enough accuracy and freedom to confidently 
score heads hots with enough practice. Whether or not 
your index finger will be able to maintain a rapid rate 
of fire over successive bouts is another matter, though 

solid mult iplayer mode. Other than the 
inclusion of Samus in the seven-character 
roster, wifi or local wireless matches are as 
far removed from classic Metroid as you 
could imagine, providing fluid and often 
Quake-like skirmishes. Spanning seven match 
types, with deathmatch, territorial, defensive 
and capture modes across 24 arenas, there's 
a definite sense of craftsmanship here. 
Weapons are well balanced, while the sheer 
range of arena sizes available ensures that 
online play is more than just a token 
afterthought, making this one of the most 
rewarding action games available on DS. [8] 

Morphball puzzles, while never incredibly 
intricate or especially testing of your spatial 
awareness, still demand a steady hand, 
and can often create irritating pockets of 
frustration unless concentration is high. Use 
of both D·Pad for sudden movements and 
touch screen for fine tuning is essential here 

Small but deadly 

The seven Hunters all have 
access to a unique morph ball 
derivative - a feature that opens 
up more strateg ic options than 
you may th ink. Sa m us' bomb· 
laying morph ball is perhaps the 
weakest. with her r ivals offering 
more interesting techniques. 
Weavel, for example, can lay a 
stationary turret wh ile keeping a 
weak melee attack; Spire's melee 
attack is complemented by the 
ability to scale walls, while 
Vhoscythe's b lades prove t o be a 
most irritating hazard. How ever, 
these pale in comparison to 
Trace's Triskelion, an insect-l ike 
form t hat has the ability to 
launch itself at enemies at speed 
-expect Trace players to bare the 
brunt of voca l on line hatred in 
the months to come. 
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Green giant 

The key to victory is the Heavenly 
Odama. activated by a power-up 
released from demolished huts 
or. occasionally, by striking the 
Ninten Bell the army is tasked 
with protecting. The glowing 
green ball rolls harmlessly 
through allies. while recruiting 
flattened enemies as reserve 
soldiers. This helps replace lost 
men as the battle rages. and 
restores morale among your men 
-crucial. as with low spirits the 
soldiers refuse to do your 
bidding. The game's at its most 
satisfying as the Heavenly Odama 
lays waste to the enemy. but w ith 
power-ups handed out randomly 
-and the appearance of new 
items relying on you activating 
the Mario-style '!'blocks 
scattered around the board 
there's no guarantee you'll see 
enough of this Odama to turn 
the tide of battle your way. 

Picking up items (wlth the cry of •Rally!") 
is integral to a successful Odama campaign. 
This pulley belongs to a gate at the end 
of the river: hook it up. and the army can 
then march across the drained riverbed 
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h1geru Miyamoto preaches clarity 
of design and Simplicity of control. 
His old friend Yoot 'Seaman' Saito 

evidently has very d1fferent ideas nowadays. 
Odama demands you use your hands 
and a range of 12 voice commands to 
Simultaneously play p1nball and realtime 
stra tegy. Unless you're capable of 
ambidextrously controlling twoplayer 
lkaruga on your own, it'S asking too much. 

Like any pinball game. Odama's 11 
boards reqUire both skill and luck as you 
rumble the eponymous ba I through 
obstac es and e'lemies and (hopefully) avoid 
steamrolhng your advanong army. ft's 
allunngly busy, with Ptkmm-esque swarms o' 
troops and a cacophony of thumping drums, 
crashmg scenery and whining r ce bombs 
The f1rst boss stage, where yol.lr men 
commandeer a second pa1r of f l ppers whi le 
the Odama crashes sallsfymgly through 
wooden watchtowers up top, shows there's 
potential 1n the idea - a mad. souped-up 
DeVIl Crash for the 21st century. 

The need for the microphone, however. 
mutes Odama's appeal. Adm1ttedly; the need 
to bari< orders keeps the tact ics from 

overwhelm1ng already overworked fmgers 
But 1t's a so a pan H1t-and-m1ss voce 
recogn.t,on, unnatu'a commands (not ·oose 
the gate', but 'Flood the nver'), an army that 
reqwes constant encouragement to keep 
pushing forward- al th1s consp~res to make 
failure (and a sore throat) depressmgly 
routme. Comb1ned w1th a harsh t1me hmit, 
and low morale smk1ng your men into a 
stubborn sulk, it becomes s1mply too much. 

Odama's stronge.t board. When the giant-sized warrior 
at the back is let loose from his cage and sent tumbling 
with the Odama. your troops will charge. Exhausting his 
energy bar in the time given Is far from easy. though 

By :he sixt'l tao1e. where ;he ' rustratiOn 
IS comoounded by a centra trench wh1ch 
happi ly sends 1he ba I careenng stra ght 
through the flrppers 'or nstant game over, 
you begin to suspect Odama's creators 
understand ne ther the art of pm ball nor 
the art of v1deogames. Success demands 
a near-impossible combinatiOn of 1nstant 
reactions, unwavenng routine. quick 
fingers and a keen eye (or, ideally. three 
eyes) fall for even a couple of seconds 
and the few steps forward your troops 
have taken so far will be lost as they trudge 
a dispin:ing path back against massed 
enemy forces. Aga1nst this vioous y 
unforgiv1ng design. w1nn:ng becomes 
a vendetta rather than a pleasure. 

There are no alternate button presses 
available as substitutes for the spoken 
commands - how could there be. when the 
JOypao is already 'ull w1th controls for e1ther 
pmbal or war strategyJ Ne1ther IS there an 
opuon to remove the speech bubbles that 
cutter t"'e display ft's adm~rable that Sa to 
wants the olayer to 1mag1ne how 'solders 
thml< and feel' - as ne exp a1ns so emnly m 
Odama's manual - but perhaps there are 
be:ter places to do 1t than 1n a p1nbal game 

it's te hng that the more de1ected and 
hoarse your vo1ce becomes. the eas1er it 
seems for the forces to understand the1r 
orders. Whoever programmed Odama·s 
English speech recognition clearly wasn' t 
havmg much fun either (4) 



hat Oaxter takes place in the 
1mmed1ate aftermath of the ong1nal 
Jak & Daxter is more than convenient 

storyline cont1nu1ty. When Jak turned dark 
and armed h mself to the teeth w1th vulcan 
'ury and a furroweo brow, he gave up a 
egacy of a d1fferent kind, one of platformmg 
our•ty and the 1nnate JOY of a romp through 
a world of bnght l•ght and colour. lt IS th1s 
egacy that his sidek1ck is left to take up on 

h1s own and it doesn't take long for that 
renewed v1sua and design philosophy to 
make ·tself apparent. 

For h1s f1rst rn ss1on as an exterm1nator
'or-h1re. Dax:er f nds h fl"self carry1ng out 
pest control1n a hate f ower garden. and the 
view upon entrance is stnk•ng on more than 
one level f~rst. w1th 1ts purple and red and 
yellow blossoms bursting from the scenery, 
as a refreshing contrast to the gntty dystop1an 
Haven C 1ty, but also as a testament to the 
astOI"IStung leve of aes:hetJC quality some 
may have forgotten Sony's PSP •s capab e o' 

Oaxtet's e~wonrPe1ts are comfortably 
the most organ1c and lush the handheld has 
yet delivered, and are a credit to both the 
techn1cal and artistiC skills of Califorma-

Haven City is re<ognisable but understandably less densely 
populated than you might remember. Primanly it serves 
simply as a route between one infected.location and the nex1. 
but rewards for exploration are peppered throughout its 
avenues making it a IO<ation well worth getting to know in as 
much intimate detail as you can. Besides, the view is worth it 

based developer Ready At Dawn. The team's 
stated goal w1th Oaxter- to strip away all the 
hybrid genre pretensions and del iver the 
same pure platforming that made up the 
ong1nal-1s a welcome one, and 1t's clearly 
made good on tts word. To cut what mtght 
have added up to run-and-Jump monotony, 
Oaxret's goals are smartly var.ed throughout 
tne course of the adventure. w•th bnef and 
mterm1ttent vehicle-based diverstons, 
occasional but not over-used classic 
pattern-based boss fights, and the odd 
enwonmental puzzie. But what the game 
lacks •n mechan•cal expenmentat•on and 
tngenUtty tt makes up for wtth solid 
tmplementatton, wttn expanstve levels that 
are deceptiVely linear, allowtng the player to 
feel as tf they're charting thetr own course 
while follow1ng the developer's every 
ntended lead, wtthout ever feeling lost 

Though surely a readton to the 
corstra•nts of short-burst portable play, 
Reaay At Dawn's deCiston to populate the 
world w•th numerous closely clustered 
checKpOintS means that death ts usually 
little more than a quick mconven•ence 
Whtle th1s cuts the frustration of repeatedly 

Each area can later be revisited, 
so that you can do more of the 
exploration that may have been 
hastily overlooked the first 
time around. Among other 
things. this is ne<essary in order 
for you to collect the remaining 
items needed to unlock all of 
the game's bonus content 

Daxrer's seamlessly constructed world may initially 
feel at odds with traditional point·A·to·point·B level· 
based play, but in practice this lends it an appreciable 
coherence and fluidity. Ready At Dawn has certainly 
done a good job in d1sguising the game's linearity 

reachtng challengtng chokepo•nts, t also 
forces players a httle too bnskly through 
each of tts levels, espeCially gtven the already 
relat1ve ease with whteh the ftrst half of the 
game can be negotiated. 

Oaxter's environments are all sparkle and 
verve, stmplicity and economy Creating an 
engag,ng latter-day world without over
relying on emergent play a11d therefo•e 
dilut•ng tts prem•se ts no s•mple tas<, but 
Ready At Dawn has successfully ma•nta ned 
its focus, maktng tts debut game a standout 
tttle on a platform lacking m must-haves. [7) 

To stem needless backtracking, certain 
sections feature action-sequence escape 
hatches, either by way of sewage system 
chutes or zig·zagged zip· lines that quickly 
carry Daxter back to where he started 

Sweet dreams 

Though Daxter receives spray 
upgrades throughout the course 
of the main adventure. new 
combo moves and extended 
health can be earned back at 
e><terminator HQ, where a 
quick round of shuteye 
transports the player into 
Daxter's megalomaniacal 
and Hollywood-obsessed 
dreamworld. Envisioning himself 
as the hero of Lord Of The Rings, 
Indiana Jones (pictured), and the 
ubiquitous Matrix, the referential 
and reaction-based minigames 
are the game's toughest and 
occasionally maddening, 
challenges - as well as the 
most satisfying to overcome. 
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Patronising button prompts, wearisome car 
chases and incapable gunplay are three of the 
many dubious traits Tht Godfather exhibits. 
Like a patchwork of recycled code degrading 
wi th age, i ts engine is disrespectfully lazy 

The odd surprise Is assured in a game so technically volatile. This baker was commendably hard-nosed despi te 
being kneecapped and beaten with the plumbing of her shop. Even after her death she later returned to work 

A likely story 
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Key to EA's injection of a new, 
largely peripheral character into 
The Godfather is the unseen chain 
of event s t hat its original story 
suggests rather than shows. 
Taking it u pon otself to bind those 
fringe o bjectives to a single agent 
- you - i t 's la rgely achieved a 
difficult just i f icatio n. from a 
narrative point of view at least. 
Were its systems of bribing and 
intimidating NPCs based o n more 
than the frenzied bashing and 
throwing of them into objects 
(your fists and head mostly, but 
also ovens and furniture), t hen 
perhaps its d epiction of a city rife 
with ollicit opportunity would 
hold credence. But f rom the first 
comedic confrontatoo n onwands it 
never d oes, and by extension fails 
to substantiate your Corleone ties 
in anythong mo re than cutscenes. 
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n open-world cnme debut for its 
publisher. The Godfather has eyed 
the success of G TA but not the 

secrets. Its self-aggrandtsing use of a 
heavywetght locence has achieved little 
beyond ra•song one humiliat ng question. 
how do you justofy treatong players like 
choldren 1n a game that children were never 
meant to play' The answer, of course, is 
that the prOJect Itself ts wrong-headed. 
Hav•ng sprayed a torrent o' EA's resources 
up the walltt can hardly suggest itself ill · 
equtpped. but ra ther uninformed and 
mtsmanaged. G1ven the source material and 
the available technology, the imbalance of 
vosual quality between faces and furniture is 
at least JUStiftable. but the gulf between that 
of presentatoon and play is inexcusable. 

An early concern, born over a year ago 
when all we had to Judge was a synops1s 
and the enthusoasms of •ts authors. was the 
potentia abandon wtth whoch The Godfather 
would drop tts players onto the pre-exostong 
network of events and relationships. In thts 
respect, tt'S a stark vtetory of videogame 

delinquency over cinematic pOISe. The Soctltan 
alter ego ot has you create (who, amusingly 
enough, stands a very real chance of 
resembling Frankie lv1unoz) pops his face into 
otherwose shot-for-shot retel ings of the 
mov•e's povota scenes. He makes a vaguely 
oncongruous yet credible impostor when 
locked tnto a cutscene, but unleashed on to 
the game's pasta bowl of streets he's closer 
to frank Drebtn than Forrest Gump 

The opportunity to jetttson expectatoons 
of authenticity and blast away regardless 
could have earned the game modest 
salvation. but neither the energy nor 
tnsight to craft such a parachute has been 
employed. Should you go searching for 
comedy value in the mane beatings that 
compnse its 'negotiations' or by bug-huntong 
through 1ts mtss ons you moght yet salvage a 
smtle. but the obstacles you'll face are eg on. 
The HUD map, whteh by some foul Witchcraft 
features pop-up despite be ng tn 20, ts 
undermtned by tne gameworld's surprosmgly 
palled facade and last·monute attempts at 
stgnposting. Long journeys, which pad its 

Having gathered together all of the enuti i!S and systems 
a Godfather adaptation would require, EA has completely 
failed to get them talking to tach other meaningfully. 
Vendettas and rackets are particularly hollow examples 

mtsston lengths to hugely dosagreeable effect, 
require repeat vis1ts to a fullscreen map that 
moves with nauseattng JUdders ra ther than 
slock pans. The mtserable vehtcle handling 
doesn't help, and what seems like an 
attempt to compensate has turned every car 
chase trto a lumbenng cakewalk. 

Pan o' you. whole marvelling at thetr 
m sdorect1on. wtll appreciate that efforts have 
at least been made Your progressoon from 
upstart to Don requores both compulsory and 
opttonal achievements, and in the game's bod 
to suggest that a turf war bordering on ovil 
war could somehow underpon the taut 
politics of book and ftlm, a decent career 
structure has been assembled. And, yes. 
the game's vtsuals can also shone between 
gl•tches, whi e its gu'lplay, though comically 
unwieldy, st1ll packs a punch But the clash 
betvveen noble oment and near-disastrous 
mplementat on rema ns remarkable For 
such a costly flagship t•tle to proVIde ne1ther 
the promised statement of ma•ns:ream 
grown-up appeal nor even polished, lesser 
d sposable thnlls ts a oandmark fatlure. [4] 



udged purely on tts battle system. 
Grand1a lilts the best RPG on P52 
The senes has always pnded 1tself on 

true evolut,on of the turn-based attacks that 
have mcreasingly tested gamer>' pattence as 
the years have rolled on, and here. that 
pioneenng progression settles elegantly. 
Every encounter is fraught and exctttng. 
forctng ttmed prectSt0'1 and genutne strategtc 
plann ng to successfully counter defend 
aga nst and overcome enemy attacks 
Almost untaue y tn the genre. by fore ng 
constoeratton of characters' postt on ng 
and enemy proxtmttles. 30 space becomes 
more tnan JUSt a fancy way of vtsual y 
cloakmg 20 mechantcs 

The arcade-style stattsttcs. congratulatory 
text and unvetltng of secret techniques that 
punch the screen m visual accompaniment to 
the graceful actton all consp1re to ensure the 
current tussle tS no sooner deetded before 
you're looktng forward to the next. lt's eas ly 

the strongest element of the game, and 
clearly shows that there tS sttl massiVe 
scope for tnvenliOn and ueattvity tn the 
face of its nvals' conservattve and stagnated 
execut•on m th is area. 

But battles are only part of the RPG 
expenence. and elsewhere the game 
struggles A technically ambtttous gameworld 
ensures, through careful forced camera 
angles. that the locations that frame the 
drama are always worth look•ng at However, 
by opting for a more c icl>ed waxy and 
blemtsh-free antme visual vocabulary
compared to, say, Dragon Quest Vlffs felt-t p 
styl,ngs- there's llttte ongoing character 
Thts issue, tnfltng on the face of tt, ts hauled 
tnto stgntftcance by the deCtston to make thts 
a world severed and scored by intermmable 
tnvtstble walls. There's no running freely 
through tall-grassed fields or dipptng toes tn 
the welcomtng wash lapping at that bronze 
shoreline- rather everything outside of the 

The vastmajonty of nonplayer characters have been 
giwn multiple lines of dialogue. which greatly adds 
to the sense of 1~rsion as you can decide which 
conversatton.s to pursue and which to walk away from 

Rather than requiring blind tapping of X on 
everything to discover interactive bits of 
scenery, the game prompts you whenever 
your character passes something of Interest 

Your character's special moves contonue to be tmproved and refined. even once newtr on..s have 
become available. and every onack's usefulness is cleverly balanced out as the game progr•,se<> 

path the developer sets you upon m~st 
be apprectated from a dtstance Thts serves 
to undermne any sense of true tmmerston· 
each stratghtforward pathway ts never 
more than a corndor to link the game's 
narrattve rooms 

And the narrative does little to spur 
you on. Cutscenes are overlong (thiS tS a 
relattvely short game for one that comes 
on two d scs) and thetr frequency shces 
and 01ces the gameplay wtthout dramat•c 
subt ety. Areas are sma I and hmtted, addmg 
to the sense that the developer tS qUtcldy 
shepherdtng you through the plot. 
dtsapprovtng of the slightest dtverston. 
Whtle there ts gentle rapport between 
party characters, evtdenced by mostly 
natural and lifelike dtalogue, tt's all so 
moffensive and characterless that tt 
quickly becomes dull. 

All of which leaves JUSt the deep 
custom•sation opt ons and complex combat 
to pull you through t seems as tf each 
franch•se Sqvare-Entx owns excels at one 
d s\Jnct area of RPG craft Perhaps pooling 
the talents behtnd these sptkes of greatness 
would create somethtng genUinely deftnittve 
and memorable [6) 

Time to kill 

The 'initiative' cla<kwork gauge 
that has made the series so 
popular choreographs fights 
Icons representing each character 
and enemy rotate around a 
circular gauge passing, as they 
do, through three phases· the 
command-entry area, command
execution area and a waiting 
zone. Attacking enemies delays 
their motion on the gauge, while 
being hit during the execution 
phase will cancel the attack 
outright. Different moves take 
different amounts of time to 
execute, and so trying to 
engineer your timings to launch 
combos becomes a compulsive 
pursuit. complicated by tht> fact 
that the same tactiCS can be used 
by the AI against you. 
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Net income 

A Top Spin z career isn't for the 
idle. or indeed the casual. Its 
calendar offers {on most 
occasions) a choice of three 
activities for each week of the 
year: a practice session. a 
tournament or a special event. 
The latter two serve up plenty of 
unique examples, from the 
customary majors and minors to 
sponsor-specific in-house playoffs 
and national team events 
incorporating both singles and 
doubles matches. Each sponsor 
provides its own litany of 
objectives and cash rewards, 
while the shop is crammed w ith 
sensibly chosen goods. Had the 
ran kings been trickier to scale and 
the difficulty curve more graceful 
from rookie to pro, this would 
have been a dream occupation. 
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omentum 1n videogame sports can 
be both a punishment and reward 
for success, often confining games 

to the update schedules of publishers averse 
to the risks of change. Yet for Top Spin, the 
game that climbed the coa t-tails of Virtua 
Tennis to a po1nt higher on the genre's 
evolutionary ladder, that may have seemed 
the dream scenario Robbed of its stride by 
the demise of Microsoft's XSN network and 
left to dwell on contributory lacklustre sales, 
tt spent two years back in trainmg, no doubt 
searching for answers. Top Spin 2 steps on to 
court replete with them. 

Developer PAM has reinvented a game 
that no longer strives to be a thinkmg man's 
alternative to Virtua, but something 
altogether superior. Com-op spirit still exists 
in its heart, providing a vital yet still imposing 
gateway for the entry-level player. but so 
much has been astutely arranged around 
that core that to call it arcadey would be 
insulting. Ball physics, analogue sensttivtty, 
base geometry and feature-set have all 
evolved together in one great upheava I. 

In th1s sense, tt's more a thinking 
developer's Top Spin, every change ytelding a 
calculated benefit. The relationships between 
spin selection. character attributes, shot 
placement and power have been recalibrated 
so as to he1ghten control and maximise your 
capaCity for error and excellence. An 

Top Spin benefits hugely from its now fully 
licensed arenas, and while it takes many 
opportunities to splash various sponsors 
across courts and clothing, it never sinks 
to the level of having some fast food 
fuhrer cheering you on from the stalls 

ingenious new feature is AI si mu at ion. 
available at the outset of any game. set 
or match and essentially a cleverly 
calculated gamble of your form against 
your opponent's . By offenng you a 
conscionable shortcut through one-sided 
matches. it's npped out the entrenched 
pedestrianism of longterm play. Top 5pm 
2 offers a generally excellent game of tennis, 
m fact, and plenty more besides. 

Despite issues (see 'Net income'), its 

The division of the old unified risk shot into four distinct 
varieties, each a more audacious version of a standard 
button press (so backspin becomes drop shot and topspin 
a cross-court passing shot, for example), means greater 
strategic breadth and. surprisingly, more intuitive control 

Prepare for character-creation hell in a mode that. were 
it to follow a certain other publisher's naming system, 
would be called Face Ache. lt's simply impossible to 
achieve an intended facial structure without locking 
yourself into an unending cycle of corrective adjustments 

career mode's competence makes it a rarity 
among its peers, even if the loading screens 
that surface between matches, exercises and 
menus lend tt a shambling flow. To say that tt 
spares a thought for how it conveys the 
routme of a professional player is to do it a 
disservice, since a lot of thought has been 
purposefu lly assigned to that task. Yet the 
sights of match play itself are no less 
surprising, and a lesson 1n how to target and 
realise a sport's characteristic minuttae. 
Perhaps this is the game's most surpnsing 
overall trait, that it needs a high-definition 
display and Xbox 360 horsepower to really 
do it justice. even tf they do in turn provide 
a headache of then own. 

Tennis mtght be a sport made by 
characters, but between points the 
part icipants of this game make it look daft. 
There's an unwelcorre Amped vibe to the 
goofy stru ts, grins and gestures, and whtle 
the anatomies of its models are accurate, its 
shaders and lighting effects are overcooked. 
Top Spin has put so much effort into 
achieving match fitness that tt has. m this 
notoriously troubling department, been 
overwhelmed by the demands of the new 
generat1on. But it needn't look far for 
solace - it is, af ter all, hard to look truly 
stupid when you're the champion. [8] 
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~ 

A Tale of age of foolishness. ~ 
Two Cities it was the epoch 

~ R of belief. it was You got aJI 
~ 

It was the best of the epoch of 
times. it was the incredulity. it was 5 ! 

~ the season of 
~ 

Li ht. it was the Amaz1n !! 
Some tasks are based on trust, such as the reading aloud as fast as you can test. Others can be scored, and rewarded with 
ran kings (which run, a little oddly, from walking speed to rocket speed) and high scores. more like traditional video games 

hat was it for you? E1ght sixes? 
Seven nines? it's long been argued 
that N ntendo's magic is 1ts abihty 

to make you feel like a child again, but 
Bram Traming takes that child, plonks 11 back 
down m double maths and reawakens your 
1nner eight-year-old's paranoia about that 
one sum you could never get right How can 
this be the p1ece of software that's going to 
convert the world to gaming? 

The same could be said of having to read 
aloud extracts from Eogar Alien Poe, or 
labonously tracmg lines between A.B.Cs and 
1,2,3s. Bram Trammg may require only ten 
m1nutes of your day, but n's probably ten 
minutes more than you've spent on these 

9 

While some of the word games require deliberate 
thought. others make your unconscious take the strain. 
Counting people in and out of a house is ont such task, 
and the savant-style number sorting of 'low to High' 
makes you feel more like a magician than a maths expert 

kinds of tasks for a long, long time The 
prem1se of the package IS s1mple. each day 
or less often, 1f you prefer - you can tackle 
one or all of a handful of mental agility tasks. 
Professor Kawash1ma, whose book the 
game 1S based on, 1s on hand to offer 
encouragement and adviCe and at the end 
of each sess1on you can test your 'brain age' 
aga1nst the results you would expect from a 
bnght 20-year-old. 

it sounds l1ke a total departure for 
Nintendo, but there's somethmg amazmgly 
familiar about 1t all. Kawash1ma's 
d1sembod1ed head 1s as charismatiC - and 
occas1onally as mfunating -as Tom Nook, 
and the game clearly draws on the skills 
learned 1n makmg Animal Crossing a place 
you could gladly visit every day even though 
nothing much ever changes. And there are 
c ear traces of Wano Ware 1n the 
responsiVeness and sat sfaaion of the puzz1e 
games Every s1ngle mteract1on 1n the game IS 
fun - every menu makes a pleasing no1se. 
every day IS completed with a stamp on your 
calendar, every correct answer rewarded with 
a huge, fat tiCk. Suddenly, Brain Traming 
doesn't seem like a brave new age for the 
company but the full expression of a 
philosophy that starteo out f1ve years ago. 

As a consequence, those tiresome times
tables and chunks of Dickens take on new 

Handwriting recognition is crucial for Bra;n Training 
both for lettt " and numbers - and in the main it's 
excellent. recognising correct. dear answe" instantly and 
leaving a tiny pause to adjust poorly drawn characte" 

Focus on the 
nose horn. 

life. Duelling multiplayer (up to 15 people on 
one cart) feels exactly tre same as a round of 
Mano Kart- the ela\lon of an early ead, the 
agony of throw1ng 1t away, the nvatnes that 
edge m to vendettas, and the tnumph of a 
hard-won v1ctory. The fact that it's just 
mental ari thmetic simply doesn't matter: all it 
makes you realise 1s that most games are 
mental arithmetic one way or another. 

Indeed, for a def1ning p ece of non-game 
software. Bram Trammg IS steeped n game 
dynam1cs. Each stamp you earn on your 
calendar contnbutes towards unlockables
new games, hard modes and the l1ke- and 
every now and again Professor Kawashima 
w1ll let slip word of a hidden Easter egg. 
Accomplished, well-presented and Irresistibly 
engag1ng, Bram Trammg doesn't show why 
we need to reach beyond games, but how 
successfully games can reach beyond 
where they normally aim. [8) 

Not all challenges can be won or lost. 
Professor Kawashima regularly challenges 
you to draw things from memory, or recall 
trivial facts from the last few days. These will 
then be cross-referenced, often amusingly, 
with data from any other profiles on the cart 

Su-do-ken! 

For the western release of Brain 
Training, Nintendo has included 
a sudoku game which makes 
near-perfect use of the 
touchscreen for number-entry 
and note taking -as well as 
providing a neat preview of how 
well the zoomed-in/zoomed-out 
presentation of the Opera 
browser may work. it's also 
accessible via the Quick Play 
mode which, tellingly, isn't for 
quick-fix gaming, but is a mode 
designed to help you sell Brain 
Training to your friends and 
family - not so much viral 
marketing as a voluntary 
epidemic w illingly caught. 
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Arguably Dark Mirrots fiddliest task is 
aiming at enemies from this position. 
before popping out to open fire But 
while you're covered, you're Llfe- giving 
you plenty of time to set your sights 

Scopes are crucial in Dark Mirror. In 
training - where logan conveniently 
pretends to be a rookie for the purposes 
of tht exercise -a door combination 
daubed on the wall in nightvision· 
friendly paint introduces you to the 
importan<e of your various sets of 
goggles In normal missions it's more 
often switches and locks that prove 
invisible to the naked eye. Later, there 
are some clever scope-specific setpieces, 
such as when a helpful technician 
crawling in the ceiling is cornered by 
those pesky terrorists, and the IR scope 
is the only means of pinpointing the 
attackers and guMing them down. 
Perhaps Sony Bend could have combined 
functions - with no less than four sets 
of goggles to hand, it's easy to waste 
time switching back and forth between 
views as though TV channel-surfing-
but gadget fans and Sam Fisher groupies 
will be more than satisfitd with logan's 
haul from the Agency optician 
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abe Logan has a very satisfy1ng way 
of kicking open doors. Double-tap 
up on the D-Pad and - thunk 

that's that door shown. One in the eye for 
Sa m Ftsher, who. on PSP. can only step 1nto 
a room the p~hte way lt's not the only 
Syphon Filrer: Dark Mlfror feature that 
makes Ub1soft Montreal's title seem rather 
less than essent.al 

Th1s is unongmal gam1ng. Rappelhng, 
shuffling through tunnels, watching NPCs 
Interact w th dnnks machines, IR goggles 
w1th the reQUISite whrne ook nto the 
m rror and you see Splmter Cell and Metal 
Gear gaz1ng back. But Logan 1sn't one to 
t1ptoe around. The frenetic, b1te-s1zed 
miss1ons are perfect for PSP. bursting w1th 
combat and highly deta1led Nm before 
ume, Sony has proved that PSP can run 
ana gun w th tne b1g boys 

Hats off to Sony Bend for a brave control 
scheme, too - the face buttons pretend 
they're an analogue st1ck for the camera, the 
D-Pad passes itself off as a cluster of weapon 
se ect bunons. lt works aston shingly well, 
tnev,tab e aimmg ssues as1de, ard there's a 
sat1sfy1ng fluidity to superspy manoeuvres 
like cltmb1ng on top of a box and cowenng 
beh1nd a wall. Proof of the pudding. we can't 
remember the ast t1me we actua.ly wanted 
to rep ay a tra n ng mode for a fast t1me 

The old exploding-barrel trick catches many a Dark 
Mirrorttrrorist off guard. But stand too dose to a 
flammable piece of scenory yourself and, whether 
by accident or design. the gamt's enemies prove to 
be more than capable of getting their revenge quickly 

Sniper riflts don' t come much more fully featured than Dark 
Mirrot>. As well as standard shots. enemiM can be perforated 
with elt<trifying darts. knocked out with gas pellets or hit 
with explosrvts that are detonated with a stcond tap of R 

There's good reason to reviSit the 
standard miSSIOns, too: the Agency's 
number crunchers keep tabs on everythrng 
from your stealth kills to your headshots, 
unlocktng bonus stages and new weapons 
wh1ch Gabe can haul into prev1ous levels. 
Shades of Golden Eye and Hitman. then, 
and - crucially- Sony is aware tha t quiCk 
reloads and plent1ful checkpo,nts are of 
utmost 1mportance ' repeated retr es are 
the name of the game. 

As w1th Stngleplayer, none of the 
mult1player modes tru ly defy convention -
but there's no better ton1c for PSP owners 
fretting about the oossib1hty of hav1ng to 
deathmatch 'n Uberty C1ty 'orever ObJective, 

Switching between multiple targets is so awkward as to 
be best ignored, but otherwise aiming is a hasslt·free 
txercise. Note that Gabt is visibly weighed down with 
the mission kit: it's the little things that mean so much 

where terronsts battle to prevent the good 
guys decomm1ssion1ng uranium and defusing 
bombs, is the standout game, but the 
exper ence as a whore is slickly done Ad-hoc 
and lnfrastucture are both supported, With 
vorce chat, message boards, league tab es 
and clan creation - tr e complete package. 

Repititron lets Dark Mirror down. Wall 
mounted laser traps mean you'll be v1ewing 
much of the game th'ough the blue haze of 
the preposterously contr•ved EDSU goggles, 
wh eh l1ght up anything interactrve The 
sweanng and 'part,al nud ty' is unl kely to 
wm you friends among the elderly on the 
bus, e1ther But with Sam Frsher struggling 
and Soltd Snake std playmg card tncks, 
Gabe Logan has chosen the nght ume to 
emerge from the shadows a new man. 
t's a m rror that g1ves PSP detractors a 
good reason to reflect. [7] 



he genre-def1n1ng success of 
Wario Ware has perhaps put 
an unfa1r tamt on all future 

mmigame collect,ons. and serves as a 
constant benchmark aga1nst which 
they'll be judged. but 1t's clear from 
the very f irst moments of Batto Hell 
that it stands m defiant oppositiOn of 
everything Warto Ware represents. 
Rather than putting the player on a 
successive course of three-second. 
one-button games from a select1on 
of hundreds. Baito Hell presents 40 
one-button games, each meant to 
be played continuously for hours 

That's an over-general sation, of 
course, but not by much· Batto's 
mm1games are pnmanly des1gned to 
capture the bleak monotony of farc1cal 
part-t1me Jobs rang1ng from m1ldly 
annoying to utterly mmd-numbmg, 
for wh1ch you're rewarded an 
appropnately p t1ful pay cheque 
e1ther by successful complet,on or 
your own exasperated walkout. 
'"he money you earn can then be 
squandered, 1n true disaffected slacker 
style, on ¥100 to ¥5,000 vendmg 
rnach1nes. wh1ch drop anyth1ng from 
cheap plast1c tr·nkets to, more rarely, 
a new unlockable m1n1game lt 
quickly becomes clear that the real 
tens1on in Batto Hell comes not from 
mastery of each particular game, 

it's not at all uncommon to spend a sohd hour 
in the dreary slums of a Biro plant fitting cap 
upon succesSive cap for a measly wage, only 
to then completely fritter it away on useless 
junk toys and duplicate game$, at which point 
all that's left to do is start it all over again 

The look of each of the games varies wildly, from 
the pixellated and parodic to the awkwardly 
photorealistic, but all are tied together by a firm 
emphasis on the grotesque. Each game can be 
played in a Marathon mode, which generates a 
password for Internet ranking on the game's site 

but in how sardonically all the 
chips are intentionally stacked 
aga1nst the player. 

But curiously, it's a formula that's 
not altogether unsatisfying. As a slice
of-life commentary on the world of 
d1senfranch1sed, money-scrounging 
20-someth1ng geeks, it's 'requently 
h1lar10us: some of 1ts more creative 
games 1nvolve endless menu-dnven 
retro-RPG battles. bounc1ng stage
rushmg crowd-surfers at a rock show. 
lead1ng peace-rally protesters away 
from not police, and scavenging balls 
from an Everybody's Golf course for 
penn,es ap1ece, where the discovery of 
a s1ngle yen 1S g1ven a fanfare of 
unbelievable fortune. Cynically keepmg 
players from enJoymg themselves too 
much. the games that are most fun to 
play pay the worst, or refuse to pay at 
all upon failure. making blister-forming 
one-button drudgery the most reliable 
way to advance. 

Like a hornble song that won't 
come unstuck from your head. Batto 
Heirs gameplay is compuls1ve without 
necessanly bemg compelling. lt takes a 
special son of tenacity to appreciate 
what 1t offers. but so long as you're 
able to keep laughing at the fact that 
the JOI<e IS always on you. t's not 
enurely without 1ts own reward. [6) 

The retro display changes to a different level (or 
game) alter every ten linH. Nothing you do has an 
effect on what's up top it's all just eye candy, despite 
the fact that your oyos have enough to deal with 

o much for 'The Russian 
Game' Tems OS IS very much 
a N1ntendo title, awash w1th 

pastel p1xels from the company's ever
present past Forg,ve 1t th1s ndulgence: 
N1ntendo 1s rescuing us from s1x years 
of THQ-pubhshed 'improvements' such 
as non-saveable h1gh sco'es. plothnes. 
and the notonous 'Infinite spm'. 

But hold on. That last one's 
apparently here to stay. The ability to 
once aga1n freeze p1eces in m1d-drop 
will h1t some 'Tetnnauts' (THQ again) 
like a punch 1n the gut. The same goes 
for being able to see six pieces ahead. 
And, for the f1rst t1me. the mutations 
are fatal- DS's GBC mcompatibi lity 
means that s1mply return1ng to the 
untarntshed Terns OX 1Sn't an opt1on. 
For us. these 'problems· (such as 
p1eces beginmng the1r descent off 
the top of the screen) are tnfllng 
nu1sances You m1ght d1sagree. Don't 
say you weren't warned 

Or StiCk to mult1p ayer. where Tetns 
OS sh1nes - and anyone explo1t1ng 
those controvers1a features IS doomed 
to fa,lure Battle Tetr s. w1th power-ups 
that swing matches back and forth, 
rocks w1th a frenet1c compet1t1ve sp1nt 
to nval Bust-A-Move. Exp101Mg w1f1, 
local link-up and game shanng 1s 
expected from Nintendo- but so is 
the gnm inevitability that only certain 
combmat1ons of games and players are 

Tower Tetris, a mile·high tower where blocks art 
nudged into position while gravity pulls on thtm. 
pays lip service to the touchscreen and stylus. it's 
uninspiring, but made us dream about Jenga OS 

poss be. Ten player Tetns 1s an offJ,ne 
event only. Still: compuls1ve simpl city 
makes Tetris and the DS's onlme 
functionality perfect partners. 

Reachmg out to the world also 
brings out the best in some of Tetns 
OS's formula f1ddles Not all of them 
Catch Tetns - a literal tw1st, where it's 
essentially the well that's spinn1ng 
rather then the blocks - simply hurts, 
and the ostensibly relaxmg Tower Tetns 
is ru1ned by surpnsing touchscreen 
troubles. But MISSIOn mode and Push 
Tetris's tug-of-war are at least worth a 
look. Especially as. bes1des a couple of 
d1straaing puzz e modes. that's all you 
get Tetris OS should celebrate the 
game. but instead feels hollow w1th ts 
shortfall of rewards and bonuses. 

The other d'sappo1ntment. odd y, 
s everything N1ntendo. The mus c IS 
1na11e; s apdash retro styl1ngs lead to 
at least one screen where actual rexr 
clutters the well's background. and 
you'd think from Battle mode's ugly 
power-up icons that N1ntendo had 
never attempted to draw a red she I 
or a banana sk1n before. Perhaps 
that v1olin-playmg Samus from NES 
Tetrts wasn't so bad, after all. [7) 
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The supreme self· 
indulgence of The Nomad 
Soul isn't confined to the 
shelves of its libraries, its 
satire-heavy commercial 
airwaves or the contents of 
its countless cupboards. 
The greatest breaks it 
offers from your actual 
mission (and again these 
only add to its peculiar 
allure) are the live 
performances of The 
Dreamers, the elusive band 
of free-thinking beggars 
that bring Bowie's Hours 
album to life in a way that 
neither the game's 
domestic audio players or, 
indeed, the man himself 
could. Though early 
attempts at motion capture 
were one of the game's big 
sells, the polygon ised 
versions of Bowie, Gabrels 
and collaborator Gaii·Ann 
Dorsey judder and pivot 
like no earthly creature. 
Omikron's steadfast 
removal from our world, 
however, turns such 
crudity into novelty. 



With its distinct beginning, 
middle and end, the story of 
The Nomad Soul isn't likely 
to be continued in spiritual 
successor Omikron Karma. 
Cage's resistance in calling 
the new game - currently in 
development for one or 
more of the next-generation 
consoles - a true sequel 
may suggest an absence of 
the first game's prize asset: 
Oavid Bowie. Quantic's 
ambition is undiminished, 
however, with Cage having 
stressed that fans shouldn't 
ex~ct a release any time 
before 2009. The status 
of the 'interactive drama' 
lnfraworld, meanwhile, 
once confirmed as a 
pre-Karma project, is 
now more of a mystery. 





THE MAKING OF ... 
ADVENTURELAND 
A world of adventure awaited those prepared to 
answer that persistent line: Tell me what to do?' 

ORIGINAL FORMAT Tlts-80 PVBLIS>lER ADVENTURE INT DEVELOPER SCOTT ADAMS ORIGI'< US REL£ASE 1978 



SCOTT FREE 
Adams was refreshingly open 
about the language he designed to 
produce his games. He wrote a 
cover article for Byte magazine in 
1980 explaining how the interpreter 
worked. and almost included the 
full code list, which documented 
what every command did. 

"My wife at the time, Alexis, 
talked me out of it and said I should 
keep it secret, which I did, • recalls 
Adams. "I did publish the game and 
database, though, and there were 
some intrepid folks who actually 
copied it all in by hand. Of course, 
there were misprints in the article 
and it must have taken some work 
on their parts to get it going." 

Adams also shared his 
adventure-writing secrets with 
British programmer Brian Howarth, 
who produced the Mysterious 
Adventuresseries. "He basically 
took what I taught him and used 
it without permission. I hold no 
grudges against him. I haven't 
seen him in 20 years and hope 
he's doing well. • 

Does the 'M' in MS Adams 
stand for 'magnanimous'? 

.. 

Crowther and Don Woods 

creating his own language. 



( c commodore 
COV.PIJ:> 

RETURN TO TEXT 
In response to years of hopeful 
requests from fans asking if he 
might produce a new adventure, in 
2000 Adams released Return to 
Pirate's Island Part 2. an update of 
a game previously only available 
on the Tl·994a. "I've sold a few 
thousand copies and people seem 
to have enjoyed it, • A dams says, 
modestly. "I'm currently writing 
an adventure based on the Old 
Testament of the Bible, The 
Inheritance, though I haven't done 
any work on it for a year or so. I 
really need to get back to it.• 

To track progress on The 
Inheritance, visit www.msadams. 
corn, where you can also revisit 
Pirate's Island via download. Or. of 
course, you could just 'Say YOHO'. 







If more proof was needed of the sneer 
complexity of PlayStation 3 as a piece 
of computing hardware, the news that 
another of Cell's SPUs has 'gone 
missing' was the clincher. The original 
design of Cell had one general Power 
Processor working with eight so-called 
Synergistic Processing Units (SPUs) to 
create the all-singing, all-dancing CPU. 
Initial yield problems saw Sony 
downgrade Cells for PlayStation 3 to 
seven SPUs in order to be able to 
manufacture the three million plus 
units required for its simultaneous 
global launch. Since then, however. 
the demands of running security 
procedures on the always-on line 
machine, as well as operating system 
overheads, has meant that another 
SPU has fallen by the wayside, 
although Sony hopes to reduce the 
overhead in time. Interestingly, 
Microsoft runs similar security and OS 
tasks on two of Xbox 360's three cores. 
so this isn't only a Cell issue. 

Ironically, though, developers (let 
alone garners) won't notice the 

difference for years. Such is the 
programming complexity of 

handling the parallel processors. 
it will be surprising if any first
generation PlayStation 3 titles use 
more than a couple of SPUs, and 
even then it will probably be thanks 
to the sterling efforts of physics 
middleware companies (such as 
Havok), which are rapidly trying to 
port their engines over to SPU mode. 

There's plenty of optlm1sation 
wiggle room available. Indeed, if 
developers want to get really down 
and dirty, they'll even be able optimise 
their code to run smartly using the 
Cell's Interconnect Bus. A four-way 
architecture, two channels work 
clockwise and two anti-clockwise, 
which means if they are exceptionally 
clever. programmers can gain fast 
access to memory from certain chips as 
well as using spare capacity on each 
channel to double or even triple their 
data throughput. Unfortunately 1t's 
currently so complicated to carry out, 
it would be sensible not to expect any 
games to use those techniques until 
PlayStation 4 is announced. Maybe 
that's what Sony means when it says 
PlayStation 3 is futureproof. 



I 
was recently reminded that I have been 
playing computer and videogames forever -
well, pretty much since they appeared in 

public over 30 years ago (and over 20 of those 
years from .,.,;thin 'the industry'). 

In that time, the medium's grown from a 
novelt,· into hobbyht and cottage industries 
and ultimately become ju;t another capitalist 
venture - not to mention more acceptable and 
influential in the mainstream and artistic 
circles alike (although there is still plenty of 
stigma attached). The once idiosyncratic British 
business is certainly no t what it was and what's 
left is predominantly American-owned. 

Eeeh, I remember when all these were green 
screens. One moment man was walking on the 
moon, the next he'd opened a connection to 
virtual space and made first contact ,,;th white 
lines and rectangles in a whole new universe. 
Television in the home and videogames in 

how, easily pleased by even a single extreme (be 
it playable, visual, audible or technical), I wanted 
more, to know more - init ial!'· through making 
my own entcnainment. As it became clear that 
game development in virtual space was the 
equivalent to building pyramids from grains of 
sand, I became more of a hardcore player. 
Playing to win, endeavouring to play everything, 
beat everything (and anyone), especially the 
most challenging, with scores as a measure of 
achievement, rather than reaching an end to 
provide satisfaction. From formal competition 
loser I became reviewer, now playing pr incipally 
not for pleasure but to pass comment and 
advise others. A compulsion made career. 

But playing more and more of the same 
became monotonous. I'd de,·eloped a refined 
palette, so I thought, so I sought out only the 
best and gave lip service to the rest, ascending a 
cone of perfection. The higher I climbed, the 

One moment man was walking on the moon, the next he'd 
opened up a connection to virtual space and made first contact 

amusement arcades were white man's magic 
enough. But when it became possible to send 
and receive broadcasts to and from virtual 
space from your own home, to allow your 
television to become possessed by complian~ 
clusters of light ... Man. 

For me, the innocent wide-eyed awe of a 
new medium quickly grew· into acceptance and 
appreciation and then developed into a pastime: 
I became a player of ' television games; still 
revelling in the sheer miracle of it all but 
playing for entertainment alone. 

Consoles came along, a' did access to 
compmers, and that's when the seeds of 
obsession were sown and the craving.s staned. 
l\1arvelling at and admiring who did what and 

more the need for quality took second place to a 
yearning for originality - everything had to be 
different otherwise it was easily dismissed as 
urtimaginative, lazy, derivative and worthless. 

An advancement to magazine editor resulted 
in yet another change in play perspective: a 
focus on games mainly as a means of creating 
copy, to fit tingly fill space to be shared with 
readers. This was followed by a transition to 

'writer: writing manuals, box copy, advertising 
copy, press releases and text " 'ithin play, which 
meant still not playing for pleasure but just 
enough to take what l needed to get a job done. 

Cue burgeoning pretensions about the 
medium's meaning and potential for expression 
along \\;th curiosity about 'the perfect game' 

(later evolving into less of a concern for what 
makes a game great and more of an interest in 
what makes a game full ~top, pulling product~ to 
pieces to see ho\\· they worked and reas~embling 
them but missing 'that certain something; like 
the steak passed through the telepods in The Fly). 

Surprisingly, there's still no far-reaching, 
pragmatic play or game syntax to aid the 
creation of game development (nor appropriate 
tools). Similarly, I still haven't figured out how 
the Japanese can so often make a plausible and 
typically satisfying game out of anything (DJing, 
cooking, lawyers ... ), while in the west we tend 
to become self-absorbed with simulations that 
age badly (mind you, games don't tend to grow 
old gracefully, if not in any credible p~ayable 

sense then certainly not aesthetically). 
As a producer and publishing representative 

wanting more, yesterday, for less, I was a 
demanding player with more interest in play as 
a means to a SKU. Playing only to see what 
everyone else was doing, to see what should be 
done better and what shouldn't be done for the 
pleasure of others. That continued on the other 
side of t he development fence, at first in a state 
of insular delusion, a notion of no cost spared 
to take the time to do it right, until maturity 
and the realisation that time is money struck. 
There are bills to be paid and so few players 
notice so much invisible effort anyway. 

Now the illusions are stronger yet somehow 
more obvious, I play as a passing interest. The 
technology means nothing. There are no 
surprises. The medium is part of an established 
timeline. Computer and videogames are on an 
inevitable path, as am I atop my silly ~elf-made 
perch waiting for a single divine moment: a 
game without obvious connections to the past; 
one r feel I couldn't have predicted; one that 
makes me feel under ten all over again. 

Car) Ptnn btgan his cace<r on Z:ap:l>-4. btfort uwH IJ8 ar 
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A
t the beginning of my journey into 
virtual worlds, I hoped I would discover 
not only what they reveal about our 

:.elves, but also how they shape us. In the early 
21st century, in the moribund grip of capitalism, 
we have choked our possible futures into a 
n~rrow ~pectrum of possibility. Choice is all; 
('V(•rything, even fami ly and community, is 
\Uhs(•rvknt to a single belief: if W(' can select 
our surroundings, if we can choose what we do, 
wht-rt' we live and who we meet, we can prevail. 
Money, the o il of our choice, has become the 
currency not only of our business transactions, 
but also of our dreams. 

For millennia , mankind dreamed alone. 
Cim·ma brightened our dn·ams with a light bulb, 
Ml everyone could see. Now virtual worlds have 
laid our dreams at our feet, like the patchwork 
quilt in Yeat> "He wi>he> for the cloths of 
heaven'- for anyone else, not just our beloveds, 

of S<'Cond Life (among the smallest, with 
JOO,OOO residents) traded $1-47 million worth 
of virtual property in a month. The yearly 
market across all virtual worlds is estimated at 
$1 billion. To put this into perspective, the 
movie Titanic earned a total domestic gross of 
$402.6 million. World Of WarCraft makes 
Blizzard a fifth of that every month. 

Last month, I mentioned what has been 
christened the' WOW wave' - a surge of 
interested parties flocking to the money and 
hype s urrounding new virtual worlds. It's a sign 
of the times that it's not a surprise to discover 
that virtual worlds have caught the attention of 
Hollyvvood, too. Thh month, Titanic d irector 
James Cameron ha> joined the WOW wave. He 
has announced his new fihn, an a:.-yet-unnamed 

"completely crazy, balls-out sci-fi flick~ will be 
accompanied by a virtual world to be launched 
months beforehand. to allow people to inhabit 

Cinema brightened our dreams with a Lightbulb, so everyone 
could see. Now virtual wortds have laid our dreams at our feet 

to walk into and inhabit. Mankind has finally 
made its own worlds; and we, our own gods -
the world's makers- walk among ourselves. 

If money rules our dreams, it's no surprise 
that money rules virtual worlds too. Almost all 
the reporting that comes back through the 
(')ectronic looking glass into mainstream media 
is about the money: the scale of the economies, 
the virtua l, 'non-existent' objects t hat can be 
bought and sold for real cash. T his reporting 
sim])lifies the revelatory capacity of virtual 
worlds, but there's a reason for this, too. It's not 
just that ca])italism bribes every innovation to 
its own purpose, like an oil baron buying every 
last politician. It's also that the figmes 
themselves do beggar belief. Last year, residents 

the universe of the fihn before they even '>ee it. 
Films. dreams. worlds: Cameron clearly believes, 
as I do (and as you should) that the three 
constructs are related. "I create worlds, too, 
though mine arc narrative-oriented," he says. 

In an interview with Business Online 
reporter Burt Helm, Camcron expounded on 
his desire to ~ee players create their own worlds. 

"I want to see developers create games in which 
players can add to the worlds as th<'y go along. 
so you can see what hundred~> of thousands of 
people in this game enviromnent can create. 

"It's like each is being handed a tool set... 
Instead of creating a $50 million game, you're 
creating $2 million g;~mcs and letting them 
grow themselves." 

Cameron secs parallels between our new 
virtual worlds and literature, specifically 'cienct" 
fiction. "So much of literary sci-fi is about 
creating worlds that are rich and detaile~ and 
make sense at a social level," he says. "They 
force people to be more imaginative." Right now, 
imagination is the thing we need most (ewn if 
Cameron, in his films, and in ignoring thl• fact 
that these resident-made worlds already exist, 
shows the lack of his). Phi lip K Dick, our most 

imaginative prophet of other worlds, would 
have loved all this. Dick's preoc(upat ion, soon 
to be dramatised in Richard Linklater's version 
of his classic A Scanner Darkly, was with the 
ways we create our own realities and are both 
enlightened and isolated within them. In our 
real world, we are already both enlight(•ned and 
isolated; these arc desperate tin1es, and our 
desperation is sure to spread to our virtual 
worlds too. (Last month. a S<'Cond /,if<' rt·sident 
was at the centre of a controver~y that. in a 
straw poll. over 70 per cent of the world ·s 
residents had a strong opinion on. Hil. 
controversial act was to put up posters 
questioning George \V Bush ·s competency.) 
Dick, in turn, was a desperate man. His schizoid 
visions diagnosed a split in our culture, the 
deeply rooted conflict between the self and the 
other, long before it was dramatised on the 
world stage as our current manufactured 'clash 
of civilisations~ The truth, as Dick knew, was 
that we create our own world - with or \vithout 
game developers, or even James Cameron. l have 
a proposal. then. Let 's make Philip K Dick the 
patron saint of our new digital frontier. Let's 
remind ourselves that his troubled and 
provocative instinct for questioning authority is 
a balm for our own split minds. Let's mov(' into 
Camcron's crazy, balls-out sci-fi world and, like 
Dick, go calmly, sensibly, purposefully insane. 

Tim Cuesc is an author and \.'t'teran vidt'Qji:Qnu: h."<hnCJlc>I{V 
journalisr. His book, My Ufe In Orange, i< puhli<hrd h>· Granra 



I 
spent a long time refusing to play games 
on line. My experience of it had been 
hampered by connection problems, and 

horrible computer boys who'd memorised every 
single last inch of their games, and knew exactly 
how to humiliate and frustrate novice players 
(presumably the only way these pallid, palsied 
social inadequates can assert any sense of 
control over t heir lives). I found online gaming 
so unwelcoming that I genuinely couldn't 
foresee a time when any right-minded 
individual would choose to play online against 
a bunch of faceless strangers over, say, playing 
against friends in their !ivjng room. Friends who 
vjewed playing games more as something fun to 
do rather than as a way to plug up gaping 
wounds in t heir sense of self-worth. 

That's all changed now, of course - I'm a 
card-carrying online gamer, havjng swallowed 
the largest slice of humble pie my gullet could 

Why, some lunatics are even predicting that 
online multiplayer gaming is poised to kill off 
singleplayer gaming. According to one Lars 
Butler: "Linear entertainment in singleplayer 
is to media what masturbation is to sex." 

No, Lars Butler is not a committed lunatic, 
nor a man who only thinks in sexual metaphors. 
Lars Butler is actually a former vjce president of 
online operations for EA. Worryingly, Butler 
isn't alone in his dirty thinking. "The entire 
videogame industry's history thus far has been 
an aberration, a mutant monster only made 
possible by unconnected computers:• bellows 
one Raph Koster, former chief creative officer 
at Sony Online Entertainment, speaking, as was 
Butler, on an online gaming panel in California . 

For far too long now gaming executives have 
been declar ing the death of the singleplaycr 
game, and for far too long I've been feeling a 
sense of creeping dread at the back of my pants. 

I genuinely couldn't foresee a time when any right-minded individual 
would choose to play on line against a bunch of faceless strangers 

accommodate. In fact, I'd go as far to say that 
since discovering the joys of online gaming I've 
spent more time playing games in the last six 
months than I had in the prevjous three years. 

Truth be told, a lot of my resistance was 
borne out of certain industry commentators 
proclaiming that online gaming was firmly 
established when clearly that wasn't remotely 
the case. For a long time it was all a bit like John 
Logie Baird inventing Celebrity Big Brother 
before the TV. Even so, while the likes of Xbox 
Live, World Of WarCraft and Battlefield ~ may 
have literally rocked my trousers over the last 12 

months, there's still some way to go before 
on line gaming is as ubiquitous as some people 
already seem to think it is. 

According to Koster, "The players, once they 
go connected, they don't go back. They find it 
difficult to go back to experiences where they 
can't share experiences with others:' 

By that reckoning I'm clearly something 
o f an aberration, as far as 'the players' go. The 
two games I'm playing most at the moment are 
the multiplayer side of Call Of Duty 2, and the 
not-even-slightly-multiplayer-let-alone-online 
Black. Now get a load of this crazy assertion: I 
enjoy them equally. I don't sit there playing 
Black whilst bemoaning the lack of online 
component; I enjoy it for what it is . A ghost 
train, a playground of destruction, a mostly 
linear, finite experience, but a beautifully 
designed one. 

Presumably if Koster and Butler worked 
in book publishing they'd be advocating that 
paper fiction was a thing of the past, and we'd 
all soon be pulping our novels in favour1of live 
roleplaying and murder mystery dinner part ies. 
I mean, it's an absolutely mental point of view. 
Some types of game simply don't work online -
just look at what happened to Resident Evil 
when Capcom tried it . 

I'm still mourning the premature demise of 
the 2D platform game since game designers 
became obsessed with polygons (thank god for 
the Nintendo DS). Am I now to think that 
online gaming is going to lynch even more of 
my favourite genres? Heck, it's not even genres 

- just the simple joy of playing a well-designed 
game on my own. It's the difference between 
feeling like Bruce Willis in Die Hard and 
actually being part of The A-Team, T suppose. 

Of course, I've been proved wrong before. 
Maybe a company like Valve will surprise me 
and release an entirely multiplayer Half-Life 3, 
and I'll have to eat the rest of that humble pie 
(by which time it'll probably have gone off, and 
I'll get the runs). But I'm certain that -
providing the suits don't get their way - solo 
gaming wilt never go away, nor will there ever be 
a demand from players to make it go away. Let's 
face it, sometimes you just want a quick wank 
without having to pay for a prostitute, and go 
into that whole thing of pretending how she is, 
and choosing what you want o ff the menu, and 
having to apologise when you bite her ... 

Too much detail? 
Still, I'll say one thing for Xbox Live -

I've now been called a faggot by actual 
Americans, Dutch, French, and (on one 
particularly memorable occasion) a Brazilian. 
1 don't recall that ever happening in Super 
Mario World. Truly, that is progress. 

Mr Bi[(oco-(oundtd Digitiser, Channel 4'5 Telctcxt -hased 
videogames section, and now writes mainly for television 
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ONLINE OFFLINE 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

Topk: The Haiku Thread 
Over the green hill 
A t rail o f blue, what is that ? 
Roh<>tnik tast es fear 

A gleeful cackle 
Heaven smiles upon nte now 
Go fo r gold, Harman 
Kazuo 

Lenn shrugs shoulders 
Shambling corpses once again 
Capcom: NOT ZOMBIES! 
Paustr 

Up Down Up Down Down 
Up Down Left Right 
ChuChu Chu! 
Left Right Left Right Chu! 
gt~7imod 

Back to work for me 
The princess can save herself 
Now where arc nty tools 
tngdu~ 

Just a normal guy 
In a I.ovecraftian hell 
That's a11 you need, Roll 
exidor 

126 

• 
Photorealism. It might be 
technically impressive but the 

trend towards increasingly well 
rrplicated aspects of life in gaming is 
a little tiresome. Take Fight Night: 

Round J, for example. This may be a 
very good game, and, yes, it does look 
spectacular, but I'd be much more 
tempted to play Ready 2 Rumble on the 
Dreamcast than the jazzed -up, shiny 
EA t itle (although I'm not especially 
likely to play either one, to be honest). 

Of course games should have a sense 
of realism. Vvit hout houndaries 
anything could happen, but there's a 
difference between this and 'realistic' 
t itles. I don't find it surprising that the 

' 
be it - but I'd want to be more visually 
enticed. It's like painting a landscape 
when you have a digital camera - you 
could copy every detail, but why not put 
your own individuality into it? I think 
the majority of garners would welcome 
the creation of worlds we've never seen 
before in a style that fi ts the game, 
rather than giving the diet of guns, grit 
and gore that seems to dominate the 
industry. Obviously this mainstream 
needs to exist in order to provide an 
alternative, but it looks as if t he next 
generation will add more polish tO what 
we already have - and is this worth the 
RRP at launch? 
Craig Williams 

lt's all well and good games sharing similarities with 
films, but it should never be the selling point. If games 
put all their effort into being like films, they'll die 

most keenly anticipated and raved
about games recently have been ones 
such as Psychonauts and We Love 
Katamari - hardly what you'd call 
realistic, are they? As with the film 
industry, games need to look for a 
wider spectrum. Just as not every fi lm 
can be a blockbuster, every other game 
should not feature gritty street crime or 
excessive realism, or else the industry 
runs the risk of becoming stagnant. 

This isn 't a new argument, I know. 
But the most telling sign of how 
nondescript gaming could become is 
emphasised by recent character design, 
most evidently shown on E158's cover. 
The more original (ie, less human 
looking) the character was, the more 
recognisable it seemed to be. Does this 
then have an adverse effect on 
gameplay> If the majority of gamers 
today want to cont rol human characters 
in a digital city so well crafted they 
never have to leave the house then so 

The harsh reality of it is that some 
developers will continue to chase the 
goal of creating games whose imagery 
canno t easily be told apart from reality 
unt il that goal is reached. Once that 
happens, clt'arly the only way to go will 
be into more experimental areas of 
presentation. How long will this take? 
Well , place your bets. 

• 
I have rare ly written tO magazines, 
and never for any reason other 

than 'for a laugh; bu t seeing the 
advertisement for The Plan on p125 of 
£161 drove me to the laptop. What was 
it that incensed me so> A s ingle quote: 

'A high- tech and super-cool crime 
th riller straight out of Hollywood'. 

Great. I'll tell you what: I'll play 
A1ario Karc DS, or ,,\re Love Katamari, 
and then watch an actual Hollywood 
film. It's all well and good games 
sharing similarities with films, but it 
should never be the selling point . If 

games put all their effort into being like 
films, they'll die. We'll end up with a 
billion FFVII: Advent Childrens. 

I see it like this: first, we have 
books. Their only purpose is to tell a 
story. A good story will make a good 
book. Then you have films. They tell a 
story, but eye candy is a lso important. 
How good would your favourite film be 
if it were filmed on a mobile phone? 
Then you have games. The story and 
eye candy can play a part, bu t both take 
second seat to gameplay. You can't 
interact with films. 

OK, now I've got t hat out of my 
system. Kelax .. . 
Luke Sum mcrhayes 

The irony here is that The Plan (4/10, 

E16ol had more fre~h gameplay ideas 
than many less cinema-inspired titles. 

Reading art icles in both your (and 
other, less impressive) magazines 

recently I find myself a little confused 
with the discrepancy between 
comments made about Nin tendo's DS 
and my own experiences with the 
machine. When it was launched, 
Nin tendo proclaimed that we would be 
playing games the likes of which wr 
had never experienced beforr. I'm not 
faulting the touchscreen or any of the 
other features of the soon- to-be 
dinkicr little machine, it's just that it 
seems to have totally failed to exploit 
its innovations. Scanning over web 
reviews I find the majority of high
scoring titles - Mario Kart, Advance 
Wars, Castlevania et al - do not use 
t he touchscrern capabili ty in any 
productive way, and t here are very few 
titles released in Europe that do exploit 
the touchscreen which aren' t described 
in t he closing comments as an 
entertaining diversion, nothing more. 

T his isn' t an attack at the DS - the 
possibilit ies seem endless - more an 



attack on the lack of imagination of the 
games relea~ed in the UK. I'm trying to 
imagine what the DS's library is like in 
Japan, as your article exprc5sed the 
differences. Could it be that th<' 
Japanese, who have been enjoying 
gaming as part of their culture for 
longer than those in the west, are more 
receptive to new and unique gaming 
experiences than western gamers? 
And, if so, what does this mean for the 
re lease of the Revolut ion? Maybe 
Nintendo should hold it bark unti l 
the west is ready. 
Robert Scott 

'l'he sign of a good DS game i» how 
wisely it <.:hooses the best aspects of 
the machine to us('. which may or may 
not involn· tht• touch•crn·n. But if 

BRAIN AGE" 
Tf'lill\ow.,.•\liiiMo.a~~ 

Quick Play 

Daily Training 

Sudoku 

Down load 
ltohert Scott is searching for aUK T>S titl<' 
that makes appropriate use of the hardware's 
touchscrecn. Is 8rah1 Training th<' ansWt.'r ? 

Ninja's production values and 
appreciat ion of what garners want are 
such that they included Japanese 
dialogue as an opt ion in Ninja Gaiden. 

but many other developers are not as 
forthcoming \\oith this choice. 

Ryu Hayabusa is Japanese, the game is set in an 
oriental setting with a storyline and legend to 
match yet, by default, Ryu is voiced by an American 

that's what you 're aflt'r t h•·n Worio 
Ware Touched, )mhi's /'ouch & C'.o, 

Trauma Centre: Under 'f'h•• Kni(<· and 
Nintendogs all fit th" bill. Thert>\ no 
question, though, that Nint~ndo has it~> 
work n 1t out preparing t he we~tern 
market for Revolution. 

A game containing)apancsc
voiced characters is made and 

released in Japan. M~anwhi l c, 
considerable amount\ of time, money 
and resources are sp~nt on dubbing the 
game into various languages, mainly 
Engl ish, for release into other 
territories, usually turning out quite 
painful on the ears \V;th bi~·name 
actors who couldn't can·lcs~ about th<' 
end result droning their way through an 
hour's worth of lines to collect their 
cash. This i~ the point at which garners 
who care about such thin)()> then 
complain that the} \\'Jilt original 
Japanese dialogue with En~lish 
subtitles where it applies. Ninja Gaidl.'n 
could be cited a\ one l'xample: Ryu 
Hayabusa is Japanese, th(• gaml' is sN in 
an oriental setting with a story line and 
legend to match yet. by ddault on 
western version~. Ryu is voiced by an 
American. This is wrong and breab the 
illusion immcdiatdy. Thankfully, Team 

Surely the solution is to have all 
voiced characters in a game speak 
dialogue in their native tongue with 
subtitles provided for all markets. This 
would add to the immersion of a title, 
as well as cut down on time and money 
spent on development as translation 
would be merely a text file, something 
which is much cheaper to produce than 
the spoken word. It would also aid deaf 
gamers because every game would come 
with a subtitle option. lt seems to be a 
sensible proposition that would benefit 
all par ties in the chain, from developers 
to publishers to gamers. Tell me. Edge, 
why isn't it happening? 
Just in 

Dragon Quest \'111 shows the value of a 
s~·nsitivc localisation job, but we'll 
af!rt'e there\ little reason not to include 
the ori!tinal voicing v,;th subtitles 
where possible. Larger-capacity storaf_e 
media should make multiple-Janguaf!e 
tracks more common in the future. 

I feel the need to write in 
regarding the conunents made by 

Biffovision last month regarding the 
Xbox 360 launch. 'l'o suggest that it 
would have been better for me had 
:-.1icrosoft waited six months before 

1 D n rn• r 
Is an) One int~rested in literally 
trying this? Having a month of 
paci fi,t ~t:~ming? You r an play 
any game you like, from GT,\ 
t o Clrct ropl.111kton, but if you 
kill, )'ou lose. Anyone wanting 
to take part can pn't here 
regarding how its affecting 
their gaming habits and so on. 
What do you think? 
Cl 1\' 

I've r.n•ntly bt'en playing 
co-op on SWAT 4 and you can 
select no n-lethal weapons but 
even with this option I like my 
lethal weapons with me. 
Unfortunately the choice of a 
pro- life gaming month isn 't 
in my hand,, it 's in the hands 
o f the enem)' Al. If they 
comply you ' ll haw )Ourself a 
~uccr•• o;tory right here, if not 
then I will jo in the rank• o f 
e\er) bod) el'e in failing )'Our 
impo•s ibl.- mission ... 

T he onic Mega Co/JN:t ion 
;, your fri.-nd for this 
challenge. One of my favourite 
thing• about Sonic games 
is that fact t hat you're no t 
k illing robot s; you 're freeing 
the cute animals! 

I'm not so •ure about this ... 
yes, )'OU are freeing cute 
animals, but you a re 
destroyins: another form of 
artificial life in order t o do so. 
Think o f the cute animal as the 
beating heart of a larger more 
complex c reation ... I mean, 
come on ... F.vi l robots are 
human too ... Oh ... wait ... 
T he mor<' I think about it, 
Or Robotn ik was an 
industria lis t genius ... 

Mario Kart OS ... will haYe to 
do. I reckon I can do it, though. 

No good, I'm afraid. Where 
do you think all those shells 
comr from? 

Haven ' I played Sl\164, have 
we7 The koop:>s that were in 
tho• c • hell' 3re nnw running 
around in their underpants . 
Worst that could happen to 
the~n ;, catching a cold. 

launchiag the 360 in f urope i~ 
nonsense. How can ensuring I do not 
have the console for ~ix month' be 
better than having the chance to 0\\ n 
one at the same time as everyone else? 
'Nhilst it's true that the launch could 
have been better (I'm sure eVl'n 
).1icrosoft would admit that), l was 
lucky enough to he one of the report~d 
70,000 people who managed to buy a 
360 at the launch, something 
Biffovision would take away from me, 
it seems. \A/ith deliveries continuing, 
anyone who seriously wants the sy~tcm 
should be able to obtain a unit within 
the six months of propos(•d dl•nial. I 

applauded Microsoft for at least trying 
not to treat me a!> a third-class citilen 
just because !live in Europe. 

It's interesting to note that Sony 
are now platming a worldwide launch 
for PS3. We will assume the} will 
ha\·e learned some lessons from the 
Xbox :;6o's less-than-perfect entry 
into the market, but let·~ not forget 
that both the PS2 and PSP were in 
short supply upon launch - indeed it 
was as hard to find a PSP at Christma, 
as it was the Xbox 360, despite bt'ing 
launched nine months after its 
Japanese debut. 
Richard Bacon 

Some of the reader opinion I haVl' 
seen expressed in this magazine 

recently, as well as those making their 
points vociferously on line in forums, 
has surprised me. I was not expecting 
Nintendo's ambitious Revolution 
project to gain much vocal »upport. and 
certainly not this early in development. 
but many people in and around th•· 
industry share the \iew that innovation 
is required if ~;deogame~ are to avoid 
the relatively common fate shared by 
most entertainment media: sta!!llation. 

Of course, I should not haw been 
surprised. Indeed, no\' I have thought 
about it in slightly more depth. I realise 
that had I been wearing my hat of 
realism (it's a symbolic hat, not a real 
one. I assure you) this reaction is 
exactly the one I should have expected 
from the people who buy this magazine. 
It is a view expressed by the majority of 
more experienced gamers who will 
genl.'rally be more difficult to impress 
with sequels or derivative and broken 
'original' t itles. Tlw problem is. however, 
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I believe games are no longer 
made for those people. 

People are understandably 
bewildered at how the Xbox 360 
can become the fastest-selling 
games consok in history despite 
having a launch line-up that has 
arrived s traight off the boardroom 
table of'Generic, Average, Mildly 
Entertaining and Shiny Games, !ne '. 
The reason is that (generally) t he 
people who buy t his magazine: 
a) will probably buy all three next -gen 
consoles anyway, and b) only make up 
a fraction of the overall consumer 
market }.1icrosoft is targeting. 

Thanks to the massive growth of 
the industry, the same kids who lis ten 
to gangstrr rap on t heir shiny new 
iPods, and the same troglodytes that 
wear six-inch-thick gold chains with 
sportswear and relentlessly drone on 
about their modded Vauxhall Corsa, 
will have a 360 and be more than happy 
with lazy FIFA and NFSU sequels and 
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Topic: Gamer. ynu 
md while ~hopping? 
Ever chat with other garners 
while shopping or testing 
gatnes in a game s tore? Did you 
continue gaming with them 
online/offlinc? Not everyone 
we know likes gaming, but at 
game stores everyone's a 
gamer, so that should be the 
perfect place to chat with 
other gamer~. I read about that 
guy who stayed inside some 
big store all day (actually 
several days in a row, it was a 
24-7 store) playing grunes and 
how he met all kinds of people. 
Sounds like great fun, it's like 
visiting the arcades except 
it's completely free. 
S J("Ttl OSt"' f 

Sounds incredibly boring 
actually. And, to be honest, the 
idea of randomly t alking to 
someone who is quietly doing 
their shopping freaks me out! 
But why don't you try it? 
LriKl~h 

that new, overused light ing effect 
that makes pcopk look laminated. 
These people arc now the ones being 
catered for by developers. They are 
the ones that allow the studios to 
make games like Bulletproof and 
True Crime, and they will lap it up 
because it's cool. These new games 
appeal to the new mass market and 
so will outsell games like Katamari 
Damacy, lco and Colossus many 
times over. 

The Revolution, I fear, will share 
a similar fate. Far from Nintendo's 
claim of trying to reach brand new 
demographics, the console may in fact 
simply galvanise the oldest market, the 
people who've been playing games 
since the ZX Spectrum. Whi le this 
will undoubtedly be a marvellous 
strategy in Japan, here in the west, 
unfortunately, there just aren't enough 
of those guys around to prevent the 
final roll of the dice from Nintendo 
being just that - final. 

\Nith the top-drawer franchises 
all nearing the end of their natural 
lifespan in the upcoming generat ion 
(Metal Gear, Resident Evil, Gran 'furismo, 
Tomb Raider, etc), many people are 
wondering where the next killer app is 
coming from. The bleak pessimism in 
the darkest recesses of my heart fears 
that there isn't one - and, even worse, 
that ne ither Sony nor Microsoft 
actually need one. 
Jonathan Mack 

The worst thing about games like 
Bulletproof really isn't the subject 
matter, it's the fact t hat they're shit. 
You have to fear for the message being 
1>ent to the wider gaming conummity. 

Send us email (edge@futurenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 
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